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NOTES
DEGREE PROPOSAL ASSESSMENT COMMITTEE

Wednesday 25 February 199W415pm
Surrey Campus Room D118

Dana Cserepes
Lin Hammill

Margaret Klinger
Sandi Klassen secretary

Sally Chow
John Slattery

I Call to Order

The meeting was called to order at422 pm

2 Confirmation of Agenda

The agenda was confirmed as distributed

3 Approval of Minutes

The minutes of 05 January 1998 were approved as distributed

4 Proress for Degree Proposals Received Back from DPRC

Gordon Fisher

Sandra Hoffman

Frank Ludtke

Ron Marchuk

ACTION Vice President Education will send a copy of the letters received from DPRC to the
proposal developers and DPAC members

ACTION Skip Triplett will send a letter to DPRC addressing the issues One of these is allowing a
longer submission so they would get the information they are now requesting when they initially receive
the full degree proposal

DPAC decided that if a full degree proposal comes back from DPRC needing amendments it will
follow the established procedure for any full degree proposal as though we had not seen it before

If approval of the full degree proposal by DPRC is delayed because they need more information the
Vice President Education will handle it and advise DPAC of the results



5 Terms of Office for DPAC Members

Dianne Crisp volunteered to step down as chair of DPAC and stay on the committee in an exofficio
capacity to assist the new chair in assuming their duties
Gordon Fisher is going on Education Leave

ACTION Sandi Klassen will send a memo from the chair to the respective deans requesting a newly
elected faculty member from their areas to sit on DPAC

ACTION We will elect a new chair at the next meeting of DPAC

6 Adjournment

The meeting adjourned at 507 pm
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A Executive Summary

Two years ago the Ministry of Education Skills and Training released Charting a New Course which
recommended approaches to promote responsive flexible and high quality program delivery while
recognizing the central importance of existing college systems The goals stated in the strategic plan were
used as guides in charting the course for the Fashion Design and Technology degree program The
following summary borrows from the plan to address relevance and quality access affordability and
accountability as it exists in relation to the proposed degree

The Context

The fundamental changes in British Columbia discussed in the Ministry document are found in the apparel
industry As resourcebased industries diminish in economic importance healthy secondary industries will
be even more vital to the BC economy The apparel industry important in being the 6th largest secondary
industry in BC is changing to compete with global and domestic markets

The traditional apparel labour force ofhighly skilled Europeans and Asians is retiring and not being
replaced by current immigrants It is vital to the growth of the industry that a new generation of apparel
professionals with developed interpersonal and technological capabilities be prepared to take the place of
these people Former inhouse training programs which provided industrial apprenticeship disappeared
with the downturn of the economy in the early 90s and have not been reinstated

A typical design position requires awareness of market trends the ability to design for a specific market
and knowledge of pattern drafting fit costing and working with in house production people or
contractors Education and training in all aspects of the apparel design business is essential Emerging
designers who start without adequate background and experience are unable to prosper if they do not have
a solid grasp ofproduction and marketing t Ja rRl

The current job market requires people to be knowledgeable and skilled in all aspects of the industry to be
able to conceptualize creatively and to work cooperatively with a wide variety of people This trend will
continue and intensify This is true whether the job means working in a large company in a relatively
specialized area working in a small company where tasks overlap or working for oneself with private
clients

A1The nature of entry level jobs is changing within the BC apparel industry Local jobs are being advertised1 regularly in eastern Canada as graduates of the Kwantlen diploma program lack the requirements of an
internship or work experience Whereas the diploma program has previously served the needs of students7a and industry well the number of jobs available to graduates of the diploma program4 J grad p p gnat and the degree to
which their progress within a company is possible is now restricted

A degree program will open career opportunities for graduates due to increased knowledge of design
technology production and marketing The extensive internship component of the degree will replace the
former inhouse training and provide experience The new degree program is well poised to meet the
needs of students and the industry due to its focus on a flexible and responsible educational plan the
support of industry for the degree and proposed technological expansion

The industry has recently recognized that technical training is not enough on its own and that character
in the form ofevidence of interpersonal skills critical thinking problem solving and flexibility is not only
desirable but essential See Appendix A Education to promote aspects of citizenship ranging from self
knowledge to working respectfully with others to being a member ofsociety while fostered within the
program cannot be developed responsibly only by the program General or liberal education electives
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marketing business and communications courses which students will take as part of the degree will
expose them to many ways of being and thinking which can only enrich them as designers and members
of society Possible electives will be determined via a committee to be formed within Kwantlen

The Vision

Most fashion design programs in the province fircus on design or marketing as the two main and separate
career options in the fashion industry The Fashion Design and Technology program differs from these in
its recognition of the necessary integration of design production and marketing as essential for career
success The programsVision Statement See Appendix B pictures design production and marketing as
three overlapping circles to symbolize the key union of these areas and to represent the wide range of
career options available Central to the programsvision are concepts of respect cooperation integration
adaptability and change

Respect and Cooperation Integration Adaptability and Change
Respect for learners and respect for their needs and goals is at the heart of the program Students entering
the program while not always sure of the eventual direction they might go are passionate about fashion
and want to work Currently applicants to the program are offered preentry consultations and this
practice will continue A feature of the degree is the educational plan that each student will create with
help from instructors and counsellors Students will be able to choose between four to six liberal
education electives and will have the right to make an informed decision on relevant courses rather then
being offered a specific menu Mother present custom that will be retained is the informal job finding
that the program is able to offer due to its ties to industry

The degree program has been designed to work for learners by providing as much choice as possible by
offering connections between different courses by being flexible to meet individual needs and by
teaching industrybased skills to increase employability The current diploma provides basic skills for
many entry level jobs The degree which has been developed with reference to the needs of students and
of industry will increase the number of initial jobs available will expand the distance one can progress
within a company and will provide education for personal and social achievement Cross cultural
awareness and tolerance are essential attributes both within the fasluonifd with its mix of people
from all backgrounds and liberal education

Respect for and cooperation with the industry the institution and the college system has also shaped the
degree Courses are taught to industrial standards to minimizeonthejob problems Recognizing the need

the industry for more technologically proficient employees the degree program features computer
tied design systems as an integrated part of design production and marketing courses Choosing to use
current Kwantlen offerings as liberal education electives acknowledges the academic life of the college
while helping to lower the cost of initiating a degree Forming educational and training partnerships with
other existing institutions such as UBC and UCFV fosters integration of resources

Current innovative instructional methods used within the program such as cooperative learning team
projects discovery learning and teaching from a perspective of care can work with general education
courses to help each student develop her potential as a member ofsociety as students bring their
knowledge from those courses back into the design environment through debate within class and then into
the world A recent project with this potential is one in which students sewed knock offs to perfect
technical skills and donated the garments to charity which could deal with citizenship issues

Access

Entry into the program is currently portfolio based and that practice will continue Students in the Fashion
Design and Technology Degree Program will be able to attend full or parttime Options for work O



experience and summer courses could enable students to complete the program in three years although
four is the expected normal time for fiilltime students Students who want to attend parttime due to
family commitments work responsibilities or personal choice will have that chance Many of the non
program course requirements in marketing communications and liberal education are offered at various
times which will allow the student choice Prerequisites for drafting will be dropped and drafting will
become a first year course to prevent discrimination against those from schools generally rural where it
was not a subject Drafting will also be offered as a distance education course Students from outside the
program area will have access to fashion offerings if seats are available

Providing course outcomes are met PLA will be available to allow for credit for non traditional teaming
Graduates from a twoyear program who wish to pursue a degree will be assessed in a flexible manner

Affordability
The degree program recognizes the need to work within the financial constraints of the students of
Kwantlen and of the college system Initiatives such as parttime attendance PLA and courses with a
prerequisite or permission of instructordepartment clause allow students to work through the program
at appropriate pace cut costs to the student Utilizing courses already existing at Kwantlen and working
with other institutions within BC to provide options and avoid duplication for outofprogram
requirements maximizes the offerings of the institution and the college system

Accountability

The program has a solid history of working closely with its industry such as its recent work with industry
representatives from its Advisory Committee in defming the knowledge skills and attitudes needed for
apparel design positions See Appendix C Degree course curriculum will be developed with input from
industry Apparel BC has endorsed this work Industrybased levels of skills for graduates are already in
place in the diploma program and these will be broadened in degree graduates Outcomes within the
degree program will continue to be assessed and refined

B Institutional and Program Identification

Bl Which institution will award the degree Which other institutions if any will contribute
to this instructional program and precisely what will each contribute

7

Kwantlen University College will award the Bachelor of Applied Design in Fashion Design and
Technology Kwantlen University College faculty will deliver instruction in conjunction with the apparel
business community through industry linked projects and internships This important collaboration will
provide skillbuilding experiences for students both in the workplace and through applied projects

Several institutions have been or will be approached to contribute courses to enable some students to
concentrate in specific areas not currently available at Kwantlen BCIT can provide courses in operations t
management The University College of the Fraser Valley specializes in knitting and weaving and the
University of British Columbia offers courses in advanced textiles It is anticipated that students from
these institutions may access some courses from KwantlensFashion programs

B2 Which departmentsfacultyiesor schoolswill be offering the degree

The degree will be offered by the Centre for Applied Design under the Fashion Design and Technology
program in conjunction with other departments at Kwantlen such as The School of Business Applied
Communications Humanities Social Sciences and Sciences and Interdisciplinary Design Studies



For additional information contact
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Mary l3oni Coordinator Fashion Design and Technology
Centre for Applied Design Studies
Kwantlen University College
8771lansdowne Road Richmond BC V6X 3V8
tel 6045992551 fax 6045992716
email maryb@kwantlenbcca

B3 What will be the program title and the name of the credential to be awarded to graduates

The program title will be Fashion Design and Technology and the name ofthe credential will be Bachelor
of Applied Design in Fashion Design and Technology

B4 In what way does this degree program contribute to the mandate and strategic plan of the
institution

The degree program will contribute to Kwantlensmandate and strategic plan in the following ways
increase accessibility for students maximize use of existing space increase training in technology
increase linkages within the department university college other provincial institutions and the apparel
industry offer distributed education courses and develop employability skills as identified by the
Conference Board of Canada Each contribution is addressed in this document

B5 What is the intended schedule for implementation of the degree program

Implementation date will depend on when approval of Stage 3 occurs It is anticipated that the
implementation date will be September 1999

C Program Description

CI What economiclmdustrialisociaUcultural goals is this program intended to serve

The growth of the BC apparel industry is dependant upon fostering emerging professionals The fashion
industry consistently stresses the need forgraduates of fashion programs to have breadth and depth in
employability skills and technical training Employers require graduates to have more advanced creative
problem solving business marketing and communication skills as well as a more comprehensive
industrybased training than is currently offered at any BC institution Program reviews practicum
supervisors graduates and the program advisory committee have consistently commented on the need for

a longer program that includes extensive work experience or an internship GtAtmfratraci L
rY 4

Ofequal importance is the studentsability to develop as a learner Fashion design as a discipline is by its
very nature concerned with culture and society so it is important for emerging designers to be conversant
with cultural and societal issues The four year degree program with its liberal education component
offers continuing intellectual and creative challenges Concepts such as an understanding of design issues
on a global level personal and business ethics and a philosophy ofdesign can be more rigorously
explored and expanded A specific example could be found in a student who chooses an ecology elective
and returns to design committed to working within the emerging trends of using recyled clothing and
innovations in fabric development such as naturally coloured cottons rather than dyes

Expected benefits are best summarized by referring to the College Vision Statement We create

quality lifelong learning opportunities for people to achieve personal social and career success
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How do these relate to identified market niches or societal needs

The Apparel Industry is currently receiving attention at all levels ofgovernment Design is now
being recognized as a contributor to the competitiveness of the apparel sector and has generated a
substantial amount of economic wealth

The apparel industry is the 6th largest secondary industry in BC and is growing In 1986 BC
exported 37 million in apparel By 1996 apparel exports rose to 151 million and in 1997
increased 26 to 182 million

According to Work Futures 1996 employment prospects for this occupational group call for
growth that is much faster than the alloccupation average
Human Resources Development Canada has created a national steering committee for the apparel
industry to research and develop an action plan to address the need for more skilled labour
upgraded skills increased managerial training and the ability to deal with rapid technological
change The steering committeesmandate also includes enhancing the image of the industry and
campaigning to attract young people to pursue a career in the apparel industry
Design Access is a provincial funded initiative to encourage high school students to pursue a
career in Design Apparel BC the provincial association for the apparel industry is working in
partnership with the BC Ministry of Skills and Labour and Secondary Education in spearheading
this initiative

In conjunction with the Ministry of Employment and Investment Design Now a BC Design
Strategy Task force consisting of representatives from all of the design sectors including fashion
has developed a strategy to improve the marketing and competitive abilities of BCs design
industry

The provincial government is investigating the implementation of a Design Tax Credit similar to
a program currently running in Quebec to encourage the industry to increase its employment of
designers pattern drafters and marker makers
KwantlensFashion Design and Technology program is poised to meet the hiring needs of the
BC apparel industry The Fashion program coordinator is a founder of the federal HRDC
steering committee and is a member of the Board of Directors for Apparel BC Apparel
companies contact Kwantlensprogram for their hiring needs

C2 What are the anticipated employment destinations for graduates

These graduates will be qualified to work in areas ofdesignproduct development aspects of production
and the business environment of the well established BC apparel industry There are nearly 400 apparel
companies in the lower mainland Graduates could work for large companies as members of design
production or marketing teams for smaller design houses where they will be expected to work in all
aspects of the business or could engage in entrepreneurial or freelance endeavours Retail is another
option In all instances graduates need to be well versed in all three areas of the business to participate
fully as team players

See Appendix D for an outline of the apparel industry employabilitycareer opportunities

What potential does this program provide for research and development or job creation

Flexibility within the structure of the program will provide students with the opportunity to develop job
opportunities through work internships work experience applied research and collaborative experiences
Business and entrepreneurial skills will be developed Students may choose to create their own jobs
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C3 What are the intended learning outcomes of this program

The intended teaming outcomes for the degree program will develop KwantlensMission Statement and
promote the Fashion Design and Technology programsVision Statement One key intended learning
outcome is that graduates will be able to understand the diverse nature of the industry their strengths and
abilities and therefore be able to choose an appropriate career path with success Another key outcome
is that students will understand the evolution ofdesign into a product Students enter the program with a
passionate commitment to fashion design An intended learning outcome is that they retain that attitude
and broaden their interest and understanding of the place of fashion in the world It is intended that at the
end of the program students will be more capable versatile and flexible and have greater confidence in
their abilities and potential

Many learning outcomes will be integrated throughout the program See Appendix E so that learning
outcomes of one course semester or year will be reinforced and developed in others At the same time
there will be specific outcomes for the three areas of fashion education design production and marketing
Discipline specific outcomes will be integrated with liberal education outcomes espoused by Kwantlen
See Appendix F The Employability Skills which Kwantlen requires as part of a degree program are
developed throughout the program See Appendix G and will be specified in course outlines A specific
example is the development of verbal literacy through program work using note taking journal work
research reading diverse sources to analyze trends writing business plans and developing press kits

C4 What is the expected normal time required for program completion

The expected normal time required for program completion would be three to four years 8 semesters
based on full time attendance Provisions for work experience and courses during the summer months
would allow a student to complete the program in three years

NI NIC I C V125t DV Pont woiniNvihRetea
Since the Fashion specific offerings are to a small group they will be offered during the regular fall and
spring semesters on week days during the day so that they are available to both fill and parttime
students Once Fashion students have registered in courses the courses will be opened to non program
students

ScLxktd w9 cio bTt
The internship is intended to be an intense experience during one semester either in the sixth semester or
over the following summer Students will not be able to take more than 9 credits during that semester
Therefore they will have to pick up the remaining 6 credits during an intercession summer school or
additional semester

It is anticipated that many of the people seeking this degree will prefer to attend parttime Graduates who
plan to return to complete the degree have indicated that they still want to maintain their jobs or businesses
while taking courses Students today often need to work have family responsibilities or prefer to take
fewer course in order to focus on a narrow rather than wide range of courses at one time

The time to complete the degree will depend on how much time students can commit to their studies
Students will have the flexibility to take the program at a rate that best fits their needs meaning longer
than four years if required Students with prior learning assessment may require less time The time for
completion will vary from student to student

l hit tirod
7



CS Course Requirements List the courses and credits required to meet the proposed
degree requirements

The initial two years of the degree program will consist mostly of compulsory courses The following
years will allow for an increasing number of options Since all courses will be open to PLA not every
student will necessarily take all courses

Wherever possible courses currently available to a wide range of students have been selected to provide as
much flexibility as possible for students For example communications introductory microcomputer
applications marketing and most liberal education courses are available on all campuses every semester
and at a variety of times during the day and week

The first year is a general year introducing students to the fundamentals of design drafting and sewing
and includes support courses in fashion liberal education marketing microcomputer applications and
communications The second year is focused on disciplinebased knowledge and skill development The
third and fourth years feature more discipline development and more openings for liberal education and
other electives

Students would map out a fouryear flexible educational plan to include a minimum of 120 credits The
plan would require W 4h kat s

a minimum of 4 to a maximum of6 Liberal Education Courses 35 Electives and COMM 1140
minimum of 2 to a maximum of 4 Business Marketing Courses MRKT 1130 1 3 Electives plus
Fashion Business Practices

minimum of 2 electives from any LibEdFASNMRKTBUSICBSYIDDSGVRD
COMMOPSMAN Operations Management course ofstudentschoice

fashion courses could come from other colleges as could courses in any of the other
categories

It is recommended that students take at least one liberal education and Marketing 1130 in their first year

THE FOUR YEAR PLAN based on fulltime attendance
YEAR I FIRST SEMESTER

CBSY 1105 Introductory Microcomputer Applications
FASN 1100 Fundamentals of Design 11141
FASN 1110 The Apparel Industry
FASN 1120 Drafting Sewing I t

MRKT 1130 or Liberal Education Elective

FASN 2100
FASN 2110

FASN 2120

FASN 2130

Fashion Design I
Textile Science

Drafting Sewing III
Technical Fashion Drawing

Su LL
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COMM 1140 Business Technical Communications
FASN 1210 History of Costume
FASN 1220 Drafting Sewing II
FASN 1230 Fashion and the Body
MRKT 1130 or Liberal Education Elective

4 hours

5 hours

4 hours

6 hours

4 hours

IYEAR 1 SECOND SEMESTER
4 hours

4 hours

6 hours

3 hours

4 hours

5 hours

4 hours

12 hours

3 hours

3 credits

3 credits

3 credits

35 credits

3 credits

3 credits

3 credits

35 credits

2 credits

3 credits

IYEAR 2 THIRD SEMESTER
3 credits

3 credits
7 credits

2 credits



FASN 2200 Fashion Design H 5 hours 3 credits
I

FASN 2220 Drafting Sewing IV 12 hours 7 credits

FASN 2230 Fashion Drawing 5 hours 3 credits

FASN 2240 Introduction to CAD 3 hours 2 credits

FASN 2250 Fashion Retail Work Experience 200 hr 2 credits

YEAR 2 FOURTH SEMESTER

I YEAR 3 FIFTH SEMESTER
FASN 3100 Product Development
FASN 3120 Sewing Supervision
FASN 3140 Pattern Grading CAD

YEAR 3 SIXTH SEMESTER
FASN 3250 Fashion Industry Internship 300 400 hr 4 credits
FASN 3210 Textile Design 4 hours 3 credits

Elective 4 hours 3 credits

YEAR 4 SEVENTH SEMESTER
FASN 4100 Line Portfolio Development 9 hours 6 credits

FASN 4150 Production Planning Piece Goods Handling 5 hours 4 credits

Elective 4 hours 3 credits

Elective 4 hours 3 credits

IYEAR 4 EIGHTH SEMESTER
FASN 4220 Advanced Drafting and Sewing
FASN 4210 Fashion Business Practices

Elective

Elective

FASN Elective

FASN 4250 Self Directed Study

6 hours

12 hours

6 hours

12 hours

5 hours

4 hours

4 hours

4 hours

35 credits

7 credits

45 credits

7 credits

4 credits

3 credits

3 credits

3 credits

C6 Courses Previously Approved for a Degree
Identify those courses included in the proposed degree which have been part of the
institutionsofferings prior to the offering of this degree Provide the current calendar
description of these courses

CBSY 1105 Introductory Microcomputer Applications 4 hours 3 credits

This course introduces personal computer miuocamputa application software It provides an introduction to computer concepts
and detailed instruction in the use of a personal computer operating systems spreadsheet software presentation software and word
processing software In addition an introduction toemail and web browser software will be given The use ofbusinessoriented
examples in a handsonenvironment will enable students to apply concepts as they learn The current software packages in use are
Microsoft Windows and Microsoft Ofce and Netsca

CMNS 1140 Business and Technical Communication Theory and Application 4 hours 3 credits

This course introduces students to the dynamic interactive relationship between context message audience and purpose in
contanporary communications While also addressing effective oral commumication the cause focuses on persuasive and
informative writing the integration of clear concise language with sophisticated visual elements and the use ofcontanporary
communications theory and practices

MRXT 1130 Basin Marketing 1 4 hours 3 credits

This course introduces students to basic marketing concepts including custom focus product planning pricing concepts
promotion techniques distribution strategies the changing market environment marketing research market segmentation and
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consumer behavior Students apply these concepts in solving marketing problems The course provides a foundation for Marketing
1230 which completes the coverage of basic marketing Students may not receive credit for both MRKT 1120 and MRKT 1130

C7 New Courses

List all the new courses which will be developed to meet the needs of the proposed degree program
For each new course provide course title and number credit hours proposed calendar description
number of hours in class lab seminar or workplace or other participation requirements typical
qualifications of instructors responsible for curriculum development instruction and student
evaluation in each new course

Several of the courses below have been developed from current FashionDesignand Technology diploma
program courses

Typical qualifications of instructors responsible for curriculum development instruction and student
evaluation in each new course will be a BA and the InstructorsDiploma or equivalent Two of our full
time faculty currently have MAs Faculty will be a mix of full and parttime instructors with most of the
latter working in industry As this is an applied degree weight will be given to related work experience

Year One First Semester

FASN 1100 Fundamentals of Design 2 hr lee 3hr lab 3 credits

Students will have a comprehension of and the ability to work with elements and principles of design in both two and three
dimensions and will be able to translate work from one dimension to the other Students will be able to understand the nature of
design problems and to communicate solutions visually and verbally They will have an awareness ofthe components of design
processes and have the ability to use than to solve basic design problems They will be able to work with a variety of materials and
media

FASN 1110 The Apparel Industry 4 hr lec 3 credits

Students will acquire an historical awareness of the apparel industry and the workings of the industry in local and global cornetts
Through research and debate on industry issues they will expand critical thinking skills and be able to identify opportunities for
their place as professionals in the field Class projects will increase verbal and visual presentation skills This course provides a
solid base to aid design production and marketing decisions in the following years ofthe program

FASN 1120 Drafting Sewing 1 2 hr km 4hr lab 35 credits

Students will learn how to take body measurements and develop basic industrial pattern drafting and pattern manipulation skills
They will understand and practice the fundamentals of safe operation of industrial sewing machines and pressing equipment By
the end of the course they will be able to problem solve in order to sew a variety of samples and simple projects using industrial
sewing techniques

Year One Second Semester
vi 6041 UJFASN 1210 History of Costume 4 hr lee 3 credits

Students will be able to apply historical design ideas in a current context in order to create and market design ideas They will
understand the cyclical nature of western fashion and will expand their awareness of fashion sources from other areas of the world
Through research presentations and discussion they will be able to use information from the past to analyze and predict fashion
trends This cease provides preparation for Fundamentals of Fashion Design and Fashion Drawing for Designers in the second
year

FASN 1220 Drafting Sewing 11 2 hr lee 4hr lab 35 credits
Students will build on their knowledge and skills ofdrafting and sewing through further pattern drafting exorcises and style
developments for womenswear They will know how to label and notch patterns according to industry standards Successful
completion of Drafting and Sewing will provide students with the comprehension and competence noeded for advanced projects

FASN 1230 Fashion and the Body 2 hr let1hr lab 2 credits

Students will be able to identify analyze and use basic principles and elements ofdrawing in depicting the figure They will
acquire a critical awueness of the fashionable body from a societal and historical paspaiive through expaiertcing different
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approaches to drawing the body This course connects to History of Costume and provides the basis for advanced fashion drawing
courses

Year Two Third Semester

FASN 2100 Fashion Design I 5 hr lac 3 credits

Students will further their understanding of design and merchandising processes in relation to garment design through developing
both creative and marketable designs in a team environment They will have increased problem solving abilities research skills and
an understanding of the importance of experimentation and presentation Students will have an awareness of the uses ofcomputer
programs as an aid to design This course builds on first year courses and connects to Textile Science

FASN 2110 Textile Science 4 hr lac 3 credits

Students will increase their knowledge ofhow fabrics are created and used in order to make informed design production and
marketing decisions They will be introduced to fabric sourcing at retail and wholesale levels Students will know how fabrics are
produced tested and used and will be able to apply this as a sound basis for fabric selection

FASN 2120 Drafting Sewing III 4 hr lee 8 hr lab 7 credits

Students will know how to draft standard size block patterns for womenswear using basic principles and methodologies of
drafting They will have an understanding of industrial techniques for readytowear They will know how to manipulate basic
block patterns to produce a variety of designs They will increase their skills in industrial sewing methods to include dresses and
sportswear They will know finishing and pressing techniques

FASN 2130 Technical Fashion Drawing 2 hr Inc 1hr lab 2 credits

Students will understand the different uses and kinds of fashion drawing Using that knowledge they will be able to convey clearly
t err design ideas using technical drawings and terminology to accurately specify proportion form and detail using either manual
or computer assisted methods This course connects to Fashion Design I and to Drafting

Year Two Fourth Semester
FASN 2200 Fashion Design II 5 hr lac 3 credits

Students will continue to develop their understanding of the connection between design and marketing and will connect production
to these They will know how considerations of cost colour and fabric affect design production and marketing decisions They
will continue to develop computer aided design skills Through links to indusry they will be able to apply their knowledge and
abilities in a practical focus

FASN 2220 Drafting Sewing IV 4 hr lee 81w lab 7 credits

Students will be able to draft and manipulate patterns using fitting techniques and industry standards on sizing to create production
ready patterns They will have an awareness of basic women s and mens tailoring Students will have developed methods and
problem solving skills to produce tailored garments with an emphasis on cost cutting They will be able to translate an original
design into a marketable finished product

FASN 2230 Fashion Drawing 2 hr Inc 3hr lab 3 credits

Students will be able to apply basic drawing concepts and technical drawing knowledge to drawing the clothed figure They will
develop their understanding of and ability to depict both normal and exaggerated proportion in the figure and to illustrate garments
and fabrics in wet and dry media They will understand colour relationships colour forecasting and how to reproduce colour They
will be able to produce simple coloured computer renderings ofgarments

FASN 2240 Introduction to CAD 2 hr Ice 1 hr lab 2 credits

Students will be able to select appropriate software for fashion industryrelated activities based on end use ease of use and costs
Students will be able to use some fashion industry software

FASN 2250 Fashion Retail Work Experience 200 hr work place2 credits
200 hours of related paid or volunteer work preferably prior to 3rd year Recommend work be in the apparel or fabric retail field to
team about consumer markets and trends would include a journal Students would setup on their own

Year Three Fifth Semester
FASN 3100 Product Development 2 hr lee 4 hr lab 35 credits

Students will increase their understanding of product development processes and expand their understanding of design through
links with industry They will add to their ability to work in teams increase their knowledge of fabrics and increase their skills in
fabric sourcingcosting and using computers They will be able to apply knowledge of fashion drawing to produce quick sketches
They will be able to wink through design with reference to prodtxtior and marketing
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FASN 3120 Sewing Supervision 4 hr lee 8 hr lab 7 credits

Students will leaminterpretive design by developing patterns from finished garments They will have the opportunity to plan and
participate in mini production lines and modular sewing teams

FASN 3140 Pattern Grading CAD 6 hr lee 45 credits

Grading is the process of making garment patterns into larger or smaller sizes Students will be able to apply grading techniques to
standardsize blocks using both manual and computer assisted methods

Year Three Sixth Semester
FASN 3210 Textile Design 2 hr let 3hr lab 3 credits

Students will be able to design and create unique fabrics through a variety ofprinting dyeing and fabric manipulation techniques
They will increase their appreciation ofsurface and textural treatment of fabric and apply them to fashion design problems

FASN 3250 Fashion Industry Internship 300 400 hr workplace 4 credits

Students will ease the transition from schooltowork by working voluntarily with a local apparel company not retail for an
extended period of time Students will increase their knowledge of industry practices and will have had a chance to transfer their
previous learning to a real world situation Students will be able to identify opportunities for their place as professionals in the
field 34 days X 14 weeks

Year Four Seventh Semester
FASN 4100 Line Portfolio Development 6 hr lee 3hr lab 6 credits

Students will develop an understanding of line development for a chosen market niche by using industry guidelines to create a line
of clothing They will have an increased awareness of local national and international fabric sourcing importing exporting and
shipping terms They will connect their portfolio presentation skills to design production and marketing

FASN 4150 Production Planning Piece Goods Handling 5 hr lee 4 credits

Students will be able to translate creativity into dollars They will have an increased awareness of how to order piece goods
inventory systems costing sourcing contractors working with contractors fabric efficiencies time and motion studies and
production planning

Year Four Eighth Semester
FASN 4210 Fashion Business Practices 5 hr lee 4 credits

Students will be able to apply marketing promotion and small business knowledge and skills to the fashion industry They will
have an understanding of entrepreneurial activities business ethics and be able to carry out a job search

FASN 4220 Advanced Drafting Sewing 4 hr lac 8 hr lab 7 credits

Students will be able to produce professional looking original designs in acostefficient manner through effective problem solving
Designs may be selected from the line created in FASN 4120 They will increase their ability to use computerassisted pattern
manipulation

Fashion Option

FASN 4250 SelfDirected Study 3 credits

Students will analyze their personal strengths and interests and with consultation from one or more instructors will devise a course
of indepth study in a fashion related area They will set up a learning plan and increase their ability to evaluate their process and
progress

CS Degree Program Specialisation

After serious consideration of the employee needs of industry and the size of the program it was decided
that the degree program would not require specialization as graduates need to increased flexibility and
versatility

Therefore the degree will offer more depth and breadth in the three focus areas ofdesign production and
marketing than are currently offered by the diploma program Students who want to study an area in more
depth will have the ability to do so through the option of the self directed study course

7uStlwfi
I
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Students will be able to choose fashion design related business marketing computer communications
operational management and liberal education options All liberal education electives are not listed here
due to limitations of space and the fact that each student will create a personalized liberal education plan
with the help of the program In keeping with the goals of liberal education as stated by Kwantlen we
would look to the potential outcomes of courses The criteria for selection will be based on how these
courses relate to the focus of the individual students and how courses meet the principle that liberal
education outcomes be integrated with the Fashion Degree Students would be able to consult with
Fashion and other teachers and counsellors to help focus their direction

A student who takes a philosophy course such as Confronting Moral Issues Ethics PHIL 1 110 will be
better informed on the moral issues of sweatshops A student who plans to focus on costume design and
who takes history courses will be able to develop a broader understanding that can affect future design
decisions A student who wants to write about fashion might take English courses not only to increase
literacy but to learn new perspectives and ways of thinking A student wanting to focus on production or
marketing might take courses which develop an awareness ofglobal issues

We could conceivably suggest non traditional liberal education courses such as Consumer Behaviour
MRKT 2490 Interdisciplinary Design Studies 1DDS 1 121 or Life Span Change and Development HSWC
1340 The last course listed which explores human passage from conception to death and which features
reflection on change and diversity could increase a studentsability to see design in the broader context of
issues of aging and of cultural traditions

Optional fashion courses are Self directed Studies or courses from other institutions

Examples of liberal education courses currently offered at Kwantlen might be Social and Cultural
Anthropology ANTH 1100 First Nations Peoples and Cultures of BC ANTH 1220 Principles of
Biology The Biosphere BIOL 1110 Chemistry and the World Around Us CHEM 1101 Canadian
Economic Issues ECON 1101 and Writing Reading and Thinking an Introduction ENGL 1100
Environment Technology GEOG 1130

C10 Integration of Courses

Describe the methods used to ensure that there is no unnecessary duplication or gaps in the content
and that the cluster of courses comprising the total degree program met all the intended learning
outcomes of the degree

The current diploma program functions in such a manner that there is correspondence between what is
learned in one class and another Design ideas are formulated drawn produced and marketed in different
classes in such a manner as to integrate learning We will continue to do this in the degree program in a more
complete way For example textile science will connect to design and sewing through combined projects

Integration of liberal education outcomes will be part of each studentsfour year educational plan

CI I What are the structure and expected class sizes of courses in this program

The expected class size and structure will vary from coursetocoursesomelecture based some team
work some individual some studio some reality environment Lab class sizes will be 25 for first year 20
for subsequent years Lecturebased class sizes will be 30
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C12 What specialties majors or minors will be offered

No majors or minors will be offered as part of the degree program

C13 What programs exist at other BC institutions which contain similar content or have
similar objectives and if similar what is the rationale for duplication

At present there is no opportunity for students to receive a degree in applied fashion design and
technology in western Canada Ryerson is the only applied fashion design degree in Canada
Industry linked projects an extensive internship a personalized liberal education plan and a collaborative
approach are unique to this program

C14 How does this program relate to other programs offered at this institutions shared or
related expertise other resources etc

The proposed program would be an evolution ofcurrent trends already established in the design centre
such as a focus on collaborative courses and activities It would also offer opportunities for students of
Interdisciplinary Design Studies and Graphics to access Fashion courses and for fashion students to access
Interdisciplinary Design Studies and Graphics courses

Some shared facilities MAC and PC computer labs

The Fashion program would continue to increase its collaborations with other Kwantlen programs
including Marketing Business ComputerBased Systems Applied Communications Humanities Social
Sciences and Sciences

C15 What if any other programs will be reduced or eliminated in order to initiate the new
program

The proposed degree program would be offered in conjunction with a twoyear diploma program in
Fashion Design and Technology to employ cost effectiveness Most of the first two years of the degree
program will be used to recreate the diploma currently offered Some bridging courses may be required
for students who complete the diploma program and then choose to take the degree Since many of the
first year courses for the degree are of a more general nature than the current diploma program it must be
recognized that future diploma program graduates will have fewer industrybased skills than current
graduates

IL Cti sfiI Agsaizzi err 4 civic
C16 What if any are the research expectations or implications for this program

Formal research is not expected but 25 FTE time release per semester will be budgeted for faculty to
develop innovative learning strategies an industry link project or any other beneficial project that is too
time conaiming to undertake during a semester or the regular professional development time period
These initiatives will be directly applied to the program

D Admission and Transfer

DI What are the admission requirements for



D3 Who are the intended students
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direct entry students
Successful applicants to the program will have grade 12 Clothing and Textiles or equivalent They
must have proofofcompletion of high school grade 12 with a minimum grade point average of 28
A B in English 12 an LPI level 5 or a B in KwantlensEnglish Assessment Test will be essential
Priority access for secondary career preparation program graduates will be considered Applicants
will have conceptual development abilities and drawing reading writing computer keyboard and
basic mathematical skills assessed via a portfolio presentation and interview Many will have had
fashion related work experience Applicants have access to PLA for advanced placement

transfer students

Students may challenge segments of the program and gain advanced standing at various levels
Applicants with degrees in humanities or social sciences from Canadian universities will have English
testing waived

For additional information see D6

D2 What institutional regulations apply to this program residency requirements etc

All standard Kwantlen institutional requirements apply to this program such as those regarding admission
registration concurrent studies transcripts fee payment etc

Kwantlen stipulations regarding transfer of credits and PLA will also apply A maximum of 50 of the
course credits may be achieved through PLA and a maximum of50 may be achieved through transfer
credits with the combination of the two not exceeding 75 of the credits

Program status needs to be granted to parttime students in order that they be able access all courses

Most people who apply to the program have a passionate lifelong interest in fashion They may come
directly from high school transfer from other institutions be mature individuals returning to the
profession or making a career change or industry personnel seeking upgrading

What is the evidence that these students are not presently served reasonably within existing BC
offerings

As stated in C13 there is no opportunity for students in western Canada to receive a degree in applied
fashion design and technology Most fashion schools can be attended parttime but do not offer enough
technical training All current programs offer fewer hours than the current Kwantlen program The
extensive internship being proposed to ease the transition from school towork is not offered elsewhere
Our strong relationship with industry helps graduates searching for employment

D4 What initiatives if any address low participation groups eg aboriginal students

Features that might attract low participation groups to this program are parttime offerings that would
make the program more accessible to homemakers or people who need to work and prior learning
assessment PLA would attract mature students

Since entry to the program is largely aptitude based we have already had members of low participation
groups such as aboriginal students enter and successfully graduate
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Recognizing that our current requirement that students enter the program with formal drafting experience
discriminated against people from rural areas with no access to such education we have dropped this as a
requirement Instead this will be covered in the first year of the program opening the program to
otherwise ineligible students

This program will attract students from western Canada who currently overlook Kwantlensexisting
program and attend eastern universities because they are seeking a degree

One initiative we currently practice and will continue is our close support relationship with students

D5 What enrollments are anticipated

These numbers refer to the degree when it is in full operation W 1 i
Expected enrollment in each year of year 1 year 2 year 3 year4
the program 42 50 75 85 1 10 120 140 ISO

Note These are only estimates and account for possible attrition and laddering in
These numbers also include diploma students in the first two years
These numbers do not include the phase out ofthe existing diploma or the students who will
access the third and fourth years during the first year that the degree is in operation

How many of these are expected to represent a new client group to be additional newt
enrollments for this institution

Eight ofthe first year students and approximately sixty of the third and fourth year students will be
additional enrollments for Kwantlen

D6 What articulation arrangements with other programs and institutions

now exist

Currently no formal articulation arrangements exist with other programs and institutions

are planned

The program will link with other provincial programs including the Operations Management Program at
BCIT the Fashion Arts Program at the University College of the Fraser Valley and the School of Family
and Nutritional Sciences at the University of British Columbia

Ladderingin provisions and block transfer for students from other BC fashion programs is currently being
explored and ladderingin provisions for program graduates and students from other western and eastern
Canadian fashion programs will be considered Various high school and postsecondary programs have
been polled for support University College of the Fraser Valley has expressed an interest in having their
students transfer to this degree program and High Schools recommend that we offer a degree

Once we have a degree we will seek transferability with Ryerson and other institutions
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137 What provision is made to enable students to receive credit for relevant learning
previously achieved outside the BC public post secondary system

Prior Learning Assessment will be in place throughout all of Kwantlen University College programs by
September 1999 We are currently working to phase in this policy and students will be able to apply for
PLA

E Learning Methodologies

El What learning environment and methodologies will be developed so as to achieve the
intended outcomes for the program

The current program already functions in a manner consistent with the principles of outcomesbased
learning and the degree program will be an extension of the present system Employability skills
outcomes can be strengthened in a longer program New curriculum for the degree will be developed
through team work to ensure integration of outcomes and with industry input to ensure relevance

Learning environments within Kwantlen consist of two sewing labs set up with industrial machines and
two other designated classrooms One of the two is set up for individual work and lecture method and the
other one can be set up in a variety of ways for cooperative and learnercentered work In addition one
small computer lab is dedicated to fashion and there is access to graphic computer labs We recognize
that learning takes place out of the classroom and count as our learning environments field trip situations
to apparel firms art galleries and retail stores

Several instructors currently employ cooperative learning and learner focused methodologies Also used
are lecture lab individualized work distributed learning seminar collaborative research computerbased
instruction work study mentoring selfdirected learning discovery learning programmed instruction
and incentre exhibits Instructors within the program are already aware of the different learning styles of
students and work to cover material in a variety of ways

Some components of the fashion program courses will be offered in conjunction with the industry onsite

E2 What use will be made of

experiential learningcooperative education clinical etc
Industry and students eagerly anticipate the planned extensive internship An abundance of
exciting career opportunities await graduates but many jobs require at least some previous
exposure to the business The continuous four month handsonexperience in an apparel firm
will give students the necessary experience to apply for these jobs The four month period will
provide an overview of an entire design season from research through to sales and production as
well as an opportunity to see how seasons overlap This experience is necessary to build
confidence in decision making a trait lacking in many ofour diploma students Students will be
able to transfer classroom knowledge to the work place encounter new ways of approaching
problems and return to the classroom with a wider knowledge base on which to make realistic
design production and marketing decisions Graduates will know what to expect in the future and
gain insight into how they may fit into the profession

For this to work successfully it is important that the internship be a relevant experience set up by
the fashion program in collaboration with the industry so that all players know exactly what to
expect Working with the industry the program developers will create a manual to ensure a
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One 75 FTE program assistant is also required
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responsible learning experience This collaboration will further strengthen existing relationships
with industry The internship will occur in the second halfof the third year so that students will
have the prerequisite skills and knowledge to assure a successful venture for both student and
company An essential component of the internship will be seminars occurring at the college once
every two to three weeks to provide an opportunity for students to analyze experiences gain
insights into others situations gain assistance on how to deal with difficult situations and share
information

Experiential learning in the form ofcooperative learning is currently used in design drawing and
business of fashion courses Plans are to increase its usage throughout the program

distance education Currently offer a course in drafting in response to client need

independent study Computer Assisted Instruction etc Independent study in the form of
selfdirected learning with a contract is currently used in drawing and will be used in the Self
directed Study course Industry linked projects will also feature independent study Computer
aided instruction is used in several areas of the program such as costing design grading and
marker making Plans to extend the use ofcomputers in design and pattern making are in progress

Fl How many faculty and other staff are required and with what qualifications

It is anticipated that in the initial years of running theP Y 8 degree that the first two years will require two
sections of each ofthe fashion courses and the third and fourth years only one The total number of
credits is 144 A frilltime equivalent FTE faculty member at Kwantlen is required to teach 12 sections
This means that the degree program will initially require 6 FIE faculty An additional halftime release or
5 FTE per year for program chaircoordinator and quartertime or 25 FTE per year for developing
innovative learning suategies as outlined in C16 will be required for a total of675 FTE faculty

It is anticipated that by year 3 or 4 of the degree running that an additional 7 to 18 FTE faculty for a
total of 7A5 to 855 FTE faculty will be required as the number of students taking 3rd and 4th year
courses increases Not all courses will necessarily require a 2nd section as the numbers increase For
some courses industry personnel may be hired on a short term contract to assist a faculty member

As outlined in C7 typical qualifications of instructors will be a BA and the InstructorsDiploma or
equivalent Two ofour fulltime faculty currently have MAs Faculty will be a mix of full and parttime
instructors with most of the latter working in industry As this is an applied degree weight will be given
to related work experience All current faculty are capable of teaching at advanced levels complemented
by guest speakers from members of the industry

Which of these positions will be new to the institution

The fashion program currently consists of 129 credits plus 9 credits from the IDDS program that are
fashion program specific and are incorporated in the degree proposal This totals 138 credits or 575 FTE
faculty The program also allows 25 FTE for coordination for a total of 6 FTE faculty Therefore if the
9 credits from IDDS are transferred to the fashion degree then the only new positions in the first two
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years of operation would be an additional 75 FTE to include 25 FTE for instruction 25 FTE for
coordination and 25 for developing innovative learning strategies By year 3 an additional 7 to 18 FTE
faculty will be required for a total addition of 145 FTE to 255 FTE faculty If the credits from 1DDS
are not transferred to fashion then an additional 375 FTE faculty will be required An additional section
or two may be required for the certificate and diploma programs

The program currently shares a 75 FTE program assistant Therefore an additional 375 FTE program
assistant is required

F2 Will there be any differentiation of faculty roles instruction curriculum research
innovation etc What are the percentages of time spent on teaching research andor other
roles

The primary role of faculty will be teaching and ongoing development and integration of curriculum
5 FTE will be spent on program coordination 25 FTE will be spent on developing innovative learning
strategies an industry link project or any other beneficial project that is too time consuming to undertake
during a semester or the regular professional development time period

G Program Resources What resources will be required to assure a program of acceptable quality

a Initial Operating Funds based on 675 FTE Faculty
existing
ChairCoordinator 25 FIE time release 18750
Full time Fashion Faculty5375 FIE @ 75000 inc benefits 403125

Full time 1DDS Faculty 375 FEE @ 75000 inc benefits 28125

Pantime Program Assistant 375 FTE @ 12600 inc benefits 12600
Supplies Maintenance 9000

total existing operating funds 471600
new

ChairCoordinator 25 FTE time release 18750
Fulltime Fashion Faculty 25 FIE @ 75000 inc benefits 18750

Innovative Development 25 FTE @ 75000 inc benefits 18750

Additional Sections for Cert and Dip 25 FTE @ 75000 inc benefits18750
Parttime Program Assistant 375 FTE @ 12600 inc benefits 12600
Supplies Maintenance 2000

Industry Awareness and Student Recruitment 5

total new operating funds required 89600

Future Operating Funds based on 745 to 855 FTE Faculty add 52500 to 13500

b LibraryMediaComputingCommunications
new

Journals and Monographs startup 5000
Journals and Monographs annual 5000
Books startup 5000

s



c Facilities

existing
The existing labs are adequate but
new

a small room the size of an office to properly store a reference library allowing student
access to existing program reference materials is needed and

one more classroom if it were available in the program area to provide more space for
classroom activities and to add student storage drawers for the increased number of students
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d Equipment
existing
There are a substantial number of existing sewing machines pressing equipment drafting
tables and some student storage drawers and computer equipment that are in good working
order

new

4 Pentium Computers Software and Installation 30000
4 Industrial Straight Sew Machines 6000

1 Industrial Buttonhole Machine 3000

2 student storage units 2400

total new equipment required 41000

e Special Resource institutional community naturalenvironmental etc
new

Education Advisor 5 FTE 22000

f Startup or Development Needs
Curriculum Development Marketing Activities
Liaisons Internally and Externally 15 FTE @ 75000 inc benefits
Software Training

H Program consultations and Evaluation

External consultations regarding this proposal
Apparel BC Board of Directors

total development needs

HI What consultations have occurred with professional associations employers educational
institutions Please attach any written endorsements or comments

Extensive consultations on this degree proposal have been both internal and external See Appendix H for
written endorsements and comments

Internal consultations regarding this proposal were held with
Current Students

Division Faculty
Program Advisory Committee
Faculty from Applied Communications and Marketing Programs
Educational and Support areas

112500
6000

118500
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Industry Personnel Practicum Supervisors
Program Graduates
Fashion Program Heads at Vancouver Community College Helen Lefeaux School of Fashion and The
University College of the Fraser Valley
Career Preparation Program Principals and Teachers Vancouver Richmond and Burnaby School
Districts

Program Head Ryerson Polytechnic Toronto
Ongoing Educational Research

Who else was involved and how in the collection and evaluation of information leading to the
development and submission of this proposal

Fashion Program Faculty
Initial Development Team See Appendix I
Kwantlen Degree Proposal Approval Committee
Kwantlen Curriculum Committees

Kwantlen Education Council

Program Development Team See Appendix J
Validation Team See Appendix K

112 What suggestions would your institution make to assist the DPRC in evaluating this
proposal names of appropriate program experts sources of supplementary data or
information etc

For additional information on the program please contact Mary Both Coordinator Fashion Design and
Technology program Contact information is provided in section B2

113 After the program is implemented what procedures are planned for ensuring adequate
depth and breadth of ongoing review and evaluation

As with Kwantlensexisting diploma programs the Degree Program will be continually updated and
reviewed by the faculty and improvements made with the approval of the Applied Design and
Communications Curriculum Committee and the Kwantlen Education Council The program will undergo
an overall review by the university college every five years as per the current program review
arrangement

H4 What provision is made for ongoing membership on advisory committees to this program
or what other means are provided for maintaining extra institutional perspectives What is
the nature of the ongoing involvement of professional or other certifying or accrediting
organizations

As with Kwantlenscurrent diploma program an advisory committee will be retained This committee
will provide ongoing industry advice nerassAry to keep the Degree Program current

Means of maintaining an extra institutional perspective include working with industry to setup industry
linked projects field trips guest speakers and internships attending a wide range of industryrelated
activities attending industryrelated design and educational conferences and active memberships in a
number of local national and international related associations
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By Marjo Cusipag

Finding parallels between

hockey and the apparel indus
try is some might argue like
finding gold at Busang But at a
recent workshop with his coun

terparts from other apparel
companies quality control
manager Yvon Greco found

himself talking albeit hypotheti
cally about hiring NHL goalie
Patrick Roy

We began asking each
other questions like If you had
to decide about whether or not

to hire Patrick Roy what would
he need to have recalls

Greco who works at Universal

Manufacturing in Montreal
Goes he need to be fast to be

able to skate or be able to stop
the puck And then we realized

that the question we really
needed to ask was what does

he need to stop the puck
It was hardly a thunderbolt

revelation But for those at the

workshop it made it easier to

shift the diweson from sports
to serious business So they
began to ask each other in the

apparel industry what do we
need to get the job done

The workshop Greco
attended was one of several

held across the country earlier
this year The workshops

APPAREL CANADA SUMMER 1991

the apparel industry takes a
close look at its job functions
In a recent series of

workshops industry
representatives asked
themselves what do we
need to get the job done

sponsored by the Canadian

Apparel Federation and the

federal government were part
of an occupational skills study
of the apparel industry The
studys objective to create an

industry blueprint that would

identify key skills and functions
involved in different production
activities This blueprint would

then be used to set industry
standards for hiring and to
develop practical training pro
grams

We wanted to develop
something that gives us a clear

indication of training needs and
skills needs in different areas
says Bob Kirke of the Canadi

an Apparel Federation its the

first time weve done it in this

industry and its a process
thatsquite complicated

The initial complication had
to do with selling the project to

Appendix A

those in the industry Bin Israel
a certified management consul
tant tasked to carry out the
study says getting companies
to participate in the beginning
proved to be a challenge This
process is so new to the indus

try we had trouble convincing
them it was a good idea We
had to help them understand

the benefit of the project to
them and had to explain why it
was a good idea for them to

participate

Eventually Israel managed
to get his foot in the door As

part of the projects first phase
he visited about 20 companies
in British Columbia Manitoba
Ontario and Quebec interview

ing production supervisors

industrial engineering techni
cians and quality control per
sonnel His goal was to find out

exactly what these people did

in their jobs As it turned out it

wasntan easy undertaking
People forget what they do

or dont always realize that
theyre doing certain tasks in
their jobs because its almost

second nature to them they
dont even think about it says
Israel So we did plant tours
and that helped them remem
ber what they do

After these on site inter

views focus group workshops
were conducted in Winnipeg
Toronto and Montreal to deter
mine what essential skills were

needed in each of the three

occupations production super
visor industrial engineering
technician and quality control

and how and to what degree
those skills were used The

workshops also outlined the dif

ferent functions within each

occupation and what needs to

be done to carry out these
functions

The focus groups were fol
lowed by validation workshops
in Toronto Montreal Winnipeg
and Vancouver Industry repre
sentatives from each of the

three occupations participated
continued on page 11



continued from page 8

in the workshops which took

the information from the focus

groups and refined them into
more accurate better organized

matrices by most accounts a
laborious headache Inducing

process

The difficulty was In trying to

standardize everything in an
industry that is so varied says
Rick Cottingham a process

engineer at Barrday an Ontario
company that among other
things manufactures textiles
and body armor The cutand
sew Industry is changing all the
time so having to standardize
the different functions was a bit

constraining
To solve this problem a box

was assigned for each skill and
function so that future training

programs can be developed in
modules if you know that your

job function is to do costing
then the question Is what do

you need to know to do cost
ing says Kirke at the CAF So
there would be a training module

just for that specific function
For example a box was

assigned for each of these Inter
personal skills necessary for an

Industrial engineering techni
cian be able to earn respect

develop trust listen objectively
communicate effectively oral
and written organizemoderate

meetings generate team play
enforce policy identify and
solve problems and take the
initiative to acquire new knowl

edge Another row of boxes
under the heading Production
Processes contains the follow

ing each in its own box make
cost estimatesmake recom

mendations for samples facili
tate information exchange

researchcollect information

compiledocument information
and prepare recommendations
forimprovements

It started to get very

tedious at some points says
Kim Eady a quality coordinator
at Barrday But it had to get

done and I was glad to have
been able to have some Input

In spite of the hours of men
tal acrobatics many of those
who attended the workshops

found them quite rewarding
Lakhwinder Khaira a floor

supervisor at Fdzwright Manu

facturing in Langley BC says
it was a good opportunity to
team more about other compa

nies and what her counterparts

were doing

Most of the supervisors I

met there their companies did

piece work she says Also all
the other supervisors I met

were using computers So its
something I hope well soon
have in our company as well

People forget what

they do or dont

always realize that

theyredoing certain

tasks in their jobs

because its almost

second nature to them

they dont even

think about it

For Greco at Universal the

methods used in the workshops

proved to be as useful as their
context I learned the tech

nique of using cue cards and
putting them up on a wall when
youre confused he says
Back at work I was trying to

put together a quality control
program so I wrote my ideas
on cue cards He also copied

the matrix concept of schedul

ing his tasks and making up a
chart of his functions

But perhaps the most valu
able lesson yielded by the
workshops was that In spite of

the Importance of technical
skills interpersonal skills were

still considered by most of the
participants In all of the three
occupations to be most
essential

The popular thinking was
that we can train them on the

technical aspects of the job but
we cant instill character says

Bentleys Cottingham That is
revolutionary Two to three

years ago when the impor
tant things on a resume would

have been what skills they had

or what they studied In school
you would have gotten a dif

ferent answer to that question

Wrth all the validation work

shops completed the apparel

industry is now looking at the

next step develop training

packages to be studied one
module at a time as required

by each occupationsfunctions
The training programs are

something the workshop partic

ipants are looking forward to in
a way they will represent the

fruit of their labors of the hour
spent thinking and rethinking
and agonizing over every word

But as if the first time wasnt

hard enough Barrdays Cot
tingham is already thinking of
another round of workshops
Id like the same exercise

repeated a couple of years
from now he says 7 think you

could get a real hard analysis
of whats changed and I think

the changes would be very

very important

o
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A VISION STATEMENT

FOR

FASHION DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY

DESIGN

MIARKETiNG IPRGDUCTiOf

1
SALES

CONTEXT

This image is our vision

We see the parts their relationship to each other and the
context within which they exist We see integration
adaptability and change in relation to the field of apparel
design

We see the Fashion Design and Technology Department as
a flexible learning environment fostered by an atmosphere
of respect and cooperation This environment provides
opportunities for students to continue to develop individually
as they increase their design production and marketing
abilities
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Appendix C

MAILING ADDRESS

12666 72nd Avenue

Surrey BC
Canada V3W 2MB

TELEPHONE

604 599 2100

APPAREL DESIGN POSITIONS

Developed by the Fashion Design Technology Program
Advisory Committee

DEFINITION OFAN APPAREL DESIGNER

Designer product developer industrial merchandiser no matter what the title the words describe
an exciting career After researching trends the designer develops seasonal concepts which will
be transformed into garments Meeting the wants and needs of the companystarget market
while appearing fresh and timely are at the centre of apparel design Many designers work for
apparel manufacturers or design studios adapting menswomensor childrensfashions for mass
markets Some designers are selfemployed designing for individual clients or their own retail
outlet or develop a line of clothing on a seasonal basis to sell to retailers

The following are descriptions of the more common design related positions in the apparel
industry These descriptions are only meant as a guideline as job descriptions vary from one
company to another Large companies tend to offer more well defined designrelated positions
while smaller companies might incorporate aspects ofall of the positions described here More
information is available in the Kwantlen University College Fashion Design and Technology
Program Student Resource Directory

FASHION DESIGNER APPAREL DESIGNER

skills needed are creativity love of fashion advanced ability to communicate visually orally
and verbally excellent ability to solve creative and technical problems ability to research
analyse and synthesize design innovation ability to work in teams with people from different
backgrounds and cultures ability to work with a variety of technologies financial planning
skills awareness ofglobal markets ability to accommodate change motivational skills
enthusiasm and patience
credentials needed are post secondary education in design marketing research technical
knowledge of fabrics trims and fit pattern making draping sewing manufacturing costing
selling at retail and wholesale communications business education and work experience that
includes an opportunity to use all of these skills concurrently
mid to senior level position
creates styles for womensmensor childrenswear markets
researches and develops garment styles based on factors such as trade market garment type
garment purpose price
researches style colour and fabric trends determines fabrics and trims sketches garment
ideas working within specific design parameters
collaborates with others such as graphic designers and fabric producers in fabric development
creates story boards draws flats costs garments fits samples and garments if required traces
the first pattern if necessary
supervises design team
practices time management working with the industry based multiple seasons system
assumes responsibility for RD colour forecasting storyboards
presents line to management



works with teams in production management and publicity
positions occur in moderate to high prig market
extremely few positions occur in the very high end couture market

ASSISTANT FASHION DESIGNER ASSISTANT APPAREL DESIGNER
credentials needed are the same as above

skills needed are the same as above

can be an entry level position
apprenticeship consisting of working directly with fashion and apparel designer as well as
sample makers pattern makers and sales people
develops designersidea from sketch to sample sometimes responsible for first pattern
responsible for preliminary costing
often does clerical work such as ordering filling and updating costing information and
supplier data
assists with RD colour forecasting storyboards

DESIGN STYLIST ILLUSTRATORSTYLIST COPYIST
skills needed are similar to above

credentials needed are similar to above

can be an entry level position usually in a larger company
adapts current styles for lower priced mass production
may select fabrics and coordinate lines
good to excellent sketching ability
RD work storyboards
good sales experience and customer knowledge

MERCHANDISER

skills needed are love of fashion advanced ability to communicate visually orally and
verbally excellent ability to solve technical merchandising and personnel problems ability
to research analyse interpret and predict design trends ability to organize and negotiate with
teams of people from different backgrounds and cultures ability to work with a variety of
technologies financial planning skills awareness of global markets ability to accommodate
change and motivational skills
credentials needed are post secondary education in fashion design or merchandising work
related experience understanding ofproduction processes and fabric sourcing knowledge of
market contacts good knowledge of production competency in costing garments for
customers

marketing and sales experience are a must as merchandisers work directly with the customer
and interpret customers need for specific season
entry to mid to senior level position depending on size of company
may be a designersfunction in some firms
researches market and determines seasonsdirection along with designers sometimes for
designers
collaborates with others such as graphic designers and fabric producers in fabric development
works directly with designers and product managers sales people and production staff

O



combines creative and business ends feeding information to design staff
often has more responsibility than designer and therefore may require more training and work
experience
basically brings the line together
presents line to management
probably one of the most exciting positions as far as diversity A senior level merchandiser
has the opportunity to have their finger in every pot

PRODUCT MANAGER

skills needed are love of fashion advanced ability to communicate visually orally and
verbally excellent ability to solve technical and merchandising problems ability to research
analyse interpret and predict design trends highly developed ability to negotiate with and
organize teams of people from different backgrounds and cultures ability to see whole
picture ability to work with a variety of technologies financial planning skills awareness of
global markets ability to accommodate change and motivational and leadership skills
credentials needed are post secondary education in fashion design merchandising or
marketing education related work experience knowledge of consumer markets and product
cycles and business education or experience
senior level position
coordinates and develops the design products
collaborates with others such as graphic designers and fabric producers in fabric development
oversees pricing and distribution
works with design team manufacturing team sales reps
develops new markets
coordinates other product lines to augment apparel line eg accessories
presents line to management

Advisory Committee

Shirley Calla
Senior Merchandise Manager
West Coast Apparel Inc

Toni Morrison Roxanne Murdoch Linda Spratt
Teacher Consultant Sales Representative
Steveston High Fashion Forecasting Bob Sprats Textiles Sales Ltd
Richmond School Board

Antun Trojan
Store Manager
Banana Republic

Layne Christensen
Fashion Editor

North Shore News

Anne Yeadon Jones

Senior Designer
Strypes ChildrensWear

Stacey Holt
CADCAM Systems Specialist
FashionMark Solutions Inc

Mary Boni S Lee Julie Hobart
Fashion Instructors

Kwantlen University College
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Careers in the Apparel Industry

DESIGN

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
MANUFACTURING MARKETING SALES ADMINISTRATION

Product Manager
Designer
Merchandiser

Product Developer
Design Room Assistant
Fabrics Notions Sourcer

Illustrator

Sample Maker
Computer Operator
Costing

Kwantlen University College

Plant Manager
Production Manager
Production Engineer
Pattern Maker

Pattern Grader

Marker Maker

Cutter

Computer Operator
Machine Mechanic

Trainer Supervisor
Sewing Supervisor
Bundler

Sewing Machine Operators
Pressers

Finishers

Distribution Manager
Packagers Shipper

Market Researcher

Whole Sale Distributor

Retail Sales

Buyer
ImporterExporter
Forecaster

Consultant

Promotions

Computer Operator
Fashion Show Coordinator

Wardrobe Analysis
Skecial Evehts Coordinator

Company Manager
Financial Manager
Accountant

Payroll
Human Resources

Coordinator

Computer Systems
Manager

Office Manager
Receptionist
Data Entry
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Key Outcome Area

Creative

Conceptualization

Process

Knowledge
Based

Advanced

Technical Skills

Computer Skills

Appendix E

Learning Outcomes

Intended Learning Outcomes

Learners will be able to consider and solve problems within a framework of
personal business and societal values transfer teaming in a classroom to learning
in a career setting know which areas of the fashion business relate most strongly
to their individual strengths and career goals understand the interconnectedness
ofdesign production and marketing and realize when it is appropriate to work
individually or as part of a team

Learners will be able to work through the design production and marketing
processes to develop ideas from the original concept through possible variations
to final choice and design and develop clothing groups through industrybased
links

Learners will possess entry level knowledge skills in design production and
marketing and have knowledge of how the three areas are integrated They will
be able to work in a business environment through industrylinked projects and
internships

In relation to design
be able to research trends

be able to create lines ofclothing targeted to specific markets and
be able to work with production and marketing departments

In relation to production
be able to create factory ready patterns from a given sketch independently
and efficiently
be able to construct a basic garment to industry standards
be able to supervise production and
understand operations management

In relation to marketing
be able to research trends
understand marketing and business practices pertaining to fashion
be able to work with design and production departments and
know how to present and sell design ideas and garments to appropriate
markets

Learners will be able to make informed and appropriate decisions on fabrics
to choose and use appropriate drafting and sewing methods grade patterns and
make markers

Learners will be able to prepare costing plans and create what if scenarios with
spreadsheet software and use CAD programs to perform a variety ofdesign
drafting marker making and sewing tasks



Entrepreneurial
and Freelance Skills

Liberal

Education

Citizenship

Employability
Skills

i

Learners will have the skills for creating their own jobs
Learners will connect industry linked projects with freelance work

Learners will have developed cultural literacy through knowledge of and
experience with diversity an awareness of the values of cultural practices and
expressions both within and without the program and their ability to critically
consider their decisions and actions

Learners will have the skills knowledge and values identified by
KUC as Employability Skills See Appendix 6 for a detailed list



LEARNING OUTCOMES FOR THE LIBERAL EDUCATION
COMPONENT OF KWANTLENSDEGREE PROGRAMS

Appendix F

The Outcomes in this paper as well as Principle 2 are being recommended by the liberal
Education Task Force to the Education Council for approval This paper evolvedfrom a Task
Force workshop held on April 3 997 that was facilitated by Mark Battersby Capilano College
and John Slattery Ed Planning

Background

Don Reddick Maureen Shaw Jim Jamieson

April29 1997

The Strategic Plan for the Future ofBritish ColumbiasCollege Institute and Agency System
The Goal of the system p 31 is

To provide British Columbians with post secondary education and training to improve
the quality of life and citizenship experienced in the province and to enhance current and
future job opportunities

The first of two major Objectives p 31 that have been set forth for the system is
To make sure that learners are able to acquire the skills and knowledge needed to

make informed decisions and exercise personal responsibility in political
economic environmental social and cultural processes and
foster an appreciation of individual differences an awareness ofoneself in
society and a sense of the ethics and values integral to living and working
with others

Goalsfor Liberal Education in KwantlensDegree Programs

In the Fall of 1996 KwantlensEducation Council approved two goals for the Liberal Education
component of its degree programs that are fully consistent with the Strategic Plan namely

Human Experience To provide an integrated education that will increase understanding of
the human experience This includes emphasis upon scientific social multicultural
environmental and artistic components to that experience and the full realization of
human potential as individuals and communities

Ethical Issues and Social Responsibility To provide an integrated educational experience
that develops an appreciation for and understanding of the relationships among personal
societal and global well being and the personal implications of such issues as the basis of
ethical judgment social diversity and the expectations of social responsibility



Learning Outcomes for a Liberating Education

I that students become culturally literate in at least two senses
that they gain an understanding of diverse cultural traditions
that they understand how and why members of these cultures find value in their
culturesworld views traditions practices and artistic expressions and artifacts

2 that students be prepared to make better informed and more carefully considered decisions in
their future lives through exposure and critical examination of a number of ways of interpreting
facts and observations

These perspectives should come from a multitude of academic disciplines and they should
also come from exposure to a variety of religious cultural philosophical and scientific
world views

3 that students acquire the ability to see things in context

This should be done both ecologically understanding the interrelatedness of things
using a systems approach and geologically understanding the historical forces that
have shaped the present

Principles to Govern the Delivery of Liberal Education

I that all degrees are to be learning outcomes based

This is simply a reminder of the policy that the Education Council set from the beginning

2 that the actual achievement of the Liberal Liberating Education outcomes be integrated with
the rest of the curriculum in each degree program

This principle is intended to minimize the likelihood that students will see the Liberal
Education requirement as an extraneous addon to their real areas of study

Examples of ways in which this second principle could work

a a program specific course that draws upon faculty from a variety of disciplines
sample a nursing course in geriatrics that involves faculty from sociology psychology
and economics as well as from nursing

b a course directly relevant to more than one degree that includes faculty and students from
several programs and disciplines working together

sample a multi section course in cultural diversity that involves faculty and students from
anthropology fine arts music modern languages sociology geography and business

0

0



c a course that provides students with an opportunity to apply concepts and skills learned in the
context of a particular program to an area that transcends the students major field of study

sample a course in community living that can build on and expand upon what
students have learned in their Interior Design or Geography programs

Note this is different from a traditional support course where material drawn from
other disciplines is applied to the problems of a particular program Here the application
is the other way around

d a course that combines elements of several of these examples
sample a course in Poverty in the Community that might be part of a Community Studies
Program It would employ a multi disciplinary approach as in a and would be
available as a Liberal Education elective to students in other degree programs as in c



Appendix G

How Employability Skills Connect with Learning Outcomes

Creative Thinking and Problem Solving Skills connect with Creative Conceptualization
Outcomes

Example Students will research trends identify apparel needs design produce and market
garments They will test analyse evaluate and modify as needed

1 Oral Skills connect with Process Knowledge Advanced Technical and Entrepreneurial
Outcomes

Example Students will present lines of garments to industry professionals in a reality based
marketing situation

3 Interpersonal Skills connect with Process Knowledge Entrepreneurial Outcomes
Example Students will practice giving feedback during critiques of work

a Teamwork and Leadership Skills connect with Process Knowledge Entrepreneurial and
Liberal Education Outcomes

Example Throughout the program in class and internship settings students will establish
teams to help and challenge one another

S Personal Management and Entrepreneurial Skills connect with Creative Conceptualization
Process Knowledge Entrepreneurial and Liberal Education Outcomes
Example Students will work to meet various target market needs

6 Writing Skills connect with all outcomes
Example Students will create joumals research reports essays and projects

7 Reading Skills connect with all outcomes
Example Students will research and analyse trend information from text

8 Visual Literacy connects with all outcomes
Example Students will create story boards and presentation boards

9 Mathematical Skills connects with Advanced Technical Skills
Example Students will draft accurate patterns

10 Intercultural Skills connects with Liberal Education Outcomes

11 Technological Skills connects with Computer Skills
Example Students will be able to use a variety of computer programs found in a
fashion company

12 Citizenship and Global Perspective connects with Liberal Education Outcomes



Appendix H

Consultations

Several BC Secondary School career preparation principals and teachers stated that their students were
choosing to go into degree rather than diploma programs due to a perceived need for such credentials in the
future Consequently they recommended that we offer a degree

A Program Review held in 1993 stated in its recommendation and action plan that the program
incorporate a stronger industrial and business focus They also recommended that more computer courses
be offered that program transferability be investigated that students develop a broad range of skills and
that the option of cooperative education be considered While we have been able to meet some of those
recommendations with positive results from the industry and for our students a three to four year program
will increase our ability to meet them more fully

Companies working with students on practicums frequently stress in their feedback reports the need for
further training in technology and in work experience situations

A survey of current students enrolled in the fashion program showed 87 expressing an interest in a degree

Attached are copies of letters of support received from the following industry and educational sources

Layne Christensen
Shirley Calla
Shirley Chan
Gayle Ramsden
Judy Hurley
Eda Favaro

Kenda Haga
Cindy Flower

North Shore News

West Coast Apparel Inc Kwantlen Graduate
West Coast Apparel Inc
Aero Garment Ltd

University College of the Fraser Valley
Vancouver School Board

KMH Designs Kwantlen Graduate
Mountain Equipment Coop Kwantlen Graduate

Also attached are copies of letters referring to the impact of the degree on university college services
received from the following Kwantlen educational and support groups

Paula Franz Systems and Computing
Mavis Smith Facilities

Cathy MacDonald College Resources
Joseph Blonde Library
Richard Fox Counselling
Sheila Evans Educational Counsellor

Laura Mathay Educational Counsellor
Elaine Harris Registrar
Gordon Lee School of Business
Paul Gameau School of Business

The issues raised in these letters will be addressed either by the institution as a whole or at the full program
stage for this program
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Mary Boni
Coordinator Fashion Design Technology Program
Kwantlen College
8771 Lansdowne Read

Richmond BC V6X 3V8

Dear Mary

I support Kwantlensproposal for a degree granting program in Fashion Design and
Technology on both a personal and professional level

As a native of Vancouver and a fairly recent graduate of RyersonsSchool of Fashion I
can attest first hand to the need for a degree program on the West Coast In pursuit of a
degree in fashion I had no choice but to obtain my post secondary education in
Toronto at great financial expense I cannot say I would have attended Kwantlen had a
degree program been in place but I would have valued having that option For students
who do not have the financial means to leave home for their studies the benefits would
be immeasurable

As for the merits of a degree program I can again speak from personal experience Only
as a degree holder was I able to continue my education and complete a Master of Arts
degree from the University of Western Ontario which I felt was necessary in order to
achieve my career goals

Finally I believe that the additional one or two years of study afforded by a degree pro
gram would provide the student with a broader skill set which is critical in an increas
ingly competitive job market The addition of specialized and advanced courses would
also allow the student to further define her career focus Furthermore the extension of
the Industry Links program would give the student greater networking opportunities
within her chosen field I know that I have benefited and continue to benefit from

the connections I made during my studies and work placements while at Ryerson and
only wish that I had as strong connections in Vancouver my place of employment as I
do in Toronto where I received my education

Sincerely

La Christensen
Fashion Editor

1139 Lansdale Avenue North Vancouver BC Canada V7M 2144

MAIN OFFICE 601 9852131 Far tI19853227
Display Advedhing 9800511 Far 9851435 Classified 9866222 OhLha0oa 9961317 Real Fstatc 9856982
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September2 1996

Mary Boni Coordinator
Fashion Design Technology
Kwantlen University College
8771 Lansdowne Road

Richmond British Columbia
V6X 3V8

Dear Mary

It is with great enthusiasm that I write to you with respect to your proposal for a Degree Program in
Fashion Design and Technology First as a graduating student of the 1984 Kwantlen College Fashion
Arts Diploma Program second as a member of the apparel industry and lastly as a member of the
Advisory Committee for the Kwantlen Program I find myself in an interesting situation to comment on
this proposal

The two year program at Kwantlen has had numerous revisions over the years maintaining a current
perspective on the changes to the apparel industry Students receive a solid foundation of knowledge
and skills in a very broad range of topics but it is not until acquiring their initial employment that their
specific training begins Since the industry is so broad offering a wide variety of job classifications from
manufacturing to retail each requiring their own unique skills a two year program can only hope to
provide a foundation for its students Upon completion of my diploma I felt that I had only been
exposed to the tip of the iceberg I would have enthusiastically continued my studes if they were made
available in British Columbia to further explore all of the possible positions there are within the industry
and also to complete a degree which I feel imparts a sense of commitment to a perspective employer

As a manager within our Merchandising Department I find myself in the position of head hunter far too
often It is frustrating to find that so many of the students we interview do indeed have talent but may
not have the supporting skills such as communication computer mathematical and management skills to
function well in the real world The Industry Link program at Kwantlen has addressed this need for
students to work in a real business environment but again it is only a very brief experience An
apprentice course or program in the Degree would be one of my top priorities as there is no better
way to make the information stick to the inside of a studentshead

PHILIP CALLA PAGE 01
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604251 8600

Fax 604251 8663
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Mary Boni Coordinator
Page 2
September 2 1996

Lastly as a member of the Advisory Board working with you and the rest of the committed staff at
Kwantlen I feel that collectively you have the ability to provide students with what they need as long as you are
given the time to do it Currently it would be impossible to squish much more into the two year Diploma

I wish you much success with your proposal Mary It is a Degree that not only the students will benefit from but
also the apparel employers in Western Canada spe ifically If I can be of any more assistance please feel free to
contact me

Sincerely

Shirley a

MerchanIse Manager

PHILIP CALLA PAGE 02



west coast apparel inc
611 alexancler street

vancwver british Columbia
Canaria v6a ier

April 9 1996

Mary Boni
Coordinator Fashion Design Technology Program
Kwantlen College
8771 Lansdowne Rd

Richmond BC
V6X W8

Dear Mary

Kwantlensproposal for a longer degree program in Fashion Design and Technology is of particular
interest to those of us in the manufacturing sector of the apparel industry As an employer of many
Kwantlen graduates we have often felt that Technology part of their training required greater depth
Graduates were well prepared to take on entry level Design positions but another two to three years
industry experience was required before they could take on entry level manufacturing positions

Our need for well trained erperieneed industrial engineers product costing analysts art planners CAD
trained patternmakers markermakers purchasers production management and quality assurance
employees is great Our industry supply is low These are the people who translate design into product
The addition of manufacturing oriented courses to KwantlensFashion Design program will not only
provide a more rounded employable graduate but also expose students to a job market that they may not
have known existed

Unlike design however some manufacturing skills may be difficult to acquire in a classroom
environment The concept of a long term coop work experience coupled with classroom theory may
provide that solution Greater exposure to the behind the scenes struggle to produce the right product at
the right time and the right price can only enhance a studentscompetency in creative problem solving at
both a technical and a design level specific to the apparel industry

Kwantlen has been known for producing high quality fashion students with sound design textiles and
pattemmaking skills As we enter a more global economy what we need now are graduates who
understand the impact of design on the complexities of our domestic and offshore manufacturing
environments

We wish you success in acquiring Kwantlensthree to four year degree program

tel 604 251 8600
lax 604 2518602

sincerely

iE

rley C
Operations MSTager



To Mary Boni
Coordinator Fashion Design Technology Program
Kwantlen College

Re Kwantlen College Proposal for a Degree program for Fashion Design Technology

Dear Mary

Please accept that I am writing this letter in support for a Degree Program for Fashion Design
Technology The additional years of an optional longer program would allow for and
accommodate the time and courses required in areas of Production and Operations
Management

Throughout my years working in the Apparel Industry positions and job openings which required
advanced apparel manufacturing knowledge and experience were available but were often
unfilled due to the lack of suitable candidates In seeking qualified candidates for employment
my experience has been that there is an abundance of basic entry level graduates BUT a
shortage of production directed advanced level candidates Ideally an enhanced Degree
Program would ensure that well prepared graduates would be available to fill these positions
Some of the skills which could be enhanced by an extended program

MARKERMAKING Development of Ugh efficiency pattern layouts Manually and on
CAD systems

Experience matching Plaids Stripe fabrics
PATTERN ORAF LNG Computerized Pattern Design
QUALITY CONTROL Development of quality programs and audits
MANAGEMENT SKILLS Time

Resources

People
OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
PRODUCTION PLANNING

DECISION MAKING SKILLS Clear critical tttldng
STRESS MANAGEMENT VITAL for survival III

Current aspects of the two year program address portions of these skill areas but an indepth
view is essential rather than an overview The extended program would also provide the ability
to increase the length of the Work Experience Hands on experience is valuable and essential
to students of all disciplines allowing them to see the information and systems they have studied
actually being practiced But usually just as the student and employer are grasping situations
and seeing results the practicum is over and both return to their other duties

Time is a vital commodity in the apparel industry and the existence of individuals with advanced
industry training will be a benefit to manufacturers My one concern is that the Apparel firms
MUST realize that the additional effort and time required by the extended Fashion Design and
Technology Degree Program is going to warrant larger starting salaries for the graduates

Mary I wish you and your committee suooess for the implementation of the Degree Program
for Fashion Design and Technology at Kwantlen College Please contact me if you would like
feedback ideas or suggestions in relation to an extended Fashion program

Sincerely

GAYLE RAMSDEN

404 Cambridge Way
Port Moody BC V3H3V2

April261996
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of the FRASER VALLEY

April 23 1996

Mary Boni
Coordinator Fashion Design Technology Program
Kwantlen College
8771 Lansdowne Road

Richmond BC V6X 3V8

Dear Mary

I am writing in support in principle ofyour proposal for a degreegranting program for Fashion
Design Technology at Kwantlen University College

Reasons for Support

The speed with which our industry is changing and advancing into new production technologies and
administrative structures is so rapid that a twoyear program can no longer meet all of the training needs

The benefits of more handson partnershiptype training within the industry is a proven fact Sixty
weeks of training is hardly sufficient time to develop these partnerships or implement these programs

I believe that the fashion industry in BC is ready to employ a limited number of students into middle
management positions with a different set of skills and attitudes than those coming out of the twoyear
diploma program and for the first time ever are prepared to pay decent salaries to attract the right people
There will always be a need for grads coming from the twoyear programs at entry levels within the industry
who may advance into third and fourthyear training programs at a later date

Where does the UCFV Fashion Program fit

I believe that the similarities between the programs at Kwantlen and UCFV are such that only minor
adjustments would have to be made to the curriculum to accommodate a Fashion Design student wishing to
do the first two years at UCFV then switching to Kwantlen to obtain a degree

Currently we have at least one student per year accepted into a modified third year at Ryerson There
would be more interested students if a degree were available closer to home

I hope that this endorsement will help you through the first stages of planning and look forward to
working with you on a more detailed plan in the future Good luck

Sincerely

Judith Hurley
Fashion Design Program Head

Abbotsford Campus Chilliwack Campus Hope Centre
33844 Kin Road 45635 Yak Road Box 1899 345 Raab Si
Abbasfwd B0 V2S 7M9 Chilliaact BC V2P 6T4 Hope BC VOX ILO
604857 6041 79241025 60418699991

Fax 60418539990 Fax 6041 79223449 Fax N11 R697431

Minion Centre
32375 Fletcher Ave
Mission B0 V2V 4N3
440418269544
Fax 604 K264I6x I

Agassiz Information Centre
7069 pram Ave

Ataxia BC VOM IA0
604 7942654
Fax 6041796 2517



BOARD OF SCHOOL TRUSTEES OF SCHOOL DISTRICT NO 39 VANCOUVER
CAREER ANO COMMUNITY EDUCATION SERVICES

CAREER PROGRAMS

1595 WEST 10th AVENUE VANCOUVER BC VBJ 1 ZB

TELEPHONE CAREER PROGRAMS 604 7305523 CAREER PREPARATION 604 7325438 FAX 604 7319014

1996 June 27

Ms Mary Boni
Coordinator Fashion Design Technology Program
Kwantlen University College
8771 Lansdowne Rd

Richmond BC V6X 3V8

Dear Mary

Sorry for the delay in responding to your memo but it has been a particularly busy
time I did want you to know however that we are very supportive of Kwantlens
proposal for a Fashion Design Technology degree program As you know the
Home Economics teachers in this district have valued the connection to your
programs at Kwantlen They will welcome the degree you propose as a further
incentive and goal for the students in their programs

Thank you for your efforts in initiating the Degree granting process I have
attached a letter of support and I look forward to continuing to work with you on
articulation issues next September

Sincerely
0 C

Eda Favaro

District Principal
Career Programs CCES

Attachment

cc Ken Harvey Director CSCES

EFdmBonLUr e
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kenda kenda kenda kenda

Date February 10 1998
To Mary Boni
Fax No 599 2716

From Kenda Haga
KMA Design Inc

Mita M

Dear Mary

I am faxing you to express my interest in the four year degree program
currently under review for Fashion Design and Technology I would be
very interested in continuing my studies with a special interest in
illustration and business

I believe very strongly that a four year program would benefit grads in
their search for employment

Regards

0i01k

322 309 W Cordova St Vancouver BC V68 1E5

fax 604 662 8082 ph 604 661 8086

No of pages 1

Fax No 604 662 8062



FlowerAinge Inc Mon Apr 27 1998 1247 PM Page 1 ell

To Mary Boni
From Cindy Flower
Date April 26 1998
Subject Clothing and Technology Design Degree

I am writing to express my support for Kwantlen Colleges4 year degree
program in Clothing and Technology As a 1987 graduate of the 2 year
diploma program I feel that a 4 year degree program would benefit

Kwantlen graduates

I have been working steadily in the garment industry for the past eleven

years I have been able to direct myself into positions such as
patternmaking and design where a degree isnt a prerequisite However I
have found that many of the higher paying positions with more

responsibility require a higher level of education than I currently have

I would suggest the program include courses in business management
and in the liberal arts I would also like to suggest that the diploma program
that is currently offered become fully transferable to allow students to

upgrade if they so desire As such I would like to see the option of a 2 or 4
year program

Sincerely Cindy Flower 9468095



Kwantlen University College

Memo
To Mary Boni and Frank Ludtke

From Paula Franz

cc

Dare November 6 1996

Re Applied Design Degree Focus Group Meeting

Hi Mary

I would like to thank you for including me in the Applied Design degree proposal
focus group discussions I am passing on to you some of the issues related to
computer technology use that I think you should consider as you progress through
the process of obtaining degree status

Capital made available for the purchase of computer technology in the classrooms is
limited and so it might be timely to do some research in the area of student owned
PCs This means students would have to supply their own computers and software
as dictated by course curriculum Another possibility is industry support for the
purchase of computer equipment

The other issue to consider is staffing costs as the number of students and
computers increase so does the need for computer support staff Please dont
hesitate to call me about costs associated with any computer technology plans you
have as you become aware of them

aula Franz
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University College

TO Mary Boni Frank Ludtke

FROM Mavis Smith Facilities Manager

RE Degree Program Proposal

Date September 12 1996

increased maintenancesecurity staff
increased hours of operation
increased utility costs

Thank you for inviting me to your Focus Group meeting and Degree Program Presentation I am very
pleased that Facilities was included and I hope that we can continue to be part of this planning process
with regard to Space Requirements SafetySecurity and Operations

Realizing that you are not yet able to answer all my questions at this time but given that the intent is to
use existing space with no significant physical renovations the issues which would most impact the
Facilities department would be

I wish you surresc with your proposal and look forward to working with you



LIBRARY

SERVICES

September 20 1996

Mary Boni
Coordinator

Fashion Design and Technology
Kwantlen University College

Ms Boni

On behalf of the Kwantlen Library we are pleased to support your proposal to establish a
Degree Program in Fashion Design and Technology The Library has been collecting
books periodicals videos and other materials in Fashion Design for more than a decade
Core collections are supplemented by extensive holdings in related areas such as
graphics and visual design fine arts drafting and interior design

The development of innovative technologies to improve access to these collections is
central to the Libraryseducational mission The Librarysonline catalogue is available
on the college network As a participant in the Electronic Library Network ELN a
consortium ofBCscollege and university libraries we offer electronic access to
information resources beyond our own walls These include periodical indexes and
databases that are continually updated as well as the union catalogue of print and media
holdings in BC The Library is exploring options for electronic document delivery that
will enhance training and research activities by enabling students to work from their
homes and offices

The Library maintains extensive operating hours including evenings and Saturdays
Students have access to a microcomputer lab audiovisual equipment copying services
and group study rooms Professional librarians provide library skills instruction and train
students to develop the information literacy that they can apply to diverse workplace
challenges Subject specialists among the librarians select resources to enhance the
curriculum They also prepare guideposts to direct students to appropriate reference
sources

Kwantlen librarians are committed to working with the faculty in Fashion Design to
insure that both print and nonprint library materials am kept current Improvements to
library collections and services that are needed to support the Degree Program will
receive immediate attention We look forward to participating in the planning process
and welcome your suggestions for upgrading our collections

criiiktcaj
Joseph BlondeCathy MacDonald

Dean of College Resources Collection Development Librarian

KWANTLEN
University College
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TO Mary Boni Frank Ludtke

c Sheila Evans Laura Mathay Counsellors Derek Nanson S SyY

FROM Richard Fox Se

C aoo1
DATE October 31 1996 l c

SUBJECT Degree Proposals Focus Group Meeting

Thank you for inviting me to your Focus Group Meeting on October 30th in connection
with Stage 2 Letter of Intent of your degree proposals

1 Sheila Evans will write you separately about Advising concerns

2 Counsellor Staffing levels may be affected by your degree proposals depending on
how many new students actual head count are anticipated I note that by the time the
proposed degrees are fully implemented there would be 150 Fashion and 120 Graphics
students This looks like an increase of 100 or more in head count

Counsellor to student ratios are still under discussion both at the University
College and provincially so it is difficult for me to place an exact figure on staffing
increases that might be required in Counsellors Further discussion by our Department
is certainly called for and I will place the matter before the Counsellors and our Dean
at our November meeting

31 RE Student Stress Levels

Both the Fashion and Graphics programs are extremely intense for students In
redesigning the four levels in your programs if you can see an opportunity to reduce the
Toad that students carry at any one time it would be in the best interests of all your
future students A great amount of material must be learned but if workloads could
be spread out over 4 years instead of 3 I know you would be rewarded by having less
stressed and possibly more productive students to work with



KWANTLEN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

MEMORANDUM

TO Mary Boni and Frank Ludtke

FROM Sheila Evans and Laura Mathay
Educational Advisors Richmond campus

RE Applied Design Degrees

DATE November 14 1996

These are some of the areas that we discussed at the October 30 1996
meeting which relate to the educational advising areas of the University
College

a Educational Advising Role

While Educational Advisors assist students with program planning and
course selection the implementations of the applied design degrees will
result in a burst of advising activity upon implementation

If Educational Advisors continue to advise work load issues must be given
consideration Most institutions have each department handling all upper
division 3rd and 4th year advising This also is tied together with the next
item b The possibilities of hiring a department specific advisor or Program
Assistant needs investigation Currently Mary Pake Administrative
Assistant handles the work load of graduates of the Interior Design Diploma
who are in the process of completing their degree at Kwantlen

b Prior Learning Assessment

The process and procedure and the tiein with advising will have to be
streamlined and put into place

c General Education Component

The academic requirements of the degree must be obtainable Total credits
for the degree both lower level and upper level and any glitches in the
system needs to be worked out before sending out program information

If you have any questions about the above please give either of us a call at
local 2645 Laura local 2685 Sheila



Date Thu 28 Nov 1996 161046 0800 PST
From Elaine Harris elaineh@KwantlenBCCA
To Mary BONI maryb@KwantlenBCCA
Subject Degree proposals

iv j b S WY

This is to confirm that you have the support of the Office of the
Registrar for the degree proposals for Graphics and Visual Design and
Fashion Design and Technology

The one comment that I have is with the flexible approach and possibility
of various options that was presented I wonder how easy it will be to
fill classes particularly at upper levels It is relatively easy to do
so in a lockstep full time program but when student choose from a
variety of options and can study part time as well as full time it
strikes me that a much wider range of course will be required and without
a huge number of students at each level enrollments in specialized course
at the upper level are likely to be quite low This is not a criticism of
the program but it is a factor to consider in planning
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KWANTLEN
University

To Mary Boni and Frank Ludtke

From Gordon Lee

Date November 18 1996

Subject SUPPORT FOR APPLIED DESIGN LETTER OF INTENT

I have reviewed your letters of intent The School of Business would be
pleased to provide support courses for your degree programs

Specifically we could provide support in the following areas

Current School of Business Courses in Accounting Business
Management Marketing Computer Business Systems and Economics
Shorter course modules and
New courses including an expanded curriculum in operations
management We will be expanding our offerings in this area for our
degree programs

We would be prepared to schedule courses to meet your needs As well we
could offer courses on a quarter system

GLkkd

cc Barbara Duggan

Yormaom NerV

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS



KWANTLEN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

MEMORANDUM

Date November 18th 1996

To Mary Boni Coordinator Fashion Design and Technology Program

From Paul Gameau Marketing Faculty School of Business

Subject Degree Proposal ComntentsConcems

I found the October 30th focus group meeting most informative It seems quiie clear that
all interested parties are committed to the successful implementation of the joint degree
proposal presented by Frank Ludtke and yourself There are however a few points which
I would like to raise at this time

1 If you stress that More training time that includes an extensive work experience is
needed to meet the employee needs of the industry you may be wise to play down the
idea that some learners with work experience andor an undergraduate degree might
complete the degree requirements in only 25 or 3 years This is a good option but not
the main idea of the proposal

2 The title Liberal Education used in your proposal might be misconstrued by certain
program stakeholders You are proposing IDDS Success Skills Business Marketing
Applied Communications Computerbased Systems Practicum Coop Work Experience
and Job Preparation Since these elements are inherently different from what Liberal
Education traditionally stands for you might want to refer to them by another name such
as Complementary Skills or Industry Readiness Skills My understanding is that
such an innovative approach would be in harmony with what the Ministry had in mind
when it recently created additional University Colleges

3 Degree program outcomes your proposal suggests that graduates will be life long
learners with the ability to adapt to a constantly changing work environment in a rapidly
changing society Excellent plan but you may wish to also indicate that a certain
number although difficult to assess at this stage may very well use your program to
access postbaccalaureate educational opportunities in Arts Education Fine Arts etc

These are the main points I wanted to bring up Hope some of this is useful



Members from Kwantlen University College are

Industry Advisors

Appendix I

Initial Development Team

Barbara Duggan Dean Applied Design 5992525

Mary Boni Fashion Design and Technology 5992551
S Lee Fashion Design and Technology 5992551
Frank Ludtke Graphic Design 599 2628

Patrick Bennett Graphic Design 5992626
Sooz Klinkhamer Interior Design 5992542

Ray Arnold Interdisciplinary Design Studies 5992654
Paul Gameau Marketing 5992516

Anne Yeadon Jones President 6842189

Bright Sparks ChildrensWear

Layne Christensen Fashion Editor 9852131

North Shore News

Roxanne Murdoch Product Development 2547779

Sun Cruz Trading Corp

Shirley Calla Sr Product Manager 251 8600

West Coast Apparel Inc

Stacy Holt CADCAM Manager 941 7296

Mustang Technical Apparel Corp

In addition a number of people and groups have been consulted or asked to provide a letter of suppon See
Appendix H



EXTERNAL MEMBERS

Shirley Calla
20632 93A Avenue

Langley BC
V1M2W6

Tel 8827563

Fax 8827562

Stacy Holt
3 2431 Kelly Avenue
Port Coquitlam BC
V3L 1Y3

Tel 941 7296

Fax 9453192

Appendix J

cc Kwantlen
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

FASHION DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY DEGREE

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT GROUP

INTERNAL FACULTY MEMBERS AT KWANTLEN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Barbara Duggan Dean Applied Design and Communications
Mazy Boni Coordinator Fashion Design and Technology
S Lee Instructor Fashion Design and Technology
Rick Cuff Coordinator Interdisciplinary Design Studies
Frank Ludtke Coordinator Graphic and Visual Design
Patrick Bennett Instructor Graphic and Visual Design
Sooz Klinkhamer Coordinator Interior Design
David Ross Chair Marketing Department School of Business
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Carol Prantner

President

Sugoi Cycle Wear
144 East 7 Avenue

Vancouver BC
V5T 1M6

Tel 875 0887

Fax 8799109

Katherine Cleaver

Faculty
School of Fashion

Ryerson Polytechnic University
Toronto Ontario
M5B 2K3

Tel 4169795333
Fax 416 9795341

Dr Margaret Argus
Professor

School of Family and Nutritional Sciences
University of British Columbia
on sabbatical
2212 West 366 Avenue

Vancouver BC
V6M 1L5

Tel 261 2702

Appendix K

t Kwantlen
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

FASHION DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY DEGREE

VALIDATION TEAM

SENIOR INDUSTRY ADVISORS INTERNAL FACULTY OUTSIDE DIVISION

MarshaliCramer Robert Fleming
President Instructor English
The Apparel Group Ltd Kwantlen University College
877 Hamilton Street

Vancouver BC RhonddPorter

V6B 2R7 Coordinator English as a Second Language
Tel 6692511 Kwantlen University College
Fax 6691221

EXTERNAL UNIVERSITY AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGE FACULTY



29 April 1998

THE UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

Mr Jim Gunson

Chairman Education Council
Kwantlen University College
12666 72 Avenue
Surrey BC V3W 2M8

Dear Mr Gunson

School of Family and
Tor

Nutritional Sdences
2205 East Mall VICE PC1711
Vancouver BC Canada V6T IZ4
Tel 604 8222502
Fax 604 8225143

The Validation Team for the proposed Bachelor of Applied Design in Fashion Design and Technologymet on Tuesday 28 April 1998 to review Stage 3 the full program proposal
While Katherine Cleaver Faculty School of Fashion Ryerson Polytechnic University of Toronto was
not able to attend her comments regarding the proposal were forwarded to the meeting
The Validation Team is very pleased with the overall clarity and thoroughness of the proposal and
we would like to congratulate Mary Boni and the development team for their excellent work The
extensive involvement and consultation with the fashion Industry professional associations and
other educational institutions is reflected in the content of the curriculum The strengths we seeare

Innovative structure In delivery
Relevance of employability skills and learning outcomes
Incorporation of current technology
Collaboration with industry as well as other areas of Kwantlen
Adaptability of the program for students to pursue personal career direction

During our review of this proposal members of the development team were present We willtherefore not document specific recommendations as the team will Incorporate these into the
proposal We do want to ensure that the following general recommendations be Included

Strengthen discussion of liberal education in terms of Its outcomes and how it meetsthe overall degree requirements

Review the admission requirements to raise the overall standards
Adjust the curriculum to ensure increased literacy and communication skills for allstudents

When designing the internship program consult with industry representatives to
identify and address the slues surrounding intemship objectives criteria evaluationAreas of the curriculum that could be strengthened are

Textile science

Production efficiencies

MAY r IS Ii
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We identified the need within the program for faculty who have industry skills as well as the
appropriate academic background Based on our conversations with the development team
members we are confident these needs will be met by the existing faculty members

The Validation Team remarked on the timeliness of the degree proposal The nature of career
opportunities In BCsapparel industry is changing and the current two year diploma cannot meet
all demands This degree has importance to the Industry due to the recent growth and anticipated
continued growth within British Columbia The apparel Industry is the sixth largest secondary
industry in the province In 1986 BC exported 837 million in apparel By 1996 apparel exports
rose to 8161 million and in 1997 Increased 26 to 8182 million It is necessary for the Institution
and the provincial government to recognize the need for support of a program that can raise the
level of post secondary education In an Industry that has the potential to play a more significant role
in BCseconomy

The team wishes to express their confidence that Kwantlen will provide the support required for this
degree and to note the enthusiasm and optimism of the industry for this progression

We look forward to seeing a copy of the final proposal as it is mailed to the Ministry

Please feel free to contact any member of the Validation Team for further discussion

Yours truly

Dr Margaret Arcus
Chair Validation Team
Kwantlen Bachelor of Applied Design in Fashion Design and Technology

cc John Slattery Dean of Educational Planning
Barbara Duggan Dean of Applied Design and Communications
Mary Boni Chair Fashion Design and Technology

1

1



VALIDATION TEAM MEMBERS

Dr Margaret Arcus Professor
School of Family and Nutritional Sciences
University of British Columbia

Katherine Cleaver Faculty
School of Fashion

Ryerson Polytechnic University

Marshall Cramer President
The Apparel Group Ltd
and

Apparel BC The Association for the Apparel Industry

Robert Fieming Instructor English
Kwantlen University College

Rhondda Porter Coordinator English as a Second Language
Kwantlen University College

Carol Prantner President
Sugoi Cycle Wear
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A INSTITUTIONAL AND PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION

A 1 Which institution will award the degree

The Centre for Applied Design and Communications at Kwantlen University College will offer the degree Some
course credits may also be gained in conjunction with other Kwantlen faculties such as Humanities and Social
Sciences Business and JournalismPublic Relations

We intend to provide students with opportunities to gain credits in collaborative agreements with other programs
colleges and universities These will be identified specifically to complete a studentseducational experiences as
appropriate to their design career goals

A 2 Which faculty will be offering the degree

This will be a bachelor degree in Applied Design with specific study in Interdisciplinary Design It represents a
blending or amalgamation of the existing IDDS certificate with the GRVD diploma See attached Concept Rationale
Appendix C

More information can be obtained by calling Development Team contacts Frank Ludtke Coordinator and Degree
Development Graphics and Visual Design 5992628 or Patrick Bennen Instructor and Research and Degree
Development 5992626

A 3 What is the program title and name of the credential to be awarded to graduates

The intended name for the degree is Bachelor of Applied Design in Interdisciplinary Design

As noted in Section B I the pmfessior which has been known as Graphic Design is in a phase of redefinition in
response to changing professional and market conditions Design education is playing a vital role in shaping the future
of the profession by inviting dialogue between practitioners and educators Debate over the most appropriate name for
our future profession is in progress in design sectors worldwide Generally names proposed to replace Graphic
Design in the professional sectors have included Interdisciplinary Design Communications Design and Information
Design Our Planning Partnership sessions are currently involved in this discussion This new name that we have
chosen for our program Interdisciplinary Design results from our examination of this issue and reflects the demands
for interdisciplinary activity that the current market reality is revealing See Appendices A and B

A4 In what way does the degree program contribute to the mandate and strategic plan of the Institution

The field of Graphic Design has evolved far beyond a strictly print related discipline to now encompass a wide range of
communications information technology entertainment media and business domains Our proposed degree program
identifies an integrated field of study that is more appropriately holistic and interdisplinary in nature than the old
diploma model The goals of our program are consistent with both the Conference Board of Canadasreport on
Employability Skills and KwantlensMission Statement particularly as they apply to providing the types of learning
experiences that will maximize a studentschances to succeed in an increasingly complex constantly changing and
increasingly interdisciplinary professional environment In an educational context the interdisciplinary focus of our
programs suppons the cooperative learning mandates while it prepares students for professional contexts in which
competition moves toward collaboration

Historically design education has generally emphasized the development of problem solving conceptualization and
technological capabilities Our degree program proposes to synthesize these relevant aspects from the GRVD program
with liberal arts components and leadingedge interdisciplinary design education practices The result is a unified
model that is not only highly inclusive and accessible but keeps pace with evolving professional practice and national
and international design education standards

The program of studies is dedicated to promoting the levels of flexibility adaptability and capacity for contextual
understanding and response that is seen to be necessary for success in the design professions The core dimension of
the program is a highly integrated construct of curricula which emphasize the development of contextual and critical
thinking teamworlc interpersonal skills creative problemsolving business technology and interdisciplinary
capabilities Itcoincidentally establishes platforms for multi and interdisciplinary activities and collaborative studies
with other depanments in Kwantlen Public Relations Marketing Business etc as well as other institutions It
encourages careful productive assimilation of liberal arts or Humanities studies into the context ofdesign education
and invites lieinteres programs access knowledge and methodologies in our field The program also provides

Kwarate Doherty Caage l2



opportunities for working professionals to upgrade their knowledge and skills and for teachers and education students
to obtain professional development experiences andordegree credits The design of the program allows for access on
a parttime or fulltime basis

A 5 What is the intended schedule for implementation of the degree program

Full implementation in September of 1999 with transition beginning September of 1998

B PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

B 1 What economicsocialcultural goals is this program intended to serve

Design is a constantly changing discipline Its influence is felt at the intersection between commerce and culture
between individuals and the context of their lives The products we use and value the spaces in which we live and
work the communications that surround us the ideas that we express all of these are the process and product of
designers Designers put into form that which a society imagines Sometimes we propose that which has not been
thought before but which addresses an identified need

In a rapidly changing world designers have found it necessary to redefine their role and expand the scope of their
work Tremendous opportunity exists for designers to contribute their unique capabilities to guiding the function look
and content of a communityssocial and economic goals A direct relationship exists for example between the success
of a companysproducts and communications and the design which expresses them

All sectors in the design profession have focussed their attention on the contexts in which we design and on the
expanding dimensions that designers play Aesthetic judgement creative concept development and research inventive
problem solving and efficient production orchestration are the necrccary crafts of our discipline These are our
constants What changes is the context in which we work a context that today is characterized by the economic and
social need for collaborative involvement between all types of designers as well as their clients and the endusers of
design This context makes us conscious of our responsibility to the social fabric of our communities and causes us to
be proactive in environmental and cultural citizenship

So too has the framework for Graphic Design and design education changed in recent years The word graphic
implies visual communication and applied an traditionally associated with print media The recent past has seen the
eclipse of this craft by electronic and computer systems Instead of making the designer obsolete however this
technological freedom has made our problem solving and conceptual thinking skills become even more important
Easier access to graphic technology makes the role of the designer shift to one of leadership A new name for the future
graphic designer is needed to describe the interdisciplinary nature of our work and our sphere of influence in the
context of communications the environment entertainment industry and business The synthesis of design disciplines
as various practitioners collaborate together in team situations is becoming more and more the noon The end result is
total design that ultimately works more effectively to meet a societysneeds and expands the creative possibilities for
solutions A proposed name for our degree will emphasize this Bachelor of Applied Design in Interdisciplinary
Design Our research and contacts with our Planning Partnership indicate that cooperative collaborative activity will
be essential in meeting the new Centuryssocial cultural and economic goals

Our mandate in design education is to prepare our students to not only succeed in their chosen fields but also assume
this leadership role and to embrace an expanding changing profession Their future work may see them as partners in
design collaborations or as leaders of design teams and programs Ever more urgently we need to help them identify
both their personal and professional context within the broad interdisciplinary market that characterizes design activity
today Our program intends to assist students to develop the design capabilities necessary to positively affect change
to define problems access needs and produce solutions that will enhance a societysquality of life Appendix D
Program Goals lists specific learning outcomes related to our interest in this regard

B 2 What supporting market data exists to support these claims

In 1995 the BC Ministry of Employment and Investment completed a provincial design sector study which led to the
development ofaStrategy For Design In British Columbia Human Resources Development Canada initiated a
National Design Sector Study in 1997 which examined the position of design in Canadaseconomic climate These
reports characterize the skills and abilities designers treed in order to continue to be relevant to the business sector and
make recommendations for expanding our markets Appendix B1 contains excerpts from these studies These
effectively summarize the data that exists to support our claims that design education needs to address the goals we
have stated above

Kna tm tlirvWy Ctlle



B3 What are the anticipated employment destinations for students

Designers get involved in everything and anything Opportunities in the field of design are endless As freelance
consultants on creative teams or as members of design companies designers are employed by governments large
corporations small businesses community groups other design teams nonprofit societies charitable organizations
and private individuals Wherever there is a bottom line to enhance a message to convey a product to create and
manufacture a corporation to identify an exhibit to show promotional material to develop a route to follow an idea to
express audiences to be entertained communications problems to be solved and an infinite number of other
possibilities a designer will be engaged

Traditionally graphic designers have been employees of design advertising or media companies We expect that a
percentage of our graduates will still be hired either as contractors or as employees by such companies The changing
reality of design employment however means thatjobs are shiftingto job creation and to entrepreneurship
Most emphatically we see our graduates as having the potential for being the employers leaders and entrepreneurs By
reaching our previously stated goals we see our grads as individuals prepared to assume management roles for the
undertaking of complex design collaborations We see them as having a solid grounding in the synthesis of numerous
design media and practises whether it be print digital 3D installation theatre music animation web sites software
programs sequential imaging exhibits architectural graphics movie and television or multi and interdisciplinary
projects We see them as having awareness of contexts and practises of all range of design activity interiors industrial
and product design architecture landscape fashion The scope can range from the simplest logo tomultidimensional
design environments like those developed for the Olympics or for Worlds Fairs Once our students have developed
effective contextual and conceptual capabilities they will be prepared to take on any design task The processes in all
design applications are consistent All that changes is the context and scale of the project What is essential is that they
find their opportunities in design to be limitless and that their own context to be interdisciplinary

B 4 What is the expected normal time for a student to complete the program

Flexibility is the most important factor in determining the time needed to complete our program As we explore various
alternatives such as taimaters students may be able to complete our program in as little as 2 l2 years or a maximum
of 6 years depending on their personal resources

B 5 What specialties majors or minors will be offered

The traditional university model of major and minor selection is not necessarily the most descriptive or appropriate for
design education in our view

We see potential areas of special study arising from a studentsdetermination of their own personal interests within the
overall context of design practise We wish to maintain some Flexibility so that students may build areas of study
around knowledge needed for the type of career they wish to pursue or the context in which they wish to design

Learning outcomes for all students would include research skills critical analysis creative conceptualization teamwork
and collaborative skills problem solving and production in media relevant to design Specialization will occur as the
student applies these knowledge areas to a particular pursuit that suits their aptitudes and interests recognizing that the
concept of specialization has changed significantly in the design professions to one of identifying potential
consultants to form collaborative teams This will also include liberal or applied education courses in other
depamnents within the college or involve collaborative study at other institutions offering courses in media
unavailable at Kwantlen

A special feature of our program will be to provide our students with opportunities for gaining credit toward their
degree from other colleges programs or universities We already have students involved in collaborative degree studies4 with other colleges In turn students from other programs or colleges will augment their education with courses in our

s program We see this cross fertilization of curricula as healthy for our students who will be able to custom tailor their
degree for their educational needs This will mean that w2e would have the capacity to expand our student enrollments

D and take advantage of technology currently not available to us that jg provided at other institutions We will gain more
knowledge as we learn and share information with each other Ultimately there is benefit for the profession as it reaps

0l the reward of motivated more highly skilled graduates who are already accustomed to working in collaborative
rrijv I conditions

See Appendix E for examples of pilot studies we have initiated that have already placed students in collaborative
programs
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B 6 What programs exist at other institutions which contain similar content or objectives

Design programs at Emily Cart Institute of Art and Design langara College Capilano College and University College
of the Fraser Valley contain similar components to ours Design programs anywhere will provide similar core
educational experiences that help students develop design processes and skills common to all design practise Each of
these schools including our own however offer unique courses resources and experiences to their students
Educational goals orientations teaching styles contextual emphases technologies and delivery methods all vary
greatly from school to school In these we believe that our program is quite unique Already other colleges are using
our resources

Guided by our extensive research and from student feedback we have made a concerted effort to understand the
differences between design programs in the lower mainland We initiated an outreach program with ECIAD faculty

thatallowed us to exchange information about our respective curricula We know that a number of students haveV58r
our first year Interdisciplinary Design Studies program as advanced entry into the third year of ECIADsdesign
program Our emphasis on social responsibility contextualization of design process critical thinking teamwork and
self direction by students is what sets us apart from the other colleges at this time see B I

B 7 How does this program relate to other programs offered at this institution

As already stated see B 4 B 5 we anticipate that as we identify specific course offerings to structure the Bachelor
of Applied Design degree we will actively encourage the opening of interdisciplinary activity across various
departments in the college Interdisciplinary Design curricula will continue to be available to the Interior Design and
Fashion Design and Technology programs We see that our students will broaden the context of their design interests
and aptitudes by exploring education relevant to their career directions Since design careers can develop in so many
directions we wish to offer relevance for our students in any field whether it be oriented to business the arts
humanities sciences environmental management horticulture industry and trades or any other discipline

A reciprocal relationship will exist where students in other disciplines eg marketing business environmental
management horticulture music etc take advantage of design offerings that can contextualize their own problem
solving critical thinking communication and creative aspirations as applicable to their needs

B 8 What programs will be reduced or eliminated to Initiate this program

This program is an amalgamation of our current IDDS and GRVD program Currently the IDDS certificate program
functions quite effectively as a first year of study prior to GRVD The new Interdisciplinary Design program
recognizes what was becoming more and mom evident that IDDS was being regarded as highly unique and desirable
by students and higher institutions that the future of graphic designer is pointing toward interdisciplinary practice
and that the professional marketplace demands that designers operate contextually and collaboratively It was then a
natural extension to reconstruct GRVD and synthesize it with IDDS to create Interdisciplinary Design

C ADMISSION AND TRANSFER

C 1 Who are the intended students

rDS CPAl Act altprP
cri J4Y

Currently we are attracting students who are
a high school graduates pursuing career goals
b working adults pursuing career change
c post secondary students pursuing applied credentials toward employment

Students are admined based upon aptitude and likelihood of success in design related work as demonstrated in a
portfolio review design project prior learning assessment and interview with faculty

Potential students for a Bachelor of Applied Design in Interdisciplinary Design have been and will continue to be
highly dedicated committed creative individuals who demonstrate an aptitude and likelihood for success in design
related profession and practise Flexible teaming assessment will be implemented as we evaluate students for
admission from any of the likely avenues from which they arrive
A degree will allow us to expand ow market to make it truly interdisciplinary In the future we will wish to include
professional development and post graduate students as consistent with the collegesmandate for life long learning
This represents a new market for us that may be reached through our recently established Planning Partrership see
Appendix A We also see potential for development of markets among professionals and educators who wish to pursue
design education as a career This is a market as yet untapped in BC
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Interdisciplinary growth will also allow us to admit students from other college faculties who wish to enhance their
creative conceptual analytical presentational or problem solving skills These are the hallmark knowledge areas of
design education yet they are abilities that are vital for success in any domain of business or industry We anticipate
being able to offer design courses for non designers as an extension of our applied programs

Designers in professional practise who require upgrading also represent a new market for our program Changing
economic realities in business and design are necessitating that designers need skills in team management and
collaboration as well as awareness of all disciplines in design in order to provide the full spectrum service that
clients are demanding Our program will offer direct educational experiences related to this relatively new context for
design practise

Emphasis for all of these student markets is the relevance and appeal of working in a collaborative interactive
interdisciplinary learning environment which prepares them for that same context in their destined work place

C 2 What enrolments are anticipated

The numbers of potential students we are currently attracting leads us to believe that demand will continue to be high
In 1997 an estimate of 500 students applied for entry to design programs Interdisciplinary Design Studies Graphics
and Visual Design Fashion Design and Technology and Interior Design in the Centre for Applied Design Of these
approximately 120 to 140 attended personal interviews for admission to our program This number is consistent with
our twenty year history as a Graphic Design program We believe that the reconceptualized Interdisciplinary Design
program will attract even more candidates from a broad range of design related interest levels

As we develop and market our degree we expect that the attraction will grow as students whom we have surveyed
indicate the importance to them of the credibility that a degree affords them in professional pursuits A perception of
quality relevance and currency with which an applied degree is viewed can only be anticipated to swell our admission
applications If we are able to offer professional development and post graduate courses as well as extension programs
for other college departments our market will naturally expand With the inclusion of professional development we
may be able to entertain corporate sponsorship which in tum could allow us to expand our resources and technologies
and attract more enrolments

C 3 What provisions for articulation and transfer tofrom other institutions are anticipated

As already indicated discussions with various other local institutions have been initiated and precedents for
collaborative degrees have been set Discussions regarding PostGraduate studies have been continuing with the
University of Alberta as a result of their program chair participating on our Planning Partnership see Appendix A

D PROGRAM RESOURCES

D 1 In general what resources existing andor new will be required for this program I

It is assumed that we can build on existing human and financial resources with increases in some areas and aspects
Other existing resources within the college as well as other colleges should be accessed to make this program as
efficient as possible It is also anticipated that we need additional human and financial resources to support the increase
in complexity of the existing program

E CONSULTATIONS

E 1 What consultations have been carried out to date

A strategic planning group we have called our Planning Partnership was formed to include practising design
professionals and other stakeholders who have engaged in discussion with us concerning the future of design education
at Kwantlen Names addresses and phone numbers are listed in Appendix A

The Centre for Applied Design and Communications continues to consult formally in facilitated workshops among our
faculty groups to identify directions for our degree development Likewise we have consulted with faculty at other
design colleges such as Emily Carr Institute of Art and Design to ensure the relevance of our respective curricula
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Bibliography of Consulted Books

Margolin Victor and Richard Buchanan

The Idea Of Design 1995 MIT Press

Labuz Ronald

Contemporary Graphic Design 1991 Van Nostrand Reinhold

AlderseyWilliams Hugh

New American Design 1998 Rizzoli International Publications Inc

Mitchell C Thomas
Redefining Designing From Form to Experience 1993
Van Nostrand Reinhold

Mitchell C Thomas
New Thinking in Design Conversations on Theory and Practice
1996 Van Nostrand Reinhold

Hiebert Kenneth J

Graphic Design Processes Universal to Unique 1992 Nelson Canada

Craig James and Bruce Barton
Thirty Centuries of Graphic Design 1997 Watson Guptill

CheathamCheathamOwens

Design Concepts and Applications 1987 PrenticeHall

Rawson Philip
Design 1997 PrenticeHall

Lauer David A and Stephen Pentak
Design Basics fourth edition 1995 Harcourt Brace

Ruggiero Vincent Ryan
Beyond FeelingsA Guide to Critical Thinking fifth edition
1998 Mayfield

Kimbell Richard
Design EducationThe Foundation Years 1992 Routledge

Kegan Paul Ltd



Roukes Nicholas

Design Synectics Stimulating Creativity in Design 1988
Davis Publications Inc

Baynes Ken
Attitudes in Design Education 1969 Lund Humphries Publishing Limited

Bevlin Marjorie Elliott
Design Through Discovery 1977 Holt Rinehart Winston

Margolin Victor
Design Discourse History Theory Criticism 1989 University of Chicago Press

Rowe Peter G
Design Thinking 1992 MIT Press

McDermott Catherine
Essential Design 1992 Bloomsbury Press

Caplan Ralph
By Design 1982 St Martins Press

Elliott Patricia

Rethinking the Future 1993 Fifth House Publishers

Bierut Michael and William Drenntel and Steve Heller and DK Holland
Looking Closer Critical Writings on Graphic Design 1994 Allworth Press

Ruchlis Hy and Sandra Oddo
Clear Thinking 1990 Prometheus Books

Arnold RD

An Analytic Philosophy of Design and Design Education Major Paradigms
and Implications for Art and Design Education 1989MAThesis UBC

Jones John Chris
Design Methods second edition 1992 Nelson Canada

Branzi Andrea
Learning from Milan Design and the Second Modernity
1988 MIT Press

Dasgupta Subrata
Technology and Creativity 1996 Oxford University Press Inc



Postman Neil
Technopoly The Surrender of Culture to Technology
1993 First Vintage Books Edition

Papanek Victor
Design for the Real World Human Ecology and Social Change
1993 Academy Chicago Publishers

Bruffee Kenneth A

Collaborativeheafning 1995 The John Hopkins University Press

Baudrillard Jean

Simulacra and Simulation 1997 University of Michigan Press

Buzan Tony
The Mindmap Book updated edition 1995 BBC Books

Mackenzie Dorothy
Design For the Environment 1991 Rizzoli International Publications Inc
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May 11 1998

The Degree Proposal Assessment Committee

Kwantlen University College

Re Assessment of Bachelor of Applied Design Degree in Interdisciplinary Design

To Whom it May Concern

EXPERDENT CO4SWT PAGE 02

My name is Kimberly Sybulka and I am wri ing on behalf of the Interdisciplinary Design
Program Planning Partnership The Planning Partnership is a group of designers educators

suppliers theorists strategists and tectinidans whip are together developing an image of what
relevant design education should be in order to meet our communities needs The objective
of the group is to utilize our combined opinion advike vision experience expertise and foresight
to help align the programseducational environment with the needs of tomorrow

Consequently the members of the Planning Partnership do agree in principle to
unanimously support the Bachelor of Applied De Iign Degree in Interdisciplinary Design We
feel that an interdisciplinary design program would more effectively and completely provide
the skills capabilities theory and qualifications to students allowing them to maximize their
employability within the design profession The ranting of degree status would also allow
the student the valued opportunely to pursue gradu4te studies Furthermore It would provide an
opportunity for the design program to establih its uniqueness within the market and
become an innovator within the field of design education

In conclusion it is the opinion of the Manning Pannership tnat the granting of a

Bachelor of Applied Design Degree in Interdisciplinb Design would allow for an overall depth
and breath which is not possible in the current tutu year Graphics and Visual Design Diploma
Program

S

Sincerely

Kimberly Sybulka

C hairperson

In erdisciplinary Design Planning Partnership



Members of the Interdisciplinary Design Planning Partnership

Name Title Company

Kimberly SybulkaChair Graphic Designer ExperDent Consultants

Keith Hamilton Art DirectorDesigner Parallel Strategies

StefanVan Niekerk Multimedia Designer Electronic Arts Canada

Graham Hughes Principal Dezignation Design Assoc

Dianne Roberts Art DirectorDesigner Ken Koo Creative Group

Matt Warburton ConsultantDesigner Emdoubleyou Design

Gerry Green Manager Graphic Des Karo Design Resources

Ken Hughes Director Digital Resources Emily Carr Institute of
Art and Design

Maria Kennedy Creative Director Karacters Design Group

Jorge Frascara Professor Coordinator of University of Alberta
Communication Design

Naomi Broudo Partner Tandem Design Assoc

Terry Irwin Principal META Design
San Francisco

Degree Development Team Interdisciplinary Design

Frank Ludtke Coordinator Graphics and Visual Design
Patrick Bennett Instructor Graphics and Visual Design
Rick Cuff Coordinator Interdisciplinary Design Studies
Ray Arnold Instructor Interdisciplinary Design Studies
Barbara Duggan Dean Centre for Applied Design Studies

Other Contributing Members of the Team
Lesley NeufeldInstructor Interior Design Program
Marge Damon Instructor Interior Design Program
Joan Owen Instructor Graphics and Visual Design
Bernie LyonInstructor Interdisciplinary Design Studies



KWANTLEN
University College

GRAPHICS AND VISUAL DESIGN PLANNING PARTNERSHIP MEETING

Thursday September 11 1997 700pm

MINUTES

Present Matt Warburton Kim SybulkaV Ken Hughes Kwantlen Iat Bennett Frank Ludtke

Maria Kennedy Naomi Broudo J Gerry Green Barbara Duggan

Regrets Keith Hamilton Stefan Van Nielrk Graham Hufies Dianne Roberts Bill Hine
Jorge Frascara Terry Irwin

10 Introductions and Background of Planning Partnership Idea

APPENDIX A

Round table introductions were held and Pat Bennett commented on the efforttime expended on
developing the planning partnership He stated that the term planning partnership is more appropriate
than advisory committee Pat then reviewed the introductory letter which was mailed to each member

20 Role of the Planning Partnership

Members were asked to express their ideas regarding the role of the planning partnership These
comments were listed then ranked The following is the list of priorities formulated by this process

4Points
6 Recognize or establish new directionsDevelop a broader based visionLook at holistic approach to design
6 Identify the interdisciplinary aspectEncourage the designer and the Intellectual
6 Develop a variety of models and test feasabilityspeculative
3 Reflect the changing needs of the marketplace Reflect the needs of community and diversity
2 Reflect on educationsachievements and shortcomings
1 The business of design

Express personal design education experience and regional experience
Talk about the kinds of skills we would be looking for timeless components
To promote the profession values ethics etc
Facilitate the goals of Kwantlen University College and the Graphics Visual Design program
Forecasting connections
Research Global perspective design and educational existence
Be aware of other Kwantlen initiatives eg flexible assessment

ACTION Program information from other Institutes will be gathered to assist in developing models for
Kwantlensdegree program priority 3 above

30 Vision of the Role of the New Century Designer

Ideas were generated as members envisioned the role of the new century designer in a global society
Each member wrote their ideas on post it notes which were collected and grouped under common
categories The list of the roles of the new century designer is attached

A rich discussion followed regarding design itself designers and the lack of acknowledgement of the
importance of design In business and industry

Next Meeting Thursday October 23 at 700pm Kwantlen University College Richmond Campus
8771 Lansdowne Road Room 1420 Boardroom



Overview of brainstorming for
Role of the New Century Designer

Corporate roles 1
Design mind in the corporate boardroom
Educate the client templates role responsibilities
Effective use of all resources
Strategic thinkers and planners
Information organizers and planners
Project managers
Implications of shlft from hard to soft economies
Project team leader
Roll model

Interdisciplinary designer
Multidisciplinary designer

Role in the profession
Recognize and be responsible for the important role designers will play
Believe in the value of design
Aware of your influence
Effective communicator and interpreter
Effective use of all resources
Implications of shift from hard to soft economies
Facilitator engineer creator of meaning
Be tolerant observant flexible aware informed
Be adaptable
Think beyond the box
Love what they do
Have integrity
Roll model

Interdisciplinary designer
Multidisciplinary designer

Roles in Society
Be socially responsible
Humanistic

Improve the way we live
Design towards the Humane Village
Facilitator engineer creator of meaning
Environmental designer
Advocate

Reflect on social environmental economic political needs
Activist for humanity
Document the community around us
SpokespersonThe Voice
To communicate and inspire on a global stage audience



Make things better
To create clarity in an ever confusing complex world
Design for human needs
The human link between change and the way things are
Effective communicator and interpreter
Awareness of your influence
Recognize and be responsible to the important role designers will play
Believe in the value of design
Be environmentally sensitive
Be tolerant observant flexible aware informed
Be adaptable
Love what they do
Have integrity
Roll model

Interdisciplinary design
Multidisciplinary design

General Roles
Problem solver

Intelligent
Pragmatic
Know design history
Have a love of research
Creative Director

Production coordinator

Typographer
Advisor

Student

Project team leader
Designer
Writer rationalizer
Communication facilitator

Conceptualizer
Professional student
Leaders
Teacher

Interpreter
Exploration
Roll model

Interdisciplinary designer
Multidisciplinary designer

Educational Roles

Incorporate design into other areas Business program etc
Educate the client templates role responsibilities
Interdisciplinary designer
Multidisciplinary designer
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CHAPTER 6

EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL

DEVELOPMENT

The
designer of the future will be an integrator and a collaborator working within a

highly competitive and fastpaced environment Designers will be expected to tran

scend disciplinary boundaries to assimilate information to extract ideas and to think critically

from many viewpoints Design education has a significant role to play in developing the designer

of the future but first it must evolve taking advantage of new opportunities such as technology

and sectoral initiatives and meeting new responsibilities A critical concern for the seaor is

whether design education an rise to this challenge

This chapter examines the postsecondary education system and the professional development

infrastructure supporting the design sector and it considers how well they serve the needs of the

sector The chapter is divided into two sections The first section which addresses formal educa

tion in design examines the availability of design programs the curricula links within educa

tional institutions and with the design community the schooltowork transition and the

challenges facing design educators The second section focuses on professional development and

the role of associations and promotional organizations in continuing education It looks at the

range of available opportunities and reviews the issues related to professional development
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O There is a proliferation of post secondary
design programs with little focus on the
needs of the marketplace

Design educators commented that while they are
aware of the needs of the sector making changes to
curricula to accommodate changing demands can
take time and money that are not always available
Educators are also struggling to provide a solid
education in the timeframe available Within this

context there is a need to refocus design programs
The sector needs to work with the educational insti

tutions to determine what they can best provide in
light of their resources

The structure of design education impedes
communication between design disciplines
and with other professions

Students from one design discipline are not exposed
to students from other disciplines or other profes
sions As a result they do not readily develop either
an understanding of the roles of all the disciplines or
the capacity to work in multidisciplinary teams
Designers today are being asked more often than ever
to work as part of a multidisciplinary team To date
few design programs encourage and foster such links

Links between design schools and the design
community are weak

Consequendy there is a growing gap between the
needs of the design sector and the competency of
the graduates of design programs Accreditation
advisory boards and mentorship programs can
strengthen the links between school and community
There are a few innovative initiatives to involve the

design sector and business in education especially in
architecture On the whole more initiatives need to
be established to bring together the educational
institutions and the design sector

CONCLUSIONS

148 CNPTER EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

0 Making the transition from school to work
is becoming more challenging for design
graduates

Access to coop and work placements is declining
Students require opportunities to hone their skills in

the sector or they will continue to be ill prepared to
transfer their skills to the workplace upon graduation

Internship opportunities are also declining The
design sector must make a commitment to providing
students and graduates with opportunities to hone
their skills and learn about working in design firms
There are some innovative examples that could
serve as models

The design sector needs additional resources to

strengthen existing mentorship programs and to
introduce new ones

There is little coordination of professional
development activities across the country

In Canada most continuing education programs are
planned and run at the provincialassociation level
This approach is cosdy overall since associations
often end up reinventing the wheel Partnering
with other design associations and with associations

for other professions could be more costeffective

Such coordination would also make a broader range
of professional development activities available to all
designers



0 Access to professional development
opporutnides Is a major issue facing designers

Several issues relate to access including

the number and types of courses available

the time needed to participate

location of courses

the cost of participating

Most professional development activities are offered

in major urban centres and by traditional modes of
delivery More convenient flexible methods for

delivery for example videos video conferencing

computerbased training and the Internet are

required to provide professional development for all

designers particularly those in remote areas

The proceedings of conferences and symposia
should be documented Published proceedings

would contribute to a body of information about the
design sector while providing an important source
of material for professional development
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Footnotes

Design programs are often difficult to identify
because they tend to try to distinguish themselves
from one another by adopting unique program

titles A number of the diploma granting
programs included in Appendix G are technology
or technician programs

2 The RUC syllabus offers an alternative to univer

sity education in architecture Through a
directed selfpaced program of academic studies

design studios and practical experience a candi
date can obtain a diploma in architecture

Academic studies are completed through home
study

3 Working Group members defined a broad design

education to include research formgiving mate
rialsprocessesstructures design history design
theory and philosophy computer technology
business principles and marketing professional
practice communications and conceptual and
problem solving skills

4 The programs selected for analysis reflect a broad
range of design programs in community colleges
Cegeps art schools and universities

5 The Canadian Experience Record Book was

recently raised to provide a more flexible system
to record eligible experience

6 Once the candidate has met the requirements

specified in the Canadian Experience Record
Book with approval by the provincial association
the candidate is eligible to write the licensing

examination Many provinces have put into place
registration courses to assist their interns in

preparing for their licensing exams
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CHAPTER 7

ISSUES AND ACTIONS

Tremendous
opportunities are available to Canadian designers both in Canada and

abroadto leverage their strengths in the design of leisure household environmental

communications and healthcare products newmedia and wayfinding systems and multiuse

facilities including malls and tourism facilities Opportunities are rich for Canadian designers to

contribute to the economic development of numerous industries But to take advantage of these

opportunities and to achieve its vision of 2006 the design sector must address a number

of human resource challenges that it is Facing Meeting these challenges is complicated by

several Factors
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The sector is composed primarily of small design
fines and independent design consultants

Traditionaly the design sector has educated practi
tioners according to individual disciplines The
sectorstrack record of interdisciplinary communica
tion is limited

Membership in the associations varies widey The
majority of architects are represented by their asso
ciations while only a small proportion of communi
cations designers belong to equivalent bodies
Communication with nonmembers will be difficuh

The design sector has however taken steps to become
more unified The last few years have seen the emer
gence of a number of new design promotion organiza
dons from British Columbia to Atlantic Canada
whose activities complement those of the existing
professional bodies These organizations whose locus
is multidisciplinary serve as an integrating force in the
sector In most provinces and regions they are already
working closely with provincial educational and
research institutes in British Columbia Ontario and
Atlantic Canada they have spearheaded the develop
ment of provincial design strategies amacting the
attention and support of their provincial governments

The formation of the National Design Alliance NDA
has provided Canada with the crosscountry Zink for
both the promotional and the professional design
organizations For the first time there is a national
mechanism for cooperative action by the sector While
the NDAts member organizations involve architects at
the provincial level at the national level the Royal
Architectural Institute of Canada RAIL and the NDA
also have begun to explore mechanisms for coopera
tion A national network of design organizations exists
that an provide effective leadership for change In
fact the first steps towards development of an imple
mentation plan for the studys recommendations have
been taken joindy by the NDA and the RAIC

t54 7 Issues AND ACTIONS

In this final chapter of the report the Working Groups
present their recommendations for addressing the
human resource challenges as the sector advances
towards its vision The recommendations put forth by
the Worldng Groups provide direction for the devel
opment of a human resource strategy for the design
sector The overall goal of these recommendations is
to improve the demand for design More specifically
the actions strive

To increase design utilization by Canadian business
through promoting design developing policies to
encourage use of design developing awareness of

design in Canadascurrent and future managers and
developing the skills of designers in demonstrating
the economic value of their talents to potential
clients

To develop the skills of designers to manage their
design firms and to market their competencies both
in the domestic and the international Marketslate

A summary of the key issues and the recommended
actions is presented in Table 71



losses

Design Utlintan

Ogees es

To develop a designkaate market

Aados

Undertake a national promotional campaign

Encourage design dwrpions

Indule deign management Is the cunicula of
graduate busies schools and management
development programs

Include design rranagerr et n the orntula of
design education and pnofestorW development
Programs

To stma n a designdlterate market 4rdude design in public schod programming

Design Education and
Continuous Learning

To develop the fedD to facilitate drenge Strengthen the inks between design education
and practice

To create a said foundation for deign education Refine and commrarate the objectives of
design education

To foster a nhiistpfirury approach to the
design development process

Increase the extent of nWtidnciplina y leaning
n design Programs

To faoddate the transition to the ova rkplace Deveepstrengthen internship programs for
new graduates

To entourage contvuous leaning bpoa access to professarW development

To encotrage design research Downers the mutes of design

Develop graduate ptograrns in design

Managing and
Developing Design
Feu

To develop the business Oils of Canadashere
and present designers

In tde business maragment principles n the
education of deicers

provide professional development in Warless
manage e t and in domestic and international
marketing

Develop business ma agenent models and took
for design Gnu

Popery and Legislation To ovate a legislative wwironnem that
supports design

Create corsistet relevant and progressive
polities and medarisnn to enhance market
development

Enure that CaN6in deign k an Important

element n goemrrentsponsored design
corrpetitns and in oarrr iSSOn for the
pooieret of pedals and services

To develop the pofeswW regdatory framework
for the design professions

Evaluate the costs and benefits of professional

RBA

Table 71Summary of Issues and Actions
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DESIGN EDUCATION AND CONTINUOUS
LEARNING

Design is about discovery creation and innova
tion In this context the career of a designer

inevitably includes continuous learning A vibrant
design community needs an integrated yet flexible
system of lifelong learning extending from the initial
degree and diploma programs through graduate
programs and ongoing professional development The
goal ii chit Canadian designers will have a more
rigorous design education will continue to develop
their own design competence and will contribute to a
growing body of knowledge of design

Developing the Links to Facilitate Change

0 Strengthen the links between design
education and practice

To ensure that graduates have the skills and knowledge
required to contribute to the success of the design
sector the sector needs to develop strong effective
links with the postsecondary educational system
Although most community colleges have a mechanism
for sector input namely advisory committees made up
of representatives from the sector the extent of their
involvement in decisions about curricula varies widely
Universities do not have a similar mechanism and

traditionally have been less responsive to input by
industry to their curricula however accreditation
programs necessitate these links

Many but not all of the components of such life long
learning are in place with numerous institutions

offering entrylevel programs in design disciplines
The extent to which these programs meet the needs of
the design sector is questionable however In fact the
design sector is generally critical about the responsive
ness of the educational system to its needs

Successful models exist for communication between

design practitioners and educational institutions the
initiatives undertaken by the faculties of architecture
at the universities ofvlanitoba and British Columbia

Chapter 6 offer one example The sector needs to
develop more of these capes of partnerships The
involvement of faculty in the delivery of professional
development can build and reinforce such links The

sector should approach the educational institutions to
discuss its ideas for participating in the education of
designers
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Creating a Solid Foundation for Design

Debate and confusion abound over the roles of univer

sities in schools community colleges and Cegeps in
supplying designers to the design sector Community

collegeCegep programs vary considerably in length
and quality although these institutions all tend to hold
out their graduates as designers The Working Groups
concluded that design education programs have to be
strengthened both in the theory and in the practice
of design

0 Refine and communicate the objectives of
design education

Before the posysecondary eduatonal institutions can
reconfigure design programs they need a clear and

succinct definition of the outcomes expected by the
design communing This definition should be outlined

Fostering a Multidisciplinary Approach to the Design Development Process

There is a strong trend towards multidisciplinary teams
consisting not only of designers from the various disci

plines but also of specialists from engineering business
anthropology psychology and other fields Yet design
education has tended to be singledisciplinary Within

educational institutions the design disciplines tend to be
isolated from one another not only by physical location
but also through attitude Links among the design
programs within an educational institution are limited
if they exist at all Students from one discipline do not
develop an understanding for the other disciplines or
the capacity to work in multidisciplinary teams

In addition links between design and other faculties
generally are weak It is difficult for practising
designers to work effectively with designers from other
design disciplines and with people from other educa
tional backgrounds when their entire education

program has essentially gored them to talk only to
their immediate peers

160 CHAPTER 1 ISSUES AND C SOON

Education

in terms of the competencies required for entry to

practice see the discussion in Chapter 6 The require
ments for design technologist roles should be distin
guished from those for the design professional

Once quality standards and learning expectations are
defined programs that meet the standards can be
accredited The accreditation process should differen
tiate between community collegeCegep and univer
sity programs with community college programs
geared to design technology occupations as they are in
architecture for example and with a minimum four

year university program for professional designers
The accreditation should also look at the practical
learning built into programs and at the strengths of
the programs links to the sector

0 Increase the extent of multidisciplinary
learning in design programs

Both structural and programming changes are needed

to respond to this issue Design disciplines within an
institution should have formal structural connections

and preferably be within one faculty The programs
should encourage and support crossdiscipline studies
so that students develop team skills preferably through
practical projectoriented activities in which they karn
to work with the other disciplines rather than just
horning about them Links between design faculties and

other faculties such as engineering business and
psychology must be reinforced to provide significant
interdisciplinary educational opportunities

There are a number of possible models Single
discipline programs should have interdisciplinary
studio courses and projects that include students from

other design disciplines A more thorough approach is



1

to offer an interdisciplinary first degree Although
some institutions such as the University of Manitoba

have interdisciplinary first degrees none includes all

design disciplines Design programs must also include

Many designers commented that their first full time

job after graduating was an experience
They were plunged into an unfamiliar environment
with little direction These same designers recognize

that they have perpetuated the situation Few design
firms have an orientation program for new designers
and even fewer have a structured onthe job training
program The typical approach is sink or swim

0 Developstrengthen internship programs for
new graduates

Some of the disciplines in the built environment sub
sector have internship systems to facilitate the school

towork transition In some cases programs need to be
strengthened For example only some landscape archi
tecture associations have structured internships for

new landscape designers In the case of architecture
the role of the mentor should be reinforced or intro

duced in each province as part of the experience
reporting requirement

Encouraging Continuous Learning

Professional development for designers takes place
largely in the course of the research and experimenta

tion demanded by a variety of actual projects Still

these activities are not enough to keep designers upto
date with the changes affecting their work especially
technological changes Although designers acknowl
edge their need to develop particular skills and knowl
edge they reported several barriers to professional
development including

Facilitating the Transition to the Workplace

projects that incorporate students from other faculties

such as psychology business and engineering

The other two subsectors do not have formal intern

ships as part of the development process although in
interior design the process is emerging the National
Council for Interior Design Qualification is launching

a three year North American wide internship program

in the fall of 1996 The two sub sectors should adopt

or adapt the approach taken by architects This initia
tive could entail developing a standard training
approach that employers could use to ensure that new

graduates acquire as quickly as possible the skills and

knowledge required to

contribute to the success of their employers berms

set a sufficiendy broad foundation for their careers

Components might include a training guideline with
learning expectations and performance standards to

guide the onthejob training process as well as guide
lines for mentors

Location Programs tend to be offered in major
urban centres Designers outside those locations
face additional costs

Cost Some programs are expensive Small firms
often cannot afford to send participants especially

when the programs require travel

Time Designers commented that they do not
have time to attend too many courses and seminars
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Many look at the time spent away from their work as
an opportunity cost Comments from the president
of the Association of Professional Design Firms in
the United States strongly confirmed this view
Paraphrasing his words it is not a lack of will on the

part of designers that prevents them from pursuing
further education it is a question of opportunity
cost or opportunities lost

0 Improve access to professional development
Bever coordination of professional development activ

ities among the design associations at both a sub
sectoral and a sectoral level and with other

professional associations engineering and planning
for example would enable designers to take advanttge

of a wider range of professional development activities
more economically Professional development events

Encouraging Design Research

Design research is fundamental to the development of
the design profession It enables learning and evolution

of the practice of design Designers by nature are inno
vative but without rigorous research the standards of
practice will evolve more slowly If each designer has to

figure out what works and why or what does not x ork

and why not there will be a tendency to stick with an
existing range of solutions Without published
research the knowledge of evolving best practice will
not be shared across the community

Design research should be collaborative and multidisci
plinary reaching beyond the design discipline to

include researchers in business engineering psychology
and anthropology Design research also requires a blend
of applied and pure research with an emphasis on the
practical aspects and the practice of design

0 Document the results of design

Designers must be encouraged to document the

impact that their design solutions have on their clients
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that include all design disciplines as well as related
disciplines would help to build an understanding of
other disciplines and professions while encouraging
multidisciplinary opportunities

Technology including videos video conferencing
CD ROM and the Internet may make professional

development opportunities more accessible to people
in remote areas A web site could be developed to

disseminate information In fact some design organi

zations including Design Now in British Columbia
have created web sites already These technologies
make location irrelevant and reduce the time and cost

of professional development The sector is urged to

use these technologies to improve access for all

designers to professional development

organizations The senor should develop refereed
journals that publish the results of research and should
publish case studies and conference proceedings

0 Develop graduate programs in design

Although it is clear that graduates of design programs
continue to develop their design capabilities through
practice the absence of graduate design programs is a
definite gap in the design education system For
designers who wish to pursue graduate degrees few
opportunities in Canada are found at the masters level
and none at the doctoral level and only one of the

masterslevel programs is multidisciplinary in its
approach Since graduate schools require faculty to
have advanced degrees and require research to be
undertaken the availability of local graduate programs
would contribute significantly to the development of a
body of knowledge on design
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Re Shaping Canadas Future By Design sector study implementation

Greetings fellow designers

APPENDIX B 2

Well the sector study is now complete and the work of taking its insights and recom
mendations and strengthening the position of design in Canada begins Across the
country members of the design disciplines are meeting to review the study and discuss
our next steps

Representatives from the communication design sector met in Windsor in late April to
prioritize the studys recommendations to assess what we are already doing relative to
the recommendations and to identify what specifically we would like ro sce accom
plished The results of these discussions are documented in the following pages

The next stage will involve developing a sectorwide business planfor implementing the
chosen initiatives A sector council may be formed as part of the implementation phase

For more information please contact the committee chair
Don Dickson at ddickson@axionetcom
6042547470

Sincerely urs

aruska RGD
CDC Pan National President
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The Communication Design Sub committee of the Alliance for
Canadian Design met in Windsor April 26 1997 to review the recom
mendations made in the Human Resources and Development Canada
Design Sector Study Shaping Canadas Future By Design Work was under
taken to prioritize the recommendations and to identify potential funding
opportunities alliances resources and key contacts

Chair Don Dickson FGDC

In attendance GDC Chapter and member association ARGDON Presidents the
GDC National Executive SDGQ President Carole Charetce and members of the
Sector Study Communlcadon Working Group Peter Francey and Ren6 Barsalo

The recommendations were prioritized as follows

Priority 1

Objective 1 I Devise a professional regulatory framework for design disciplines
ie strengthen the authority of the professional design associations

Priority 2

Objective 2 Enhance business management skills In designers
ie strengthen the business education component of design education

curricula

Priority 3 voting tied with Priority 4
Objective I Develop and sustain a design literate market
ie Increase the awareness and appreciation of design generally throughout

society

Priority 4 voting tied with Priority 3
Objective 9 Encourage continuous learning and research

Le lifelong

Priority 5 ded with Priority 6
Objective 3 Foster design apprecladon by business

Le promote design specifically to business

Priority 6 ded with Priority 5

Objecdve 6 Consolidate the foundadon of design education
ie Improve design education



Priority 7
Objective 4 Cultivate design sensitivity In the upcoming generation
ie work to Increase the awareness and appreciation of design In the next

generation

Priority 8
Objective 7 Promote a multidisciplinary approach to the design development process
ie promote a multi disciplinary approach to design practice

Priority 9 tied with Priority 10
Objective 5 Forge links to facilitate educational change
Ie forge links between design pracddoners and design education

Priority 10 tied with Priority 9
Objective 10 Create a design supportive legislative environment
ie promote legislative changes supportive to design practice and design utilization

Priority 11 tied with Priority 12
Objective 8 Facilitate the transition of design students to the workforce
ie transition of students to jobs

Priority I2 tied with Priority I I
Objective 12 Increase the administradve acumen of design firms
ie Increase designers business acumen

On the following pages is an inventory of existing programs and resources
ie things that we are doing or have done that support the achievement of the
objectives identified as our first seven priorities and an overview of additional
programs andor activities that we think would help achieve those objectives
Priorities 8 through 12 were given much less weight than priorities I through 7
and it was noted that much of what is identified below would also contribute to

the achievement of the lower priority objectives A dollar sign in brackets
following an item indicates that funding to support the activity might be available

2
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DEVELOPMENT OF A STRATEGY FOR DESIGN
IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

April 18 1995

Prepared for the
CanadaBCAgreement
on Communications and Cultural Industries

Prepared by Design British Columbia on behalf

The British Columbia Industrial Designers Association
The British Columbia Society of Landscape Architects
The Graphic Designers of Canada BC
The Interior Designers Institute ofBritish Columbia
Western Canadian Fashion and Designers Association



I FORWARD

Peter Heywood of the Group for Design in Business

A Challenging Future

The next few years present an extraordinary challenge How we do business the
way our governments function and the way we interact socially are all being
transformed by the New Economy The new economy is not only about
computer and software It represents new ways of approaching problems or
communicating ideas and innovations and above all of manftnga Guthrie of
change

Change in our businesses our education our government is the only constant
we face in the future How well we manage change will determine our successes
and prosperity

Businesses and other service providers that are succeeding in the new economy
have already learned how to harness what remains unique to their enterprises
their ideas and knowledge They already understand that there is a process which
maximizes the benefits of new technologies and allows innovative research to be
translated into profitable products and services This process is design

A Powerful tool

Design is not an object it is action The creation of new products environments
and services are basic to an organizationsgrowth and survival and cannot be
created haphazardly or in isolation from market and user needs an organizations
production and financial capabilities or its investment in and use of the latest
technologies Design is the glue that binds together these intemal and external
factors

Why is Design Important

North American Businecses have traditionally emphasized mass mass
production mass distribution mass marketing mass consumption The strategic
planning and management skill that developed from this approach focused on
creating more with more larger factories bigger offices higher rates of
production

This approach has directed the plans and ambitions of both large and small
organizations whether they deliver products or services

Economic and social pressures are forcing a reevaluation of these business
practices Access to new technologies production methods and international
capital have enabled new competitors to enter our businesses traditional markets



Users of products and services are demanding customized solutions to their needs
impossible to fulfill with traditional massproduction methods Users are also
demanding the highest quality products and services developed with a view
towards ease of use safety and responsible use ofour planetsresources This has
lessened the comparative advantage of the larger enterprises and opened markets
to smaller more nimble competitors

Large organizations in both the public and private sectors are now concentrating
on acting like small ones reducing layers of decision making and concentrating
on connectivity the utterrelationship of every aspect of their operation This
demands new management and business skills to integrate and maximize the new
innovations and processes that a company has created

In almost every country around the world design and the work of designers is
understood as a powerful integrating tool It is seen as the one strategic process
which adds more value to a product or service than any other Investment in
design has been shown to have the greatest impact on lifecycle costs and
profitability of both products and services Collaborative innovation and shared
creativity central to the design process have been noted as the more important
feature of the management of businesses in the New Economy These are
qualities not widely recognized in Canada

The Need for a Strategy

We have in Canada a highly skilled population and a diverse range of enterprises
with exceptional potential for growth What is needed is a strategy designed to
increase the awareness and the use of design as a key tool to ensure the growth
and prosperity of our provincesbusinesses and the process improve our
economic and social life



II OBJECTIVES OF THE PROPOSAL AND PRINCIPLES FOR ITS

DEVELOPMENT

The British Columbia Industrial Designers Association
The British Columbia Society of Landscape Architects
The Graphic Designers of Canada BC
The Interior Designers Institute of British Columbia
Western Canadian Fashion and Designers Association
Design British Columbia

This proposal is for the development of a comprehensive strategy for the design sector in
British Columbia and is collectively submitted by

It is alio supported by BC Trade Development Corporation

This proposal is being submitted because the services offered by the design sector are
vital to the ongoing economic success of British Columbia business and industries The
objectives of the strategy are twofolds

to ensure that design is more effectively applied in planning our surroundings and the
use of materials and resources to support the achievement of community social
economic and environmental objectives

to strengthen and refocus the resources of the design sector to preserve and nurture its
internationally recognized capabilities in these critical economic times

The following principles will guide the development of the Design Strategy

A Marshall resources of the entire design sector and other design stakeholders
to work together to develop and implement the strategy

to determine directions and priorities
to identify the resources already available to achieve the objectives of the strategy
and seek additional resources as required
to ensure that the concerns of the individual dsiciplines are being reflected in the
development of the strategy



B Build on a momentum in the province and Canada wide

most of the background studies needed to develop the strategy are already
available and information is current

Ontario Government has just completed its strategy at a cost of5450000 to
Ontario Government The strategy might be too ambitious for British Columbia
but it provides a solid starting point for the development of the British Columbia
strategy

the various design associations in British have recognized the need to
work together to further the development of the sector
users of design have demonstrated an increasing interest in promoting and using
design in the last twothree years and are keen to participate

C Concentrate efforts on identification and implementation of priority
initiatives

recognizing that a lot of background research and analysis has been done or is in
process in British Columbia or within Canada the design strategy will develop an
overall strategy framework and identify early in the process priority initiatives

a detailed business plan will be developed for priority initiatives in time to
implement these initiatives within the 199596 fiscal year

D Find innovative ways to implement the strategy

there is a recognition that Government does not have the resources any longer to
finance the entire implementation of this type of initiative
the design strategy will seek to build on existing design infrastructure in the
province and leverage existing resources and programs where appropriate in
proposing new initiatives

the design strategy will also look at how the private sector can become a major
player in the implementation of the strategy
the design strategy will look at innovative ways to implement new initiatives and
meets its objectives



III DESIGN VISION FOR BRITISH COLUMBIA AND FOCUS OF THE
STRATEGY

VISION TO BE DEVELOPED BY DESIGN TASK FORCE

The design strategy will address the following four focus

1 to increase the demand of the use of design in British Columbia by looking at
demand for three kinds of users business government and public

2 to promote a high level of professional excellency among British Columbia
4esigners

1r

3 to encourage Socially and Environmentally responsible design

4 to increase export of British Columbia design products and services

See Appendix A for details of each focus



FOCUS OF THE STRATEGY

The strategy will focus on four areas

to increase the demand of the use of design in British Columbia by looking at
demand for three kinds of users business government and public

Goal To enhance the competitiveness of British Columbia industries
through the use of design

There is a recognition that this can only be achieved successfully if done jointly
between designers and users of design

Objectives

to increase government business and industry awareness of the benefits
of design

develop capabilities of business and industry to manage design and
development

APPENDIX A

increase designers understanding of business objectives and constraints

facilitate access to design services

advocate government role as a model

Work already available

Ontario list of initiatives relevant to BC strategy for reference

create broadly accessible information package on the benefits of design

develop information and advisory services to support business success
through the use of design
design access database
design promotion database
design management tool kit and library database

encourage greater use of design competitions in the procurement of
products and services

use awards programs to promote design effectiveness



increase opportunities to expose public to design and its benefits through
exhibitions special events and the media

incorporate design awareness and processes into the existing curriculum in
elementary and secondary schools

Studies already available and work in process in British Columbia to meet
these objectives

Manufacturing sector study on industrial design use completed Design
British Columbia

Study entitled In Search of the Optimal MarketingDesign Toolsfor
promoting the use of industrial design due March 31 1995 Design
British Columbia

Study on the profile of the design sector in British Columbia due May 15
1995 Ministry of Employment and Investment

Review of Liaison Design Montreal design directory that is aimed at
matching designers graphics industrial and interior to potential clients
by Design British Columbia for the Ministry of Employment and
Investment

Website directory for the Society of Graphic Designers of Canada BC
Chapter developed through CanadaBritish Columbia agreement on
Communications and Cultural Industries

British Columbia Fast Ferry Design and Manufacture Competition
organized by the Ministry of Employment and Investment

Awareness brochure developed through the Marketingfoolsstudy

Tentative proposal for a PremiersHonor Roll for Design

Tentative proposal for a Design showcase and innovation Centre

Tentative proposal for a Newsletter

development of a database for information for designers by the National
Design Alliance which includes Design British Columbia the Design
Exchange in Toronto and Forum Design Montreal with content and
preliminary format to be completed by March 31 1995



2 to promote a high level of professional excellency among British Columbia
designers

Goal

Changing technology has increased the awareness of the value of design services
and broadened the participation in the practice of design Desk top publishing is
the best example of how technology has broadened participation in design
Advances in computer technology electronic communications multimedia design
are rapidly changing how designers practice There is a need to ensure that
designers across disciplines are able to communicate with each other and work
cooperatively At the same time there must be opportunities to upgrade existing
skills and participate in advanced studies There should be a comprehensive body
of knowledge that incorporates the learning across the design disciplines and
which acts as a resource for designers

Objectives

raise British Columbia designer awareness of international trends affecting
the design professions trends in design processes design research and
development design technologies new materials and related trends such
as the quality movement and evolving international quality standards
TQM TQD ISO 9000 ETC

strengthen the management of design practices by improvements in
strategic planning marketing management training and technology
upgrading

collaborate with educational sector to strengthen design curricula and
training at all levels

support the professional development standard setting and accreditation
efforts of British Columbia associations design research and academic
infrastructure and networkslinkages internationally within the sector and
with like design organizations

foster linkages and networks among design engineering and business
schools and between public and private sector design organizations and
practices industrial research technology and materials communities

stimulate improvements to design technology interface with new
manufacturing and other design client technologies in cooperation with
computing engineering tool and die sectors



WORK ALREADY AVAILABLE

Ontario list of initiatives relevant to BC strategy for reference

facilitate linkages among design schools and their programs

increase the range of ongoing learning opportunities for designers

build a professional body of knowledge

raise the standards of professional accreditation

assist designers to implement computer technologies into their design
practices

Studies already available and work in process in British Columbia to meet
these objectives

Human Resources Sector Study on Design initiated by the national
Design Alliance to be completed later in 1995 BC designers are
represented on the three working groups and the province is also
represented on the Steering Committee

Study on the profile of the design sector in British Columbia due May 15
1995 Ministry of Employment and Investment



3 to encourage Socially and Environmentally responsible design
Goal

In an era of mass production and mass consumption many modern societies and
economic systems function on the basis of consume and discard This philosophy
has led to misuse of limited resources and abuse of the environment However
beginning in the I990s under the influence of environmental protection awareness
worldwide environmentalism is setting higher standards for industrial
development and consumer behavior There is an unprecedented opportunity for
designers

Responsible and sustainable design embodies a number of important principles
Such design must be functional accessible safe inclusive sustainable and energy
efficient It should enable the coexistence of the earth humans and otehr living
beings in healthy supportive diverse interdependent and ustainable relationships
Sustainable design uses processes products and services that use materials in
continuous cycle waste that is created can be either reused or consumed And
sustainable design srives to achieve tolerance compassion empowerment mutual
esteem and the strenthenein of social bonds

The goal is to increase the contribution of design in the achievement of
environmental and social objectives

Objectives

develop a statement of principles for designers in order for them to
understand the terms of responsible and sustainable design and to
understand how design creates economic value and wealth

collect research and identify methods of transmitting the information to
designers

increase business and government awareness of existing green design
activity and other design activity related to health care and special needs
such as accessibility of buildings products environments for the
physically challenged

work with government to develop tools and processes to ensure that
government regulations do not have unintended impact particularly in the
area of accessibility Regulations should include the need for responsible
and sustainable design in the development and use of design products and
services



identify the economic opportunities arising from the expansion of special
needs and health care markets

increase the flow of information on intemational developments in tile area
of responsible and sustainable design
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I EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Design is good for the economy It is a valueadded resource that can increase
prosperity It is a strategic tool for business success Design contributes to
increased competitiveness Tongterm job creation export growth and economic
diversification To assist British Columbiasdesign industries in 1995 the
governments of Canada and British Columbia financed the development of this
threeyear Design Sector Strategy and action plan

This plan was first drafted MayAugust 1995 by the Design Now Task Force as a
discussion document in and was reviewed and revised September December
1995 by a series of four Working Groups whose members were drawn from the
design business and education communities The Working Groups produced this
draft strategy for consideration by the Design Now Workshop

The Task Force and Working Groups identified LongRange Targets for increasing
the demand for design services and products increasing the capabilities of design
practitioners increasing the export of design services and products and addressing
issues related to universal and socially and environmentally responsible design

Although a target was established related to developing a coordinated design
education policy no direct action on this goal has been recommended for the three
years of this strategy The Task Force and Working Groups recognize that in the
long run all British Columbians must come to understand the role that design plays
economically and socially Steps must be taken to encourage respect for good
design through early education programs Several activities within our public and
secondary schools as well as by Design British Columbia and the Architectural
Institute of British Columbia address this issue It is expected that as this strategy
is reviewed and lurtherdeveloped education policy and programs will be addressed

The following key strategic issues KSI critical to the development of the design
sector over the next 3 years were identified

1 Joint Venture and Collaboration
2 Understanding of DesignsContribution to the Economy and Culture
3 Designbased Research
4 Design Management
5 Government Policy and Procurement Practices

1



Design Now Draft Strategic Plan January 15 1996

6 Business Management Skills
7 Continuing Education
8 New Technology and Specialized Skills
9 Financing
10Export
11Universal Socially and Environmentally Responsible USER Design

See page 10 for a description of each issue and the goals established for
addressing each issues

On the recommendation of the Working Groups a series of implementation activities
was identified that will achieve the LongRange Targets and the goals associated
with each key issue These include

A Business Management Skills Training Program
B Design Website Program
C Knowledge Network Program
D Professional Development Program
E Education Accreditation Program
F Financial Model Program
G Biennial Design Awards Program
H Universal and Socially and Environmentally Responsible Design

Designation Program
I Universal and Socially and Environmentally Responsible Design Biennial

Awards Program
J InternshipMentorship Program
K Community and Media Relations Program
L New Technology Briefing Program
M Government Relations Program
N Design Management Program
0 Design Research Program

A description of each activity and how it will be implemented begins on page 18

Appendix 1 contains a table that shows the relationships among the goals key
strategic issues and implementation activities

The Design Strategy will increase public awareness of the value of design and its
contribution to economic competitiveness and growth It will create an
understanding of designs role in improving the quality of life for British
Columbians

2



11 BACKGROUND

muary 15 1996

In the spring of 1995 the governments of Canada and British Columbia contributed
100000 toward the development of a joint strategy to improve the marketing and

competitive abilities of British Columbiasdesign industry This funding was provided
through the CanadaBC Agreement on Communications and Cultural Industries

Design Now Is the name chosen for the BC Design Strategy Task Force
Design Now Is a collaboration of the following groups

Society of Graphic Designers of Canada IBC Chapter
Interior Designers Institute of BC
BC Society of Landscape Architects
British Columbia Industrial Designers Association
Apparel BC
Architectural Institute of British Columbia
Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of British Columbia
pesign Briti h olum a

The Design No task Force is chaired by Ray Spaxman Together these associations and
organizations developed this work plan for implementing a Design Sector Strategy for
British Columbia

The draft strategy was developed between May1995 and January1996 in consultation
with business educational institutions and designers in British Columbia Starting in
September 1995 working groups were established to develop action plans to address
issues related to

understanding the need for design services and increasing demand for design services
strengthening the capabilities of design firms
export of design services

incressi gq designsc ntrbution o econ9i9ocial and environmental goals
The dr ft strateg Is now being taken to a public workshop on January 27 1996 to ensure
broader commu ity input

3



Design Now Draft Strategic Alan January 15 1996

III SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

In developing this strategy the Design Now Task Force examined the social and economic
forces that are influencing the growth of the design sectors The sources for this analysis
included the experience of the Task Force members as practicing designers the Ference
Weicker study Profile of the Design Sector In British Columbia May 1995 the federal
governmentsHuman Resource Study 1995 and the analysis provided in the Ontario
strategy Design Fora Strong Ontario 1995 The last two documents were reviewed from
the perspective of their applicability to British Columbiaseconomic and social
distinctiveness This analysis is summarized below

It is worth noting that elements of the analysis can appear in more than one category For
example new technology is considered a weakness an opportunity and a threat This
mirrors the doubleedged nature of technology in our daily lives

Strengths

B C designers are welleducated have a commitment to lifelong learning and in most
sectors have extensive experience
The design industry generates revenues of 290 million annually and employs more
than 2700 people The spinoff effect of design services is between 350 and 61310
for every dollar of fees Virtually every sector of the economy benefits from primary

service suppliers for the design industry to increased jobs in construction and real
estate

BC design firms are generally small and able to provide tailormade services to clients
There is limited overlap among the services provided by each sector although there are
a few multi disciplinary firms
Designers are strongly committed to their profession and have longstanding
professional associations
The BC design industry can benefit from its proximity to the Asian and American
markets especially the west coast of the US

Weaknesses

Design professionals often lack needed business and financial management skills
There is a low level of collaboration among the design disciplines
There is low market awareness of the value of designscontribution to the economy
The small size of many design firms means they often lack resources for marketing and
new technology
The industry is fragmented with many small associations

Opportunities

There is tremendous growth potential in exports
BC designers can exploit niche marketing especially through the use of new
technologies and the Internet where BC designers are noted leaders

4
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Building international demand for BC design services will create demand for other
Canadian services and products
Increases in membership to design associations will create more professional
development opportunities
BC designers can build on their existing reputation for socially and environmentally
responsible design

Threats

The cost of new technology both hardware and software could cause BC design
firms to fall behind

Having to compete with international firms in the BC market may be difficult if BC
firms cannot purchase new technology
Job losses could result from the blurring of borders between the design sectors that is
created by new technology
The growing business emphasis on multi disciplinary teams could result in lost job
opportunities unless BC firms develop an increased commitment to collaboration and
joint projects

IV DESIGN STRATEGY PRINCIPLES

This Design Strategy reflects the understanding that the future growth of British
Columbiasdesign industries will be based on a commitment to values that reflect mutual
trust and support among designers and between designers and their clients This trust and
support is achievable by striving for open communication and the highest professional
standards

The Strategy will

release the creative potential of British Columbiaseconomy
create opportunities for current and future designers to acquire the knowledge and skills
they will need to compete in a global economy

recognize the vital role that design plays in protecting our natural environment

V THE FUTURE

WYth a passion for excellence British Columbia designers work with
all British Columbian to develop and sustain a community that
understands the integral role of good design to the unique economy
culture and environment of our province

We foster business practices that lead to global competitiveness
and growth

5
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VI LONGRANGE TARGETS

i site ry 15 1996

Design Strategy LongRange Target

Over the next three years the strategy will establish new strategic partnerships
among designers clients business educators and government that integrate
appropriate design into business practices to optimize BCseconomy culture and
environment

Operational Targets

The major accomplishments we will have in place by March 31 1999 include

Design Demand

a 10 per cent increase from 1996 levels in the use of BC design services by BC
industry and government
better access by our strategic partners to information about design and design services
including information on environmentally sensitive design

Design Capabilities

a coordinated design education policy and curricula for primary secondary and post
secondary levels
programs that support designers in acquiring and using new technologies
an ongoing program of learning opportunities for designers

known standards of professionalacion for each discipline of designQ et dACf Jr 1 Gl1No a 11PTke ve

Design Export

a minimum 10 per cent increase in fees derived from export of design services and
products

Universal Socially and Environmental Responsible USER Design

a public commitment by the design sector to principles of sustainability
BC is able to showcase four examples where environmental universal and socially
responsible design have been incorporated Into the product development of other
sectors and where this integration has resulted in economic benefits for that sector

6
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APPENDIX B 5

Richard Buchanan
Professor and Head

Department of Design
110 Margaret Morrison
Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh Pennsylvania 152133890
4122682828

Fax 4122683088

Dear Colleagues

Enclosed is the latest draft of the White Paper on Undergraduate Graphic Design
Education on which we have been working for some time under the general direction of
Jorge Frascara based on our meeting in Edmonton It is certainly a group product I
have incorporated many many suggestions and tried to remain as faithful to the
original language of comments as possible I have also of course exercised editorial
responsibility by reorganizing some parts and trying to clarify the meaning as much as
possible I have also included some introductory materials of my own that I believe
may help to contextualize the work Even with this however the paper is quiteevidently owned by all of us

At this point I am forwarding the text to Jorge to do with as he wishes I assume that
further comments will be accepted but the process is somewhat different now It is upto Jorge to decide how we proceed

In any case I will certainly appreciate any comments that you may have on the text as
it stands You can reach me at buchanan @andrewcmueduor fax me at
4122683088 Or of course at the mailing address indicated

Many thanks for your help I hope you are pleased with the result and that it helps allof us in making a better future for our programs
Sincerely

1ti



Introduction

Charting the Future of Graphic Design Education

White Paper 5 rtmioc

Undergraduate Education in Graphic Design

Issues and Strategies for Change

Editor Richard Buchanan rat teADr
Department of Design

Carnegie Melton University
110 Margaret Morrison

Pittsburgh PA 15213 3890

Undergraduate programs are by far the largest segment of graphic design education They are the core
of professional preparation and they are the foundation for advanced study in graduate programs and
their newly associated ventures in research For this reason undergraduate education deserves close
attention particularly in times of change The concerns and directions of undergraduate education tell
us better than any other segment what the future of graphic design will be since the students who
complete undergraduate programs presumably will possess the core competencies and bear the greatest
responsibilityforshaping the future identity of graphic design as a discipline and as a profession In
the deepest sense the students undergraduate experience is the key to the future However there are
many complicating factors which put the enterprise at risk today Undergraduate programs are where the
strain of cultural change is most evident and painful in large part because they are also subject to the
widest range of unbuffered influences and most vulnerable to criticism and misunderstanding

What are the concerns and directions of undergraduate education today Finding an answer necessarily
provisional but nonetheless an indication of the futureis the purpose of this paper However we are
mindful of the need to avoid gross generalities that are unconnected with concrete circumstances
Design education has not been helped in the past by excessive generality in the planning process
addressing theoretical questions about the nature of design and failing to bring these questions into
focus in the practical circumstances of program development Therefore we have tried to add greater
rigor to the process by distinguishing some of the key issues that must be considered in planning
undergraduate education Whatever our theoretical perspective we are all concerned with the goals
programmatic scope subject content and sequential structure of graphic design education In addition
of course we are also concerned with issues of resources the changing nature of students and the limits
of faculty resources But the former set of key issues provide the fundamental context for discussing the
latter

We have used the framework of these key issues to organize most of the emerging concerns expressed by
more than sixty representatives of a wide range of institutions and programs A careful reading of these
concerns wilt reveal many signs of the cultural change that design as a whole is undergoing and it will

1



also reveal the competing influences under which undergraduate programs in graphic design must
operate

There are three broad influences on undergraduate education First is the body of current professional
practice manifested in the interests and abilities of professional designers and in the problems they face
in a changing environment of communication and employment Second is the institutional setting
within which our undergraduate programs must operate manifested in a wide array of two and fouryear
schools with strikingly different missions that must be adapted to particular social and political
expectations Third is the general cultural setting within which we all must operate manifested in
competing ideas conflicting values technological developments and changing expectations for
individual and group behavior

We must also recognize another influence different in kind from the broad influences of professional
practice institutional setting and culture This influence is the individual student the young man or
woman who enters our programs with partially formed abilities emergent desires and often insistent
expectations based on a perception or misperception of the world Perhaps the saving grace that allows
us to help them on the path of learning is that they also enter our programs with a high degree of trust
and creative energy In an ultimate sense the individual student is the most important influence on
undergraduate education since it is our task and responsibility as teachers and as adults to prepare
young men and women for a future life of continued personal growth and citizenship wherever that life
may take them Fortunately the best of our colleagues in professional practicenot necessarily those
who win prizes fame or notorietydonot forget this

Beyond an effort to understand the concerns and directions of undergraduate education today we are
also interested in facilitating positive action We believe it is time for graphic design education to be
less reactive and more proactive in shaping its future Therefore the final section of this paper discusses
strategies that could strengthen our undergraduate programs in the face of change Learning how to
manage change and affect the circumstances within which our programs must operate for the foreseeable
future is perhaps the most difficult challenge for undergraduate design education today

1 Issues in Undergraduate Education

a Goals of the Undergraduate Curriculum

Preliminary Issues of Identity and Resources

Any discussion of the goals of undergraduate education in graphic design must be based on a
clear understanding of the emerging identity of the discipline today and equally important on
a clear understanding of the identity of the different kinds of institutions within which our
educational programs must operate

Unfortunately the identify of graphic design as a discipline or a profession is not clear
particularly in the rapidly changing cultural and professional conditions that characterize the
present Such an identity must be explored with greater rigor than in the past since it will
likely provide a basis for the creation or recreation of the undergraduate curriculum However
we should also recognize that while the discipline of graphic design requires a clearer identity
it must be an identity that allows for flexible and pluralistic expression in the wide range of



institutional settings of our programs In essence undergraduate programs must be conceived
within the context of particular institutions each with their own mission and goals

This leads at once to the issue of resources Goals must be related to the means for achieving
them Many design programs are inexperienced in process of assessing resource needs
particularly as they are shaped by the mission and goals of their institution For this reason we
need a more rigorous assessment or better guidelines that may help each of our programs in
making its own assessmentaimed at clarifying the institutional conditions under which design
programs reasonably should be expected to operate These conditions include available
facilities fiscal constraints geographic location and the place of the institution in the
surrounding community The assessment must also address issues of human resources and the
institutional resources for faculty development student demographics relationships with other
programs inside the institution and the current political conditions affecting the allocation of
resources and other kinds of decisions regarding programmatic matters

Goals

Recommendation

Workshops or otherforums of discussion should be organized to focus specifically on
the problem of the emerging identity of the discipline of graphic design in the
contemporary world

Recommendation

Workshops should be organized to examine and compare current practices in two
three and fouryear programs of graphic design education One goal of such
workshops is to discuss the potentially different futures of graphic design education at
community colleges art colleges and universities

Recommendation

Workshops or other forums of discussion should be organized to help faculty and
administrators relate their goals to institutional goals and resources enabling design
educators to argue more effectively for resources in a highly competitive environment
where other disciplines have asserted their own strong claims

There is general agreement that the minimal goal of undergraduate education in graphic design
is to prepare students for entrylevel professional employment However it is essential to
recognize that this minimal goal must not be conceived too narrowly Indeed it may be better
to say that undergraduate education in graphic design seeks to prepare students to survive
compete and excel in the rapidly changing circumstances of contemporary culturea goal that
is broader and more responsible than simple training This is more in keeping with the concept
of a liberal professional education

Many factors point toward the need for a new vision of liberal professional education in
graphic design and aU are related to the changing circumstances of professional practice We
urge further exploration of these factors with regard to their impact on the specific goals of
undergraduate graphic design education

1 Visual Language and Problem Solving Programs should consider a reweighting or new
prioritization of the fundamental components of graphic design education



2 Flexibility Flexibility is essential in times of change and we must aim for flexibility in
our students in our programs and in our curricula if we are to deal effectively with an
uncertain future As part of this we as design educators must be models of flexibility
for our students open to new ideas and practices and tolerant of different points of
view

3

Traditionally there has been a primary focus on developing a students facility with
visual language Recently however there has been a tendency to over emphasize
technical skills The group suggests that the other central component of graphic
design problem solving should figure more strongly in the education of graphic
design students in the future We must not lose the traditional emphasis on visual
language but we must consider how to reassert the importance of problem solving for
effective communication

Communication We should acknowledge that communication broadly conceived is
becoming more central to all phases of the design process and indeed is the essential
quality sought in the final products that emerge from the design process This
represents a challenge in a field where in recent years at least there has been a
tendency to emphasize self expression over effective communication Self expression is
part of communication but it is not the whole We should provide our students with a
more sophisticated understanding of the relationship and of the principles involved in
effective communication This is particularly important as we better understand the
social responsibility of graphic design for effectively conveying information Issues of
accountability require us to assess the actual impact of graphic design with greater care
and discipline than in the past The relationship between expression and
communication should be explored in greater depth as both a theoretical and practical
problem

4 Cross disciplinary We should be explicit in recognizing that successful and effective
graphic designers have a distinct ability to facilitate cross disciplinary collaboration
and communication The term interdisciplinary seems currently to be less adequate
for the type of collaborations that we have in mind perhaps because of
misinterpretation and misapplication of the termbased on a confusion with the term
multidisciplinary From an explicit recognition of this strength in well prepared
designers we may go on to explore the increasing value that cross disciplinary
educational experiences may bring to the designer as he or she faces increasing
complexity in the work environment

5 Breadth It is important to recognize the need to overcome cultural and professional
narrowness in student preparation We must continue to work toward opening students
minds They must be challenged to work with diverse people and professions For
example our students should begin to address the communication problems that
emerge in other disciplines Without a broad outlook graduates will be ill prepared to
deal with the on going changes that are a distinctive feature of our field today and for
the foreseeable future

6 Evaluation and Assessment The issue of evaluation and assessment haunts our field
It is a problem in professional practice and in education We must open up this issue
to wider discussion In the context of education for example we should be seek to



b Scope of Programs

provide design students with assessments that help them to clarify and develop their
own sense of individual and professional perspective In the context of professional
practice we should explore the actual effect or lack of effect of the products of
graphic design The latter is a proper subject for research at the undergraduate and
graduate level While perhaps threatening to professionals in the beginning the results
will only strengthen our field

If the design profession is to be of use in guiding rather than dominating design education
then professionals are obliged to present a statement of their own vision of the long term
direction and goals of the profession not just its current needs or interests The design
profession needs to consider whether it has helped or damaged design education by narrow and
shortsighted thinking In some cases illconsidered attacks on design education may have
undermined the standing of design programs within their institutions and made it more difficult
to effect positive changes In the Long run weakening design education only undermines the
design profession itself There is room for criticism but greater wisdom must guide the manner
in which such criticism is formed and delivered and criticisms must be based on an honest
assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of professional practice itself Despite the claim of
professionals that they are the leading edge of the field they are in fact the leading edge of an
earlier generation formed in different circumstances We are all at the edge of what the future
may be and we must work together to chart that future

Scope refers to the range of subject matter and methods included within an educational
program The changing scope of graphic design educationevident in the historical sequence
of titles of our programs ranging from graphic design to visual communication to
communication design suggests a gradual broadening of media areas of application and
goals as well as the kinds of students who wish to enter our programs We will begin with the
trend toward interdisciplinary education

There is a broad insistent trend in many institutions toward fewer requirements fewer units
within a major more electives and shorter periods of study Increasingly this forces us toward
an interdisciplinary approach to educationwhich for many reasons is desirable in itself But
we should also note that an interdisciplinary approach is becoming essential for institutional as

E
well as programmatic survival in the new circumstances that we face What this means is that
graphic design education visual communication or communication design may have a greater
role to play in our institutions in the future We must be alert to the opportunity since it could
elevate the appreciation and effectiveness of graphic design beyond a limited path of
professional development This is potentially a startling development and one that should not
be passed over without careful consideration of the longterm cultural significance and
relevance of graphic design education Our field is not familiar with such an opportunity since
it has perhaps never emerged in this way before The strategic significance must not be
ignored

Careful planning is needed to foster interdisciplinary work with closely related areas such as
industrial design fine arts and cultural studies But we must also consider the more difficult
problem of cross disciplinary connections with well established disciplines such as engineering
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business and science Such connections must be more substantial than the mere science for
designers or design for science students courses that we sometimes see

In view of the rising interest in design among students in other disciplinesa development that
may reflect a significant cultural trend for the longtermthere must be more discussion about
how the design curriculum may be made available to students outside our majors We have
noted that science for designers is not a desirable course format so neither is design for
science students desirable Yet we must find ways of making the concepts and methods of
design thinking available to students in other majors There may be new avenues of
institutional support for such ventures if we are creative and aggressive in presenting new plans

Curricular development must also take into account the changing relationship of teacher and
student and the changing manner or mode of classroom and studio experience Indeed
classroom and studio may require reassessment as terms for the kind of education that we
seek to deliver the distinction seems less and less useful for the kinds of education that our
students must have if they are to be effective in professional work Team work mentoring and
facilitating are replacing the model of lecture and masterstudent relations Curriculum
planning will have to consider or develop alternative models of education including the place of
distance learning and parttime study This may be particularly valuable if we can clarify the
different goals of graphic design education in community colleges art colleges and universities
There could be a new kind of positive and productive interaction among students and faculty in
these programs

Once again our discussions of curricular development regarding the scope of programs must be
better informed with an understanding of the sharp differences between the kinds of institutions
that are involved in design education Our institutions have different mandates periods of
study and so forth If we do not consider such matters our efforts at planning wilt not be
realistic

Finally the relationship between design and the fine arts has beenand often continues to
betroubled Design should not be reduced to a branch of the fine arts However this
relationship should not be abandoned because it continues to offer historical connections and

experience that is relevant to the designer The fine arts continue to provide a useful forum for
discussion of fundamental visual issues and an opportunity for experimentation that may
otherwise be squeezed out of design education due to excessive emphasis on technical matters
or pragmatic concerns

If this is a theoretical issue it also has a practical counterpart in some programs Fine arts
administrators have not failed to notice that enrollment in design courses and programs is often
higher than in traditional fine arts programs and in some cases the income from design
enrollment has been used to support the fine arts While there is a strong rational for sharing
resources in order to achieve higher goals it is important that simple exploitation does not
occur Open discussion of the problem coupled with long term planning to meet the needs of
all areas is highly desirable Of course this touches one of the most difficult and threatening
issues in higher education how to distribute and redistribute resources to match changing
patterns of student demand for programs

6



VI

c Content of the Curriculum

Preliminary Issue

Recommendatigp
There should be more ongoing discussion of the relationships and differences between
design and the fine arts in order to sort out what has become a distracting issue in
the development of graphic design

If scope refers to the range of subject matter and methods in education content refers to the
specific selection of subjects and methods in individual courses and in the curriculum as a
whole

The group agreed that while broad guidelines on the changing nature of content are useful such
guidelines must be directed toward or interpreted within the specific context of each program
and institution In other words there is little desire to see the development of a monolithic
body of content in the future whether the subject is digital technology or something else
Individual variation is prized

Issues of Content

Nonetheless the group felt that further discussion would be valuable for generating ideas in
several areas

1 Formgiving skills visual literacy visual principles and practical applications

2 Development of contextual relevance critical studies and research skills In essence
the appropriate balance of theory practice history experimentation critical and
contextual studies and the content and delivery of specific courses in these areas

3 Development of relevant programmatic relationships that are properly aligned with
mission and goals

4 Ethics and values

5 Social and cultural sensitivity

6 Greater awareness gained through external contacts with professionals and with
individuals in other disciplines and professions In too many cases there has been an
isolation of design and design education from developments elsewhere We should seek
an expanded awareness of our cultural and professional environment

r 7 The shape of the studio in the future whether actual or virtual The nature of the

L studio is implicated in considerations of the scope and content of graphic design
education



Facilitating the Development of Content

To facilitate the development of curricular content in the future the group suggested several
directions for exploration

1 Ongoing development of environments that facilitate exchange of ideas and methods

Development of online connections among design educators

Better awareness of peer expertise

Investigation of distance learning through a mentor group

Improved access to research data

d Structure of the Curriculum

Structure refers to the sequence in which content is delivered whether in individual courses in
groups of courses offered in a given year of study or in an entire curriculum

Most existing program structures assume that a student will study in a sequenced pattern over a
welldefined period of 1 2 or 4 years The structures are expected to contain all of the proper
ingredients that a student will need for a career in design While this is reasonable and
desirable in most caseswe will discuss exceptions in a momentthere are also many programs
in which the sequence of the curriculum may be less coherent than is desirable either through
subtle deteriorations of linkage over time or through the difficulty that a diverse faculty faces in
reaching agreement on the rationale for linkage Coherence does not come from the simple fact
that courses are distributed over a period of years Rather it refers to the logic of connection
between and among courses Coherence should be under constant assessment and evaluation
Without proper linkage among courses programs cease to be programs at all and become
instead a mere collection of the personal preferences of individual faculty members

However there are also cases in which the structure of a curriculum has become too rigid and
inflexible in meeting the challenges of the field or the needs of individual students For
example in some cases curricular structure has become too prescriptive failing to allow and
encourage students to explore other educational experiences and resources within an
institution In other casesdetermined perhaps by type of institution or population served in a
given region there is a need to deliver programs in a more flexible way that places greater
emphasis on the needs of the individual students who must work to support their education

In general the issue of structure is complex but in need of careful attention in contemporary
circumstances

Flexibility Within A Strong Framework

It may appear paradoxical but in order for a design program to provide flexibility it must have a
strong structural framework Structural framework in this case means a clear understanding of
the factors affecting the program and a clear understanding of priorities in the particular
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institutional setting of a program Regarding the factors that affect a design program several
are evident institutional philosophy programmatic philosophy degree programs types of
degrees or diplomas years of study required and so forth Flexible does not mean loose or
without standards of measurable accomplishment

How to Translate Flexibility into Measurable Competencies

We need to explore how flexibility in programmatic structure may facilitate measurable
competencies among our students In other words flexibility should not become a code word
for vague unfocused study It should allow individual exploration and cumulative personal D k
development Should programs be structured for development from the general to the specific
or from the specific to the general This is a fundamental strategic question in the development
of flexible programs

Units of learning

How are the units of learning in a flexible structure to be defined and devised How do we
rechunk the content of the curriculum to allow for alternative kinds of flexible structures In
other words the concept of the module in design education may deserve further investigation if
we are to provide more flexible Learning paths for students within our programs

Selecting and Advising Students

If design programs are to become more flexible in meeting the needs of students we must also
consider the entrance requirements for our programs what do we desire to see in a student who
enters a flexible program and how do we assess the entrylevel competencies and capabilities of
each student so that we can provide the best guidance Should we continue to require a
portfolioand what form should a portfolio take in the new circumstances that we seek to
address What else should be used to assess the preparation of the student In other words
what constitutes fundamental competencies for studying design The experiences of students
before entering our programs seems to have changed over the years Have we adequately
recognized these changes in our admissions policies Indeed have we assessed our programs to
determine whether they are properly adapted to the new competencies and expectations of
entering students

2 Strategies for Change

a Preliminary Remarks

While there are many strategic issues to be considered in charting the future of graphic design
education the participants identified three as a beginning point for consideration in this paper

How do we implement change

How may our programs participate more effectively in the process of campus derision
making



How should we incorporate the fundamental change in the relation of student and
teacher that seems to be emerging in undergraduate design education

Rather than attempt to address each of these concerns individually we observed that they are
all related to the strengths and weaknesses of design education in current circumstances With
this in mind we attempted a first approximation of strengths and weaknesses from the
experience we have gained in our diverse programs

Strengths

These are some of the positive features of design and design education that we agreed upon

1 Design is oriented toward change and designers have special ability in leading change
they have good problem solving skills good interpersonal communication skills and a
capacity for moving among disciplines and professions

2 Design educators have expertise in projectbased education and are comfortable
working in situations that require a synthesis of theory practice and production
Thinking doing and making are integrated in the designer iri a way that they are not
in other kinds of professionals

3 Design coursesand the approach of design thinkingcould be exported to the wider
college or university community with great benefit for many other fields and for society
as a whole

Weaknesses

In turn these are some of the problems associated with design and design education upon
which we also agreed

1 Despite some improvement in the past decade the general public college and
university administrators and government agencies are still unaware of the nature and
role of design in society There is need for wider public recognition

2 Even within our branch of design there is little understanding of the significance of
the terms we use to identify our programs and professional work Graphic design as
the term suggests refers to the print medium Visual communication reflects the
added complication that came with explorations of photography film and videoa
shift from identifying our field by a articular medium focusing attention instead on
the common problems of the visualFinally communication design refers not to a

Hparticular
medium or even the purely visual but to an even wider domain where word

and image are blended and where the problems of information and effective
communication emerge as the focus of attention While the terms themselves may not
be important they represent the changing scope of our field and the uncertainty we
have in characterizing the discipline

3 Historically design has a long term association with the fine arts and as a
consequence does not have a voice of its own in many of our institutions Indeed
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this association may be one factor in public misunderstanding of graphic design as a
field and profession

4 The teaching and practice of design is stiU largely an anonymous occupation

Within the traditional college and university culture with which we are familiar there is
strong emphasis on theory and a bias against the practical to say nothing of outright
disdain of the problems of making Therefore design suffers since it is centrally
concerned both with practice and with making Indeed design is often regarded
merely as a vocational study and therefore is given only marginal standing in highereducation

b New Attitudes and Actions

With some of the problems and strengths of design education in mind the group then listed
some of the actions and new attitudes that we may consider

C Design educators need to more proactivewe need to assert the value of design thinking
and design practice within our institutions and play a more active role in campus polityformation

eThere is need for more sophisticated outreach activities we need to tell our story to
strategically important audiences and use professional associations more effectively for
coordinated support

C We should engage new opportunities more willinglyfor example explore the role of
graphic design in computer and digital communications or in the context of other
disciplines such as engineering business the social sciences and the humanities

We need to find ways of opening our courses to the entire community of our college or
university

risono We should address the new problems of technology This means for example stabilizing
the delivery of computer training around a small set of software packages findingCO alternative methods of providing computer facilities for our students lobbying more
aggressively for help from computer suppliers and fostering proper staff support for such
work

We should advocate change within the traditional administrative models of our
institutions For example we should encourage greater emphasis on collective decision
making in our programs

We should pay close attention to bringing young professional designers into our faculties
helping them understand the nature of higher education and the places where they can
make a somewhat different kind of contribution to our field This is a question of
incentives which we should understand is not merely a matter of financial support

11



c Turning to Action

As an outcome of discussion we developed four recommendations for broad strategies that
graphic design educators may pursue to strengthen undergraduate programs These
recommendations do not correspond precisely to the three issues with which we began but they
are related in significant ways Of special note the issue of new student faculty relations is not
directly addressed in any of the following recommendations Nonetheless it is exceptionally
important as is evident in discussions in the first part of this document

Recommendation 1 Clarify the Identity of the Discipline

One problem that designers and design educators face is that few people understand who we
are what we do and what we contribute to academic culture and society at large As a
consequence our programs are easily dismissed in institutional planningwhether in art
schools colleges or universitiesand we are unable to compete effectively for resources

The group suggested that no meaningful or significant change in our programs is possible unless
there is a core understanding of the identity of the discipline of graphic design Without
understanding who we have been and who we are there is little hope of understanding who we
can and must become in the future What is needed is not a universal definition of graphic
design or design as a whole but a clearer expression of the central themes and concepts that
unify our discipline despite widely different institutional and personal interpretations Other
disciplines have accomplished as much and we must too if we are to survive and flourish in
the new circumstances of contemporary culture

The group suggested four particular Lines of action in this area

1 There should be an effort to identify the core competencies of graphic desigperiin the
context of the full range of current practice and in the newly emerging areas where
design thinking is applied We must not become entrapped in current and past
practices but must look for the core competencies and activities that give graphic
design its identity

2 There should be a new kind of discussion in graphic design based on broad
participation The goal should be to identify the common and shared features of our
discipline while avoiding unproductive and often destructive ideological disputes This
is a perilous time for graphic design education as institutions are under increasing
financial pressures We should attempt to build consensus on the shared features of
our discipline so that we may present a coherent and intelligent argument to others
about the value and significance of our work

3 As part of this discussion we should recognize the growing importance of group
processes in design practice and the need to include collaborative design as a part of
the educational nxperlenrp In the new circumstances o our culture the teacher is
more like a facilitator than a source of truth As teachers we should cultivate this new
role and explore its implications

4 We should recognize the widening participation of others in the work of graphic design
and we should be prepared to broaden the traditional ownership of graphic design

0



rather than become defensive The trend is clearly toward greater recognition by many
disciplines of the importance of visual culture We should be prepared to give up some
of the immediate ownership of graphic design to embrace other disciplinary
contributions But at the same time we should move quickly to strengthen and clarify
who and what we are

Recommendation 2 Manage Change More Effectively

It is important to consider how we manage change in our programs Change is ongoing within
our programs but it now seems to take place at an accelerated pace driven frequently by
broader institutional changes and initiatives We must begin to plan not only for changes that
are intrinsic to the development of our programs but for changes that respond to and anticipate
fundamental institutional reorientations

To avoid being victims of external pressures design programs must engage in a rolling process
of assessment and planning We increasingly face a tension between fixed programmatic
structures and changes that are forced or desired in the context of surrounding circumstances
Our programs must be more flexible or fluid offering alternative pathways for students

Since our programs have not always been deliberate and systematic in planning for change it is
worthwhile to note some of the elements of effective planning that should be kept in mind

1 Preparing for change It is important to encourage wide participation in the process
effective change can no longer be owned by one individual or a small group of
individuals Care must be taken to inform all affected groups Effort must be taken to
overcome fears regarding change Staff must be included in the process and must
receive special support through retraining as needed

2 Special attention must be directed toward the interim and transitional stages so that
the process of change is organic and no one is lost or feels lost between what has been
and what will be

3 We must become skillful at instigating change We should identify micro and macro
changes We must become more aware of the differences between the new organic
structures needed in our programs and the static structures of the past

4 Finally we must begin to take a stronger position of entrepreneurship within our
institutions We must be more proactive and less reactive to the trends we see around
us

Recommendation 3 Reposition Design Programs Within Our Institutions

Graphic design programs are currently not weU positioned in art schools colleges or
universities We often have little visibility and are seldom considered an essential part of our
institutions

This is a problem of our own making as much as it is a problem of traditional academic culture
but it must be corrected if we are to withstand institutional pressures
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s THE PACE OF MARKETPLACE change has accelerated over the past
two decades we have seen a dramatic shift in the nature of business

organizations Companies have abandoned the old hierarchical model
with its clean functional divisions and clear lines of authority and
adopted flatter less bureaucratic structures The watchword of these
new organizations is flexibility The goal is to adapt quickly to changes
while ensuring that all the pieces of the organization are able to work
together effectively without the need for a long chain of command

But if most organizations have begun to adapt to uncertainty most
managers have not They remain locked into the mechanical engineering
mindset of the industrial age They set fixed quantified goals a 5
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everything from electronic commerce to biotech
ology to home entertainment Indeed it is often
ore accurate to think of the customer as having

no preexisting needs at all Those needs instead
emerge out of a series of interactions or conversa
tions during which the customer and the designer
together discover something about the customers
life and how the new product might fit into it The
features of the product emerge in the same way
through an ongoing giveandtake between the cus
tomer and the company and among the various
members of the product development team includ
ing manufacturing and marketing Nothing is fixed
at the outset not the customers needs not the
product itself not even the products components
or the elements of the manufacturing system

When there is such a high degree of uncertainty
the development effort is better understood as an
openended process rather than as a project in
which a specific problem is solved The role of the
design organization is not so much one of analysis
or problem solving as it is of interpreting the new
situation listening to and talking with customers
and technical experts and discerning the new possi
bilities that open up through those interactions
Interpretation no less than invention is a highly

eative process To encourage and harness that cre
vity the manager of the interpretive organiza

on needs to act less like an engineer and more like
the leader of a jazz combo Diverse components
need to be brought together musicians instru
ments solos themes tempos an audience but
their roles and their relationships are changing all
the time The goal is not to arrive at a fixed and final
shape but to channel the work in a way that both
influences and fulfills the listeners the cus
tomers expectations The interpretive manager
unlike the analytical manager embraces ambiguity
and improvisation as essential to in
novation She seeks openings not
endings See the insert The View
Through the Interpretive Lens

Many of the best examples of in
terpretive management in product
development can be found in the
fashion apparel industry where cus
tomers tastes are always in flux
Although fashion design does involve well defined
Projects garments must after all be created with
in strict seasonal deadlines these projects do not
form the essence of the development effort The
core of fashion is the process by which the idea of

mat is fashionable develops Fashion is not a
blem that is solved in the course of a dis

erete project Rather the sense of what is fashion
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able emerges from a series of conversations among
fashion designers clothing buyers key customers
garment manufacturers and fashion writers The
conversations have neither a beginning nor an end
The question of what is fashionable has no final
answer On the contrary the whole idea is that
the answer keeps changing New creations that is
new garments emerge continually drawn out of
an unfolding open ended process Without this
process there could be no individual projects

Levis Conversations

One of the fastest growing fashion companies of
recent years is Levi Strauss Company Ironically
for the first century of its existence Levis never
thought of itself as a fashion company at all Its
product one stylesuitsall denim work pantswas
a commodity In fact Levis jeans can be considered
a prototypical commodity of mass consumption in
the United States the Model T of the garment in
dustry Although clothing production has always
been difficult to mechanize the cutting and sewing
of jeans was as close to assembly line production as
could be found in the outer garment industry

But the jeans business changed dramatically in
the late 1970s when fashion suddenly started to
play a central role Pricey designer jeans in a multi
tude of styles proliferated Denim clothing became
a staple not just of work life but of night life Seeing
an opportunity to sell its products at much higher
margins Levis moved to take advantage of this
trend with great success In the ensuing years the
company evolved into a true fashion leader branch
ing out from its traditional jeans line to its highly
successful Dockers line of casual clothes and to its
new Slates line of dress pants Adept at anticipating
and managing the evolution of style Levis posted

The manager ofan interpretive
organization needs to act like the
leader of a jazz combo

ten consecutive years of record sales between 1986
and 1996 as its revenues grew from27 billion to
71 billion In recent months in response to weak
ening demand for apparel Levishas moved aggres
sively to further sharpen its focus on the fashion
end of its business

In transforming itself from a commodity manu
facturer to a fashion company Levis has invested
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heavily in product development Several times a
year the company prepares new collections for its
major product lines It thinks of these collections in
terms of a Vshaped merchandising model At the
back of the store are the standard perennial items
the backbone of the collection which generates the
bulk of the revenue These items change little from
year to year At the very front of the store are new
items just introduced into the collection aimed at
the fashion conscious consumer and often geared
to a particular season In the middle are a set of
items introduced in earlier collections that have
sold well but have not yet earned a place in the
companys permanent collection Products move
from the front of the store to the back over their life
cycle and they may be dropped from the collection
at any time

In many ways Levis method of preparing its col
lections is consistent with the analytical mode of
product development The effort is organized in a
series of distinct phases There are definite start and

90

THE VIEW THROUGH THE INTERPRETIVE LENS

From the perspective of the interpretive manager
many traditional business practices and institutions
take on a very different look Consider for example
how the interpretive lens might change our view of
management education corporate research and devel
opment and the research university

Management Education Management education is
frequently criticized for failing to imbue students
with the creativity required for effective leadership
and strategic thinking Some critics go so far as to
claim that the current stress on analytical problem
solving breeds out the creative dimensions of man
agement the dimensions that successful leaders tend
to describe not in analytical terms but in terms of vi
sion inspiration and instinct The common response
to this critique is that creativity cannot be taught
Creative managers are born not made

The interpretive perspective challenges that view It
shifts attention away front individualistic notions of
creativity from isolated genius theories of innova
tion and toward an understanding of creativity as a
social process It suggests a way of thinking about the
creativity of organizations of communities rather
than the creativity of individuals and it places a new
stress on orchestration and interpretation as leader
ship styles The implication for education Is clear to
train interpretive leaders management teaching

end dates and there are gates through which the
collection must pass as it moves toward the mar
ket Once a design has been introduced and has
spent some time on store shelves its fate can be
predicted fairly accurately and decisions about it
can be structured analytically based on hard data

For the fashion items at the front of the store
however the analytical approach wont work
There is simply too much uncertainty about fash
ion trends customer reactions and even manufac
turing capabilities Levis manages the generation
of these new product ideas very differently from i
the way it manages the collection as a whole It
stresses interpreting customer needs and produc
tion capabilities not simply analyzing them

For its jeans line Levis looks in two different
directions for product innovations One is toward
the consumer The other is toward the finishing
process which in large part determines the look
and feel of the garment In working with both the
consumer and the finishing process the design

would need to be broadened focusing on developing
not only problem solving skills but also the humanis
tic skills traditionally associated with the more inter
pretive fields of literature history and anthropology
Management would need to be viewed as much as a
liberal art as a science

Corporate Research and Development The ongoing
debate over the role of corporate RD and especially
that of central research laboratories is marked by two
contradictory trends Most US companies that own
central labs have been shrinking or dismantling them
redirecting much of their remaining RDactivity to
ward the shorterterm productdevelopment needs of
their business units Meanwhile many Japanese com
panies are moving in the opposite direction seeking
to build up their central labs They have come to view
their traditional reliance on other countries to make
fundamental discoveries as 8 disadvantageous unsus
tainable strategy It is easy to view these events as re
flecting competing views of the relative merits of cen
tralization and decentralization in the organization of
inhouse research The interpretive approach though
would lead us to focus less on the organizational struc
ture pa se and more on the role of the inhouseRD
unit in orchestrating conversations between the com
panysbusiness units on the one hand and the outside
research community on the other
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leader plays a critical managerial role for which

ifthere
is no term in the analytical lexicon One way

to think about that role is as guiding the flow of a
conversation

For Levis the notion of a conversation with the
consumer is more than just a metaphor The com
pany divides the market into age segments and
assigns a designer to each segment The designer is
encouraged to become immersed in the segments
culture to live the life of its members She goes
shopping at the stores where they shop eats in their
restaurants dances in their clubs listens to their
radio stations reads their magazines all in an ef
fort to pick out new trends The conversation is
extended into the company itself through meetings
at which the designers discuss what they have seen
and what they think it means comparing develop
ments in the lifestyles of different generations

Levis is an effective listener but it is by no
means just a listener Rather it strives to be an ac
tive participant in the conversation Take the case

From the interpretive perspective the ofttold tale
of XeroxsPalo Alto Research Center PARC takes on
a different aspect Xeroxs inability to capitalize on
PARCstechnological breakthroughs including its pi
oneering research into the graphical user interface is
often used as a lesson in the failure of central research
laboratories The blame is typically placed on PARCs
close ties to Silicon Valley which surrounded the lab
and ultimately came to commercialize many of its in
novations PARC according to this view gave away
the store But from the interpretive perspective
PARCs relationships with outside researchers may
have been not a weakness but a strength the relation
ships actually underpinned the labs breakthroughs
The failure might lie instead in the parent companys
inability to integrate the lab with its business units
The Interpretive manager would have sought ways to
link corporate RD more closely to the product divi
sions without weakening its relationships with the
larger technical community The lesson for the Japa
nese companies now investing in central laboratories
the interpretive manager would argue Is that if these
labs are isolated from the broader research commu
nity they will be much less likely to succeed

The Research University The interpretive view also
places academic research in a different light As the
federal government slashes its research funding US
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of baggy jeans a fashion trend that emerged from
the youth culture of the inner city where it became
a hallmark of rap singers and their fans Levis con
cluded early on that the trend would spread to the
general culture as rap music itself grew in popular
ity and the company invested heavily in designs
rooted in the trend But the market began to level
off much earlier than the company had expected
At that point Levis launched an intensive adver
tising campaign around the rap theme The cam
paign succeeded in generating a second larger wave
of demand for the new fashion particularly among
suburban teenagers Did Levis create the baggy
jeans fashion Not exactly Company managers
were not sure why the advertising campaign
worked and they by no means viewed its success as
preordained What is certain though is that Levis
advertising was itself as much a part of youth cul
ture as the rap music with which the baggy jeans
were originally associated To the analytical man
ager Levis success would seem to be the product of

research universities are wrestling with their future
role They are in particular looking to industry to
make up for the loss in government dollars They are
finding however that many companies will provide
funding only under proprietary research agreements

As universities negotiate their future with govern
ment and industry sponsors they should never lose
sight of the role they are best suited to play in research
and development Once again the interpretive ap
proach can be illuminating It suggests that the cur
rent positions of both the government and the com
mercial sector if taken to their logical conclusion
would likely be selfdefeating On the one hand the
interpretive perspective counsels against imposing a
sharp separation between basic and applied research
arguing instead that the health of the overallRDsys
tem depends on close intense interactions between
the two disciplines On the other hand the interpre
tive viewpoint makes clear that the most important
contribution the research university can make to in
dustry above and beyond the quantity and quality of
its graduates is to help expose private companies to a
broad range of new ideas A company that demands an
exclusive proprietary research relationship may not
only be damaging the university it may also be reduc
ing the value that it will ultimately derive from that
relationship
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a mysterious chemistry an unmanageable chain of
serendipitous events But the fact is that Levis by
pursuing an open ended unstructured form of in
terpretive management instigated and guided that
chain of events to create a winning product

1111i1 I j frti l

The other source of innovation for Levis jeans is
the finishing process Because current jeans fash
ions are heavily influenced by a manufacturers
ability to replicate the look and feel of used gar
ments finishing is central to product development
The basic technology of finishing is straightfor
ward a garment is laundered to soften its fabric and
texture to alter its fit and to change its colorall in
ways that arent easily produced by chemicals and
dyes In addition finished garments are typically
abraded by washing them with stones or pumice or
by brushing or sandblasting them in order to pro
duce the lines and creases of used clothes As much
as 8o of the life of a garment is expended in the
finishing process

Because finishing is an inexact science getting
jeans with the desired features into retail stores in
a timely manner requires close and continual col
laboration among the designers and manufacturers
of the garment the textile mills that supply the
denim the laundries that perform the finishing
and the machine shops that produce the equipment
used by the laundries Experimentation with new
techniques is constant both to create new effects
and to reproduce effects already achieved in other
ways The introduction of new techniques has led
to a cascade of changes in cooperating industries
Denim fabric has been redesigned to withstand
extensive abrasion Industrial washing machines
have been redesigned to stand up to the pounding
delivered by the stones and pumice and they have
been equipped with computer controls to adjust to
different kinds of stones The combination of
changes in fabrics techniques and equipment can
itself produce new and unexpected effects leading
to further discovery further experimentation and
further change

Where so much turns on happenstance a strictly
analytical approach to management would be coun
terproductive The analysts stress on closure
would tend to freeze the process cutting off the
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continuing stream of discoveries that leads to new
leaps in fashion Not surprisingly Levis has come
to take as conversational an approach to working
with finishers as it takes to learning about cus
tomers A particularly key role in this process has

been played by one of the companys
outside laundries American Gar
ment Finishers of El Paso Texas and
its president Claude Blankiet
Blankiet combines a formal techni
cal education he was trained as a

chemical engineer with a strong in
tuitive sense for fashion and design
He is widely credited with excep

tional judgment about the marketability of new
effects achieved in the finishing process Moreover
he is a living example of the interpretive manager

Over the years Blankiet has developed an exten
sive network of contacts in the jeans industry
across Asia Europe and the United States that
helps him stay on top of technical developments
He travels extensively visiting other laundries as

I well as washing machine manufacturers and fabric
1 and garment makers in order to exchange tricks

of the trade By gathering the experiences of others
he expands his own repertoire of techniques for
producing or reproducing desired effects he also
pushes the entire finishing industry forward

Levishas begun to rely on Blankiet to strengthen
communication among its own laundries and labo
ratories which has been hampered by a tradition of
rivalry and competition Although these facilities
have regularly encountered similar technical prob
lems they have shared little information To en
sure that popular garments can be produced reliably
in large quantities Levis wants to improve the
ability of laundries to reproduce effects created at
other laundries From the analytical perspective
Blankiets task is to work out a technical solution
to the problem of achieving each desired new finish
and then standardize the knowledge and procedures
across the network of laundries But Blankietsown

understanding of his role is more consistent with
the interpretive view Because finishing technology
is still highly empirical without a firm theoretical
base new effects are often achieved inadvertently
Blankiet sees himself as an interpreter who insti
gates and translates wide ranging conversations
among the laundries While he helps Levisachieve
better communication among its laundries he per
sonally seeks not to eliminate the variations in fin
ishing but to exploit those variations as a continu
ing source of new ideas and insights

Recently Levis jeans appear to have lost a step
on the street fashion scene The company has been
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slow to exploit the wideleg jeans style the latest
big fashion trend and younger consumers have

al leaving the brand for other fashion focused
merchandisers Why did Levis miss the emerging
trend One reason may be that its fast growing
fashionjeans division has become more structured
and formal and has lost some of its earlier flexibil
ity and receptivity to new fashion ideas The com
pany is now moving to recreate what has been lost
It is setting up another smaller fashion unit and is
taking steps to renew the flow of fashion ideas that
links the company to the street to its finishers and
to the rest of the world In effect Levis is seeking to
reintroduce the interpretive dimension of manage
ment that is so critical to the success of fashion
driven businesses

Beyond Fashion

Fashion apparel is hardly a typical industry of
course but many of its characteristics are now be
ing replicated in other very different industries In
many consumerproduct and service sectors for ex
ample managers are struggling with unpredictable
shifts in customer needs and unforeseen changes in
technology that require a steady stream of new and
different products Even Andy Grove CEO of the

chetypal analytical company Intel whose prod
ctdevelopment activities are dominated by huge

design projects with thousands of people racing
against tight deadlines to get the latest generation
of chips to market has acknowledged a deep
seated conviction that our business has some of the
characteristics of the fashion industry You always
have to come up with something exciting and new
to stay on top No matter what industry a com
pany competes in the greater its susceptibility to
shifting tastes and technologies the
greater the risk of relying wholly on
an analytical style of management

The need for an interpretive ap
proach tends to be particularly
strong in markets or industries that
are still in their formative stages A
good recent example is the cellular
telephone industry At the outset
the market for cellular phones was undefined Even
the role the technology would play could not be
predicted Was a cellular phone a toy or was it a
genuine alternative to traditional wireline sys
tems Was it basically a car radio or was it a
portable handheld device Would demand for the

1erviee be limited to a few narrow segments or
ould it be universal The nature of a cellular sys

tem the different components of the infrastruc
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cure the technologies used the functions provided
the character of competition the economics of the
businessall were unclear

The companies that have come to dominate the
cellular industry all initially managed their cellular
divisions using a highly interpretive approach
ATT housed its cellular operations in Bell Labs
encouraging a climate of open ended experimenta
tion and discovery Motorola organized its initial
efforts around a core of engineers who operated as a
flexible ad hoc team drawing in other members of
the organization as needed and conversing directly
with customers about their needs and desired prod
uct features Matsushitascellular unit lacked clear
functional boundaries thus encouraging communi
cation between its product development and man
ufacturing units Nokiascellular business began as
a highly entrepreneurial operation with informal
design procedures Salespeople communicated di
rectly with the product development team often
making last minute changes to product specifica
tions in response to customers requests

Once the market began to stabilize in the middle
and late r98os each of these companies began to re
organize its cellular division imposing much more
formal structures with much more analytical man
agerial approaches The transition was most dra
matic at ATT and Matsushita ATT moved its
cellular operations out of Bell Labs establishing a
standalone business unit Network Wireless Sys
tems led by experienced managers drawn from other
operating divisions It also introduced a formal five
step product development process based on a
model used throughout the company Matsushita
brought in a manager from its television division to
oversee the cellular business and established a
clearly defined handoff point between develop

A1U ill a Purely analytical
appilach as a inaitel matures is
CU111111u11 1111 11t H illva S correct

ment and manufacturing instituting an analytical
review to ensure that the product was ready to go
into mass production Motorola and Nokia also em
braced a more analytical approach but they did not
abandon the interpretive perspective entirely
Motorola limited customers access to the develop
ment team by appointing a set of project managers
to act as points of contact but these project man
agers continued to play an interpretive role in

INTERPRETIVE MANAGEMENT
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THE WORK OF INTERPRETATION
The work of the interpretive manager is very different
from that of the analytical manager Success requires
not only a new outlook but also a new set of skills We
would make the following suggestions to managers
looking to incorporate an interpretive approach into
their daytoday jobs

Look for new ways to promote conversations about
the future Because conversation is so central to inter

pretation you need to create forums and stimuli for
productive far ranging conversations IBMs research
division for example recently directed its basic scien
tists to get out of the laboratory and start spending
time with customers We dont want Capuchin
monks in a monastery on a hill explained former
IBM research chief rim McGroddy Rather we want
Franciscans in the street The visits enable the scien
tists to solve customers problems but thats not their
only benefit The scientists themselves are changed by
the experience they gain a new perspective on their
work that can lead to research breakthroughs back in
the lab Recalled McGroddy Recently I ran into a
couple of our mathematicians in the parking lot who
were on their way to see a customer Neither of them
had visited a customer before but we set it up for
them and made it easy They came back very excited
by what theyd seen and that affects the research
agenda of our division In a similar vein Andersen
Consulting has created several virtual business envi
ronments around the world simulations of futuristic

supermarkets retail outlets even entire companies
where consultants can meet and talk with their
clients about what new technology might help them

communicating between developers and cus
tomers Nokia instituted a formal productdevelop
ment process with well defined phases marked by
analytical reviews but it still encouraged cross
functional conversations throughout the process

When these companies began their shift from the
interpretive to the analytical approach they shared
a belief that the cellular business was stabilizing
with increasingly welldefined customer needs and
product features In hindsight we can see that their
assumption was wrong The cellular business has
entered a new period of radical uncertainty A num
ber of technological regulatory and competitive
developments the introduction of personal com
munications service the growing communications
power of personal digital assistants and pagers the
expanding range of cordless phones the develop
ment of satellite systemshave converged in a way

achieve in the future The point of these sites is not to
predict what will happen but rather to stimulate
thinking and discussion about what might happen

Many people especially engineers are uncomfort
able with the notion of open ended creative conversa
tions Therefore you will often need to find ways to
kickstart conversations One conversational gambit
that can be highly successful is the adoption of a so
called stretch goal Whether that goal is actually
achieved or not is often immaterial the point is to
force the enterprise out of its customary ways of work
ing to keep it moving and searching One of the most
famous stretch goals was the 6Sigma quality target
established by Motorola during the Ig8os As long
time Motorola chairman Bob Galvin explained in a re
cent interview It doesnt really matter what the goal
is exactly as long as it is reasonable The point is to
stimulate to catalyze Motorola did not in fact
reach its target but the 6Sigma program stimulated
many new and highly beneficial collaborations within
the company and later also with its suppliers a large
fraction of which were unanticipated at the outset

Pick your interlocutors carefully Its not enough
just to talk you need to talk with the right people A
number of equipment supply companies for example
spend a lot of time with their lead clients those cus
tomers that have leadership positions in their industry
or that use the equipment in the most demanding or
most innovative ways A good lead client is a good
interlocutor capable of moving the conversation for
ward and widening the circle by bringing in others
from its market segment In the medical devices in

that couldntbe predicted again casting into doubt
the ultimate role that traditional Cellular service

will play It may turn out that the four leading com
petitors particularly ATTand Matsushita acted
too quickly in shifting away from their original in
terpretive approach to management

The instinct displayed by the cellular com
petitorstomove to an analytical approach as a mar
ket maturesisa common one After all as a busi
ness grows larger and more complex its efficiency
depends on the establishment of welldefined oper
ating processes and formal management structures
Strong analytical problem solving skills become
more and more important to effective manage
ment Nevertheless as radical uncertainty be
comes a more pervasive feature of the business en
vironment as it has in the cellular business the

limitations of a strictly analytical model will
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dustry companies developing new products seek to
place the technology first with key userspractition
as with strong reputations in the professional com
munity who will use the innovation in clinical trials
and write papers disseminating the results

A similar principle applies to the selection of sup
pliers Instead of rebidding its parts purchases every
year or so to find the lowestcost producers Chrysler
now carefully selects one or two key suppliers for each
component early on The goal is not necessarily to
select the lowestcost supplier but rather to find patt
ners who are able and willing to help advance the de
sign of the component throughout the full production
life of the vehicle

Develop alloy people within your organization
In companies facing rapidly changing markets the
role of Interpreterspeople who can facilitate commu
nication across organizational boundaries is espe
cially important In the analytical view communica
tion is thought of as the exchange of packets of
unambiguous information like Morse code It re
quires no interpretation to be understood More com
monly though the cultural and linguistic gap be
tween different organizational units is wide and the
message must be interpreted People who are able to
bridge the gaps need to be identified and then encour
aged formally or informally to act as interpreters In
one company weve studied the managers and engi
neers who perform this key function are niclmamed
alloy people Just as an alloy is an amalgam of two or
more metals an alloy person represents the union of
two or more points of view

become progressively more debilitating The most
successful managers will understand both ap
proaches seeing them as complementary not an
tagonistic and they will be capable of striking a
sensible balance between the two

A Different Way of Seeing
Few tanagers today are capable of taking such a
balanced view Because the pull of the analytical ap
proach is so powerful and its routines so ingrained
into management practice most managers simply
cant comprehend the possibility of a different ap
proach Even at fashionoriented Levis one senior
manager told us he looked forward to the day when
interpretive conversations among the companys
denim finishers would no longer be necessary He
hoped to introduce more scientific knowledge into
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the finishing process cross training designers in
relevant technical disciplines so that they would be
able to develop and standardize new finishes quick
ly He wanted his designers to work scientifically
the way they do it in biotechnology

Interestingly though product development in
the biotech industry is not always scientific in the
way the Levis manager used the term Indeed it
sometimes closely resembles the Levis model of
product development Chiron Corporation a lead
ing biotech company headquartered directly across
the San Francisco Bay from Levis provides a good
example Although Chiron uses analytical struc
tures in many areas of its business its chief execu
tive has embraced an explicitly interpretive role
positioning himself and his company at the center
of an extensive network of university and corporate
researchers His strategy has been to draw scien
tists from all parts of the biotechnology commu
nity into a continuing exchange of information
with his companyspeople To carve out its posi
tion as the central node in the research community
Chiron has often had to share its own information
about evolving technologies and commercial appli
cations with the expectation that its interlocutors
would divulge information of their own Outside
researchers now routinely seek out the companys
researchers to discuss new findings and get advice
on new technical problemsa pattern of communi
cation that the company views as one of its major
strategic assets

Chirons approach mirrors the way Claude
Blankiet draws new members into his network of
laundries When Blankiet spots technical problems
during his visits to outside laundries he offers un
solicited solutions in the hope that the laundry will
reciprocate by sharing technical secrets of its own
His exchanges like those of Chironsresearchers
could be viewed from the analytical perspective as
transactions wherein information of more or less
equal value is traded But from the interpretive I
view they can be understood as the opening gambit
in an ongoing conversation

The idea that the same activity can be at once
analytical and interpretive might seem illogical at
first But just as modern physics instructs us to
think about light as both particles and waves so too 1
can a business organization be looked at from either
the analytical or the interpretive perspective One
view may be more immediately useful in certain
circumstances as uncertainty increases for exam
ple the emphasis on interpretation should grow
but the simultaneous use of both lenses will pro
vide managers with deeper insights into their chal
lenges opening up new possibilities for action
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INTERPRETIVE MANAGEMENT

Consider for example the concept of core com
petency When a company sets out to determine
what it does best it typically takes an iterative
approach cycling between what it can do given its
existing resources and what it might do given the
opportunities presented in the marketplace This
back andforth process essentially interpretive in
nature is almost always fruitful revealing new
possibilities as well as new con
straints Too often though compa
nies rush to end the process These
are our core capabilities and these
are the products we will produce
and these are the processes we will
use to produce them The analysts
need for closure terminates the in

terpreterssearch for knowledge The
risk is that in an unpredictable environment this
kind of closure can be disastrous The company can

end up doing a very good job producing products no
one wants to buy

Interpretive managers by contrast constantly
question the boundaries of their companys core
competency and sometimes even deliberately stray
across those boundaries For example several man
ufacturing companies we studied Matsushita in
cellular telephones Levis in fashion apparel Oti
con in medical devices maintain small retail divi
sions These divisions are probably not profitable
and they certainly lie outside their companies
areas of core competency But they provide direct
exposure to the consumer enabling the companies
to test new product ideas and to gather the kind of
unfiltered information that cannot be supplied by
independent retailers The existence of these out
lets cannot be justified through the analytical ap
proach the companies use to evaluate their regular
wholesale and retail channels They can be under
stood only in an interpretive framework

Toward a New Vocabulary

Interpretive management implies a whole new way
of thinking about the work of business executives
Interpretive managers like Chirons chief execu
tive identify and bring together individuals within
and outside the company who might have some
thing interesting to say to one another They
arrange in other words who should talk to whom
They also take an active role in influencing what
people talk about highlighting for example areas
or experiences people have in common Acting
much like the host of a party they introduce new
people into groups where conversation seems to be
flagging intervene to suggest a new topic when the
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people dont seem to be able to discover what they
have in common break up groups that are headed
for an unpleasant argument and guide the conver
sations in a general direction without seeming or
wanting to dictate the outcome See the insert
The Work of Interpretation

As anyone who has hosted a party knows these
are difficult skills to master Indeed for most man
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agers the interpretive approach remains an entirely
foreign concept It is not taught as an explicit disci
pline in business schools it is not part of most exec
utive training programs and there are few role
models available Until now we haventeven had a
vocabulary for talking about the interpretive ap
proach As a result managers often come to impor
tant tasks with blinders on not recognizing even

the possibility of an alternative to the analytical
approach Challenges that might more usefully
have been treated as open ended processes where
multiple possibilities could coexist and play off one
another are forced back into the analytical mold
where the emphasis is on clarification on getting
things straight on eliminating the redundant the
ambiguous and the unknown The danger is that
the rush to clarify often leads to the reification of
insight to the premature freezing of ideas to the
elimination in fact of the very conditions that are
needed for creativity to flourish By purging our or
ganizations of what is ambiguous we risk losing
our sense of what is possible

This is not a risk that concerns most managers
today In fact managers fear the paralysis of indeci
sion the danger of not deciding on a course of
action more than the elimination of options They
are acutely aware that organizations need closure
otherwise nothing will be accomplished They try
to structure projects that can yield optimal solu
tions in the face of potentially overwhelming
uncertainty And they have a very welldeveloped
analytical apparatus for doing this But what they
lackand what the interpretive approach offersis
a way to keep things moving forward without clo
sure a framework that sees in ambiguity the seeds
not of paralysis but of opportunity

4
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APPENDIX C

Program Goals and Learning Outcomes

To accomplish our programssocialeconomiccultural goals we will

help students develop necessary skills tools and capabilities to give meaningful relevant inventive and aesthetic
form to ideas and information

promote interdisciplinary context of design activity consistent with growing need for designers to respond to the
complexity of design situations and the necessity for collaborative approaches to problem solving and production

prepare individuals to employ design entrepreneurship required to anticipate market needs create and manage
collaborative teams strategize processes communicate the value of design to the broad community become part
of a clientsstrategic decision making process actively promote and advocate design through lobbying activities
recognize design as a cornerstone of business development and research

continue to focus on learning outcomes strategic to our goals including the encouragement of unexpected
outcomes as consistent with the activity of designing new creative solutions

prepare individuals to manage lead and innovate to develop new methods of working for and with business
society and technology

prepare individuals to respond to the current marketplace where fewer jobs more work is a reality

encourage students to take a design based holistic approach to the creation marketing and communication of
products services and information which will provide a competitive edge for clients and communities in a local
regional or national context

assist students to develop an awareness of their potential roles and responsibilities in the clientend user
relationship

help individuals develop an awareness of societal economic cultural and political contexts frames of reference
so that they may contribute meaningful design responses as well as responsible citizenship

help students understand and utilize the power exerted by imaginative relevant communications and to allow
people to relate to their cultural social environmental and economic contexts

assist students in developing research and analysis skills so that context and knowledge is revealed in order for
design responses to be meaningful to users

provide individuals with opportunities for upgrading reinforce lifelong learning thus empowering individuals to
respond to continually changing needs and contexts

prepare students to apply transfer and modify skills and competencies to workplace situations which demand
adaptability due to rapid change and collaboration due to need for team problem solving

assist students to become aware of and responsive to emerging technologies changing demographics societal
paradigms changing government and corporate priorities and market opportunities

promote acceptance of diversity in cultural and social contexts

engage students in processes and methodologies that analyze conceptualize contextualize criticize and evaluate
design for the purpose of aligning their solutions to qualities of efTectiveness and efficiency

heighten students frame of reference selfawareness and understanding through integration of liberal education
components

continue to engage in discourse with practising professionals design educators and other relevant stakeholders
regarding the future of the design profession related education



encourage students to participate in creating and building a meaningful educational environment contributing to
research and development to build a stronger profession

continue to develop and promote collaborative intercollegiate opponunities to optimize resources and create
individualized programs for student needs in interdisciplinary contexts

prepare students to identify seek and respond to future opportunities indicated by the evident emerging conver
gence of media

provide an environment in which students and faculty experience the creative process of expression risk taking
encouraging unexpected outcomes imagining future realities and accepting ambiguity as conditions for develop
ing creative problem solving skills and the unique capabilities which designers possess

assist students in identifying and developing awareness of their ethics in relation to their values and to educational
professional and societal standards and ideologies



APPENDIX D

Support for an Interdisciplinary collaborative degree is evident in some
case studies

We currently have a student enrolled in GRVD and Industrial
Design at ECIAD simultaneously This student is working towards a
collaborative degree
A number of our students have completed our Diploma program
and continued their studies In the Industrial Design program
at ECIAD They are seeking a collaborative degree
We also have a number of our Grad students enrolled at BCIT

in a program initiated last summer by GRVD and BCIT resulting in
an advanced specialty certificate program called New Media
Design and Technology These students are also working towards
a collaborative degree
Transfer credits for the above students is already being attended
to by our various administrations
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KWANTLE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

To Mary Boni and Frank Ludtke

From Gordon Lee

Date November 18 1996

Subject SUPPORT FOR APPLIED DESIGN LETTER OF INTENT

I have reviewed your letters of intent The School of Business would be
pleased to provide support courses for your degree programs

Specifically we could provide support in the following areas

Current School of Business Courses in Accounting Business
Management Marketing Computer Business Systems and Economics
Shorter course modules and
New courses including an expanded curriculum in operations
management We will be expanding our offerings in this area for our
degree programs

We would be prepared to schedule courses to meet your needs As well we
could offer courses on a quarter system

GLJkkd

cc Barbara Duggan

omman



KWANTLEN1 AKWCollege

TO

FROM

RE

Date

Thank you for inviting me to your Focus Group meeting and Degree Program Presentation I am very
pleased that Facilities was included and I hope that we can continue to be part of this planning process
with regard to Space Requirements SafetySecurity and Operations

Realizing that you are not yet able to answer all my questions at this time but given that the intent is to
use existing space with no significant physical renovations the issues which would most impact the
Facilities department would be

increased maintenancesecurity staff
increased hours of operation
increased utility costs

Mary Boni Frank Ludtke

Mavis Smith Facilities Manager

Degree Program Proposal

September 12 1996

I wish you success with your proposal and look forward to working with you



LIBRARY

SERVICES

September 20 1996

Mary Boni
Coordinator

Fashion Design and Technology
Kwantlen University College

Ms Boni

On behalf of the Kwantlen Library we are pleased to support your proposal to establish a
Degree Program in Fashion Design and Technology The Library has been collecting
books periodicals videos and other materials in Fashion Design for more than a decade
Core collections are supplemented by extensive holdings in related areas such as
graphics and visual design fine arts drafting and interior design

The development of innovative technologies to improve access to these collections is
central to the Libraryseducational mission The Librarysonline catalogue is available
on the college network As a participant in the Electronic Library Network ELN a
consortium ofBCscollege and university libraries we offer electronic access to
information resources beyond our own walls These include periodical indexes and
databases that are continually updated as well as the union catalogue of print and media
holdings in BC The Library is exploring options for electronic document delivery that
will enhance training and research activities by enabling students to work from their
homes and offices

The Library maintains extensive operating hours including evenings and Saturdays
Students have access to a microcomputer lab audiovisual equipment copying services
and group study rooms Professional librarians provide library skills instruction and train
students to develop the information literacy that they can apply to diverse workplace
challenges Subject specialists among the librarians select resources to enhance the
curriculum They also prepare guideposts to direct students to appropriate reference
sources

Kwantlen librarians are committed to working with the faculty in Fashion Design to
insure that both print and nonprint library materials are kept current Improvements to
library collections and services that are needed to support the Degree Program will
receive immediate attention We look forward to participating in the planning process
and welcome your suggestions for upgrading our collections

A44
Cathy MacDonald JJoseph Blonde
Dean of College Resources Collection Development Librarian

KWANTLEN
University College



Kwantlen University College

Memo
To Mary Boni and Frank Ludtke

From Paula Franz

CC

Dare November 6 1996

Re Applied Design Degree Focus Group Meeting

Hi Mary

I would like to thank you for including me in the Applied Design degree proposal
focus group discussions I am passing on to you some of the issues related to
computer technology use that I think you should consider as you progress through
the process of obtaining degree status

Capital made available for the purchase of computer technology in the classrooms is
limited and so it might be timely to do some research in the area of student owned
PCs This means students would have to supply their own computers and software
as dictated by course curriculum Another possibility is industry support for the
purchase of computer equipment

The other issue to consider is staffing costs as the number of students and
computers increase so does the need for computer support staff Please dont
hesitate to call me about costs associated with any computer technology plans you
have as you become aware of them

aula Franz

ij L utL



fi KWANTLEN
Universit College

TO

FROM

DATE

SUBJECT

INTER OFFICE MEMO

Mary Boni Frank Ludtke
c Sheila Evans Laura Mathay Counsellors Derek Nanson

Richard Fox

October 31 1996

Degree Proposals Focus Group Meeting
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Thank you for inviting me to your Focus Group Meeting on October 30th in connection
with Stage 2 Letter of Intent of your degree proposals

1 Sheila Evans will write you separately about Advising concerns

2 Counsellor Staffing levels may be affected by your degree proposals depending on
how many new students actual head count are anticipated I note that by the time the
proposed degrees are fully implemented there would be 150 Fashion and 120 Graphics
students This looks like an increase of 100 or more in head count

Counsellor to student ratios are still under discussion both at the University
College and provincially so it is difficult for me to place an exact figure on staffing
increases that might be required in Counsellors Further discussion by our Department
is certainly called for and I will place the matter before the Counsellors and our Dean
at our November meeting

3 RE Student Stress Levels

Both the Fashion and Graphics programs are extremely intense for students In
redesigning the four levels in your programs if you can see an opportunity to reduce the
load that students carry at any one time it would be in the best interests of all your
future students A great amount of material must be learned but if workloads could
be spread out over 4 years instead of 3 I know you would be rewarded by having less
stressed and possibly more productive students to work with



KWANTLEN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

MEMORANDUM

TO Mary Boni and Frank Ludtke

FROM Sheila Evans and Laura Mathay
Educational Advisors Richmond campus

RE Applied Design Degrees

DATE November 14 1996

These are some of the areas that we discussed at the October 30 1996
meeting which relate to the educational advising areas of the University
College

a Educational Advis ngi Role

While Educational Advisors assist students with program planning and
course selection the implementations of the applied design degrees will
result in a burst of advising activity upon implementation

If Educational Advisors continue to advise work load issues must be given
consideration Most institutions have each department handling all upper
division 3rd and 4th year advising This also is tied together with the next
item b The possibilities of hiring a department specific advisor or Program
Assistant needs investigation Currently Mary Pake Administrative
Assistant handles the work load of graduates of the Interior Design Diploma
who are in the process of completing their degree at Kwantlen

b Prior Learning Assessment

The process and procedure and the tiein with advising will have to be
streamlined and put into place

c General Education Component

The academic requirements of the degree must be obtainable Total credits
for the degree both lower level and upper level and any glitches in the
system needs to be worked out before sending out program information

If you have any questions about the above please give either of us a call at
local 2645 Laura local 2685 Sheila



Name Division Campus Telephone Email
Clive Court PRNL Richmond 2574

Joy Jones JRNL Richmond 2653 ioviQkwantlenbcca

Eric Spalding JRNL Richmond 2574 eric7akwantlenbcca
Paul Gameau MRKT Richmond 2516 on leave

Peter Milley COOP Richmond 2670 on leave

ce Kwantlen
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Please limit your submission to three pages Submissions longer than 3 pages will be returned
Additional material may be included in the form of appendices Please send your completed submission to
the Degree Proposal Assessment Committee c Eric Sahrmann Planning Assistant of the Educational
Planning Office Langley Campus

Originating Group

Degree Program Concept

Who is the principal contact person for the above group Clive Court

Basic Information

Name of proposed program Bachelor of Public Relations

Proposed Credential to be granted BPR

Expected length of program in years 120 credits 4 nears

How many students would you expect Coop 10 20 30 40

enrolled in each year of the program year 1 year 2 year 3 year 4 4 work terms
Total 20 40 60 80

Student Profile

Who are your target students Where do they come from Are they recent high school graduates
Transfers from other institutions Mature workers with families

1 Former graduates with diplomas in public relations
2 High school students who meet admissions requirement
3 Mature workers changing careers egjournalists
4 Students studying social sciences or graduating from other BC educational institutions
5 Students enrolled in general studies at Kwaritlen

What entry requirements should applicants be expected to meet
6Yik

Grade 12 500word statement of career goals and level 4 on the LPI test Each year ten of the top
applicants will be selected fora coop option ottif c e t 11



Program Description
Provide a broad description of the program content

Sixty 60 credits as currently described in the Kwantlen Calendar with some revision of courses as Public
Relations separates from Journalism New Public Relations courses needed to meet national educational
standards set by The Canadian Public Relations Society for certificate diploma and degree programs may
include Research for Public Relations Social Marketing News and Feature Writing for TV and Radio
Corporate Video Production Financial Public RelationsInvestor Relations Government Relations Some
of these courses could be offered on a costrecovery basis

Na A I lDl

Provide a broad outline of the instructional strategies to be employed

The emphasis will be on achieving professional standards through practical experience projects for
community clients and coop work placements A number of our communitybusiness partners have
degrees in Public Relations with Coop options and understand the value of the cooperative and service
learning experience A small office will be available for students to practice their consulting skills in an

agency environment r Q II S11L
Outline any requirements for special materials Le equipment specialized space etc
Internet access for research issues monitoringidentification designing and building websites basic
computer editing facilities for video production office spaceequipment for PR agency operation to service
community clients more efficiently It has been suggested that students may be able to use equipment from
BCIT or Langara We are working towards reciprocity

Describe any other special features of the proposed program

The program emphasizes a practical handson approach which involves the students in service learning
working with real clients in the community to build their portfolios and confidence Coop should be
offered as an option when appropriate funding is in place 1

Explain how this program relates to the other existing or proposed programs here at Kwantlen
University College

These sixty credits will form the diploma program and the core of the degree program Those who already
have a recognized degree could also select thirty credits for a Certificate in Public Relations

60 credits in existing courses at Kwantlen will also be required The degree candidate will be able to select
21 credits from the social sciences 21 credits from business and marketing and 18 credits in electives or
remedial courses A Pacific Rim language eg Mandarin or Spanish could also be included under
electives

and dope sates 2
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Outcomes

What is the nature of the work that students are being prepared for

The students are being prepared for positions as public relations communications or public affairs
officersmanagers A wide variety of positions are available across Canada from the Prime Ministers
Office to Kwantlen University College Just about every sector of Canadian society needs people to
facilitate communications and build relationships with their publics Disciplines include employee
relations event management community relations marketing communications investor relations public
affairs and government relations

What other individual or societal benefits can be expected

The program will encourage critical and creative thinking entrepreneurship and community service It
highlights communications skills teamwork job flexibility interpersonal and intercultural skills Course
content develops problem solving and management technique skills for business and public sector
organizations The instructional style will encourage lifelong research and learning as well as community
and professional leadership Technological skills will include desktop publishing electronic media editing
website design and maintenance

What labour market data shows a demand for this type of graduate

While PR people are expected to have strong writing skills their main objectives are to design programs to
achieve measurable attitudinal and behavioural change Work Futures 1996 published jointly by the
Federal and BC govemments says The job outlook for the entire occupational group 05124 to the year
2005 calls for growth at about the alloccupation average The employment forecast for these occupations
Public Relations Professionals calls for growth that is a little faster than the alloccupation average
While the national membership of the Canadian Public Relations Society has remained static for a decade
the membership of CPRS Vancouver has increased approximately 40 percent in the past three years More
PR job opportunities are now appearing in Alberta and Central Canada as the national economy improves
We anticipate that a number of our graduates will continue to find work outside Canada particularly in
fastergrowth Pacific

S
untries

Consultations

Who have you consulted with internally regarding this proposal

Journalism

Marketing
Business

Social Sciences

Coop Education
Applied Communications

Who have you consulted with externally regarding this proposal

We are consulting with the Kwantlen University College Public Relations Program Advisory Committee
the Canadian Public Relations SocietyVancouver and the BC Chapter of the IABC Intemational
Association of Business Communicators The 199798 National Education Director for the Canadian
Public Relations Society is currently engaged in a review process of PR education standards As part of
this national review CPRS Vancouver has an educational committee contributing to the process Other
groups will include the Conference Board of Canada Employers Council ofBC Fraser Institute
Vancouver Board of Trade BC Chamber of Commerce UBC Faculty of Commerce SFU UNBC
UVic Mt Royal and Grant McEwan Colleges in Alberta

is spices 3



It is also recognized that institutions in some regions are bound by provincial
directives to provide distinctive programs Therefore competencies to be ad
dressed by programs at each level will be categorized into those deemed to be
essential or fundamental to any program at that level core competencies and
those of an optional nature To be accredited programs must address the core
competencies as well as any number of the optionals to a requisite level Some
leeway must be given for the depth to which programs address such optionals
STAR RATING SYSTEM TO REWARD THOSE WHO DO AN EXCEP
TIONAL JOB OR CERTIFICATES OF MERIT

The CPRS must also be poised to provide similar recognition of articulation
between colleges and universities as well as joint programming Given the cur
rent challenges facing education institutions across the country there may be
more such innovations in programming to be considered in the future

The following classification for programs will be used

1 certificate programa course of study offered by a postsecondary education
institution designed for completion in one academic year or equivalent total
hours of studycredit and terminating in the award of a certificate
2 diplomatwo year study
3 Bachelorsdegree baccalaureate threefour years study
4 MastersDegreeequivalent of onetwo years beyond

INSERT competency lists HERE WHEN READY

cprs national curriculum guide Jan 98 draft for discussion and feedback

NOTES

flesh out

flesh out

redit

ours

page 13



CERTIFICATE programs

General CORE competencies will Include

C1 Apply knowledge of public relations history and theory to the
development and implementation of public relations activities

C2 Apply knowledge of business procedures and organizational
behaviour theory In the development and execution of public relations
programs

C3 Perform all public relations activities in accordance with relevant
laws codes of professional conduct standards of behaviour

C4 Conduct and coordinate research relevant to public relations
situations provide counsel to others on appropriate techniques

C5 Develop clear communications objectives and develop and
Implement appropriate strategies to achieve designated goals

C6 Apply knowledge of communications theory mass media and public
opinion dynamics In the development and execution of public relations
programs

C7 Conduct and coordinate relevant public relations evaluation
research techniques

C8 Communicate effectively Writespeakuse phone meetings edit
persuade sell negotiate facilitate Interview for information job search
be active listener be a spokesperson

C9 Solve problemsthink creatively

C10 Use relevant computer hardware and software

C11 Produce or coordinate the production of visuallyeffective audio
print visual graphic electronic communications

C12 Identifyanalyze relevant Issues and current events that could
Impact on the public relations function



Diploma10 Use relevant computer hardware and software
all of the preceding plus
use presentation software eg Power Point

digital audio and video capture editing
apply principles of design and use relevant software to create Web page
apply principles of design effective writing skills in execution to camera ready art
stage of newsletters brochures posters annual reports
use databases in research media buying

Baccalaureate10 Use relevant computer hardware and software
all of the preceding plus

supervise others in the execution of preceding
do basic troubleshooting

implement basic Management information systems MIS

Sample to show Intent
for each competency area establish the higher level of knowledge
application skills as well as capture Increasing expectation the
practitioner can analyze situations provide counsel to others evaluate
synthesizerefer to the taxonomies of learning

Certlficate10 Use relevant computer hardware and software
can operate both Mac and PC platforms and do basic troubleshoots
use wordprocessing software to execute letters memos features reports basic
business communications

use desktop software eg Quark XPress andor Pagemaker layout manipulate
type use clip art scan and adjust bw photos printing to execute single page flyers
ads 8 12 x 11 newsletters

use spreadsheet software
use database software for management of files eg mediadonor lists
use net for research purposes basic email functions

Masters10 Use relevant computer hardware and software
all of the preceding plus

advise management on Internet intranet extranet applications
advise management on purchase of software hardware
collaborate with management on operation of basic MIS
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Mass Communications
Career Program Community College 2 years

Program of Study
Students enrolled in mass communications receive training in cinematography film
production animation radio and television broadcasting and journalism

This program is offered at community colleges in every province except Prince
Edward Island Nova Scotia and Saskatchewan

Prerequisites Admission requirements vary depending on the institution and the
program In general students must have a high school diploma with courses in English
French and preferably geography and history In most cases applicants must undergo
an interview and an English French proficiency test and submit letters of
recommendation and samples of their work
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After Graduation

In 1994 1710 students graduated in mass communications They
are usually employed as writers and editors or in public relations
Some find work in the creative and performing arts and retail sales
These graduates often work in printing and publishing business
services and the radio and television industry Information from
various graduate surveys shows that

Four out of five graduates found fulltime work and less than
one out of 10 found parttime employment the
unemployment rate for graduates is about the same as for
other community college graduates
Two years after graduation full time earnings are than
the average for other community college graduates between
two and five years after graduation income growth is one
and a half times the average rate
Women account for approximately 46 of graduates
compared with 45 about 10 years ago
These graduates often find jobs in the same occupations as
people with a university degree in mass communications
The majority of graduates working in radio and television two
years after graduation are in the same field three years later
The majority of those who were writers two years after
graduation did not change jobs Graduates working in
photography two years after graduation were much more
likely to change jobs More than two thirds became teachers
or video or sound technicians

Work Prospects
Due to weakness remaining from the 1991 92 recession the current
labour market situation in the occupations in which these graduates
usually look for work is poor

Recent graduates from this field of study have had an average
unemployment rate Their earnings are low but rising relative
to the earnings of other graduates at the same level of
studies A significantly lower proportion of these graduates
than average have found jobs that they feel are directly
related to their training

Over the next five years the labour market situation for theseo Recent
0 Coo graduates is expected to remain poor

V 1992 d4
While new job openings are expected to be more numerous
than over the previous fiveyear period the number of people
with the requisite skills for these jobs is expected to keep pace
The competition among these graduates will be about
average

These graduates will have more success when searching for
employment as writers editors journalists or public relations
professionals The labour market situation follows from the
fact that these occupations are concentrated in the retail
trade amusement and recreation and radio and television
industries which are expected to exhibit average employment
growth over the remainder of the decade

Sea also This Feld of Study Code C42 Related Code U49
Vol 1 Occupations CrossuMer 512 513 522 524

MASS COMMUNICATIONS 175



Figure 5 Salaries by Area of Public Rel ons

weighted median

base salary 45k

Entrylevel salaries
increase modestly

One
question on the salary

survey asked respondents to
provide the entrylevel calary

for an assistant account executive

in their firm or department The
overall median starting salary is
21310 3 higher than last years
figure

At corporations the median
entrylevel salary for an assistant
account executive is23400 a 6
increase over last year In con
trast the median entrylevel
salary at nonprofit organizations
is 20980 virtually the same as
last year In public relations firms
assistant account executives have

not yet passed the 20000
markthe median salary is
919210 a 5 increase 0

sector the highest paying positions are
found at industrial manufacturing
firms followed by utilities see Figure 4
page 13

Other corporate activities where the
median salary is above the median for
the total sample include financial
insurance and mediacommunications

The
corporate fields in which the medi

an salary is considerably below the
sample medianare
telsresortsentertainment health care
miscellaneous professional services
retail and miscellaneous marketing

14
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ANNUM

All Respondents

investor relations

international

environmental affairs

government relations

issues management

crisis management
public affairs

technology

corporate communications

strategic planning
generalists
research

media relations

employee relations

community relations

marketing

special events

publicity
public relations education

advertising

fundraisingphilanthropy
publicationsbrochures
other

Multiple responses permitted
Caution small base

Like last year investor relations continues as the highestpaying specialty followed by
international work and environmental affairs

The median salaries in some corpo
rate activities increased modestly rela
tive to last year with gains of between
1 and 5 Respondents who reported
they worked primarily in miscellaneous
services saw an increase of 14 in their
median salary However declines in
median salaries were reported among
the following corporate activities utili
ties down 3 transportationhotels
resortsentertainment down 1
health care down 2 and sci

entifictechnical down 14 The siz
able decline in salaries in the
scientific technical area may reflect a
natural correction from levels reported
last year when this median salary
increased 21

Among public relations firms a cate
gory that includes public relations coun
seling firms solo practitioners and
advertising agencies only the median

2536 46204 52

294 66707 74

331 62240 72

521 54920 67

660 54595 65

1109 54458 67

1287 52508 63

1129 51926 62

400 50718 57

1479 50634 59

1237 50547 59

1108 49108 57

576 47763 54

2093 46765 53

1052 46142 52

1528 45445 51

1389 45345 50

1803 45224 50

1770 44893 50

47 43674 47

986 43416 47

36 39676 39

36 34678 31

85 43089 47

salary at counseling firms 53728 is
above the overall median The median
salaries for those in counseling firms
rose a healthy 7 compared to just 03
last year Respondents working as solo
practitioners report median salaries of
43101 while those working in adver
tising agencies report a median salary
of41066

In contrast to the higher salaries
reported by those involved in most cor
porate activities and public relations
counseling firms the median salaries in
nonprofit fields remain relatively low
Respondents involved in the highestpay
ing nonprofit activities have media
salaries ranging from 41000 to 44000
These activities include public relations
education associationfoundation work
and government The lowest median
salaries are at religiouscharitable orga
nizations and miscellaneous nonprofits
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45124 Professional Occupations In Public Relations
and Communications

This unit group includes specialists in public relations and communications who develop and
implement communication strategies and information programs publicize activities and events
and maintain mcdia relations on behalf of businesses governments and other organizations They
are employed by consulting firms corporations associations government social agencies and
nthrr nrganirarinne nr thew may hn enlfrmpinyRd

Examples of titles classified in this unit group
Communications Officer

Communications Specialist
Fund Raising Consultant
Information Officer
Media Coordinator
Media Relations Officer

Main duties

Specialists in public relations and
communications perform some or all of the
following duties

Develop implement and evaluate
communications strategies and programs
designed to inform clients employees and
the general public of initiatives and policies
of businesses governments and other
organizations

Gather research and edit material for
internal and external audiences

Prepare or oversee preparation of reports
briefs bibliographies speeches
presentations and press releases

Develop and organize workshops meetings
ceremonies and other events for publicity
fundraising and information purposes
Prepare and deliver educational and
publicity programs to increase awareness of
museums galleries and other tourist
attractions

Initiate and maintain contact with the media

Arrange interviews and news conferences

Act as spokesperson for an organization and
answer written and oral inquiries

Assist in the preparation of brochures
reports newsletters and other material

Museum Educator

Press Secretary
Public Affairs Officer

Public Relations Consultant

Publicist

Publicity Agent

Employment requirements

A university degree or college diploma in
public relations communications
journalism or a discipline related to a
particular subject matter is usually required

Additional Information

Progression to managerial positions in
public relations and communications is
possible with additional training and
experience

Classified elsewhere

Advertising specialists in 1122 Professional
Occupations in Business Services to
Management

Marketing consultants in 4163 Economic
Development Officers and Marketing
Researchers and Consultants

Public relations clerks in 1453 Customer
Service Information and Related Clerks

Public relations managers In 0611 Sales
Marketing and Advertising Managers
Writers 5121
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is becoming indispensable Libraries will eventually offer
their users multimedia services which incorporate sound
image and the written word and will require new skills 1

One of the challenges facing librarians will he that of mak
ing access to the Internet and electronic highways easier for
d general public and small business and steering their cli
ent towards the right sources through the multitude of data
bases available Moreover since the moss of data contained
on the Internet is poorly organized tasks such as creation of
access protocols catalogues and indexes could create new

job opponunitics for librarians They might also become in
volved in producing the content of material carried on elec
tronic networks

The official forecast of employment openings may underesti
mate the number of opportunities available to librarians that
are generated in the private sector There will be growing op
portunities in information management in settings other than
traditional libraries examples of which include non
isadidonal employers such as corporations consulting firms
and information brokers These fields of information broker

ing consulting information access and validation and data
base marketing will provide librarians with many and
possibly a majority of their new employment opportunities

Librarians with degrees in such fields as administration
computer science or engineering have a definite advantage
Librarians who are flexible open minded able to work inde
pendently and have good communication skills and a sound
general knowledge will also have an advantage in obtaining
work Knowledge of ttxhnnlogy and good teaching methods
will be increasingly important as well

Young graduates will still need to use initiative to find open
ings In the job market Those who will be best prepared for
those remaining employment prospects will be specialists in
science or technology and those who are highly skilled in
computer use or business research especially for openings
in research libraries

Additional Information

The following related reports are available free of charge
Staging the Future Human Resource issues In Audiovis
ual and Live Performing Arts
Words in ProgressHwnon Resource Issuer in Library
Ara and Publishing
Wont in Progress Human Resource Issues in the Visual
Arts and Crafts

Sound of the Future Ligurian Resource Issues in Music
and Sound Recording

To order contact
Sector Studies Directonuc

Human Resources Development Canada
112 Kent Street 21st Floor
Ottawa Ontario K 1 A 019

Related Occupations

5111 librarians

library managers in 0109 middle and other manage
ment

school librarians in 414 secnndary and elementary
school teachers and counsellors

5112 conservators and curators

curatorial assistants in 521 technical occupations in
libraries archives museums and galleries
museum designers in 524 creative designers and
craftspersons

museum educators in 512 writing translating and
public relations professionals

513 archivists

library archive museum and an gallery managers
in 0109 middle and other management
archive assistants in 521 technical occupations in li
braries archives museums and galleries

Writing Translating and Public
Relations Professionals

NOC 512

BC Employment Trends and Projected Demand
1990 1995 2005

Number Employed 6400 7490 6720

Estimated Openings 1995 2005
Growth Nell Attrition To121

1210 1840 3080

Annual Growth 19952005 13

Main Industries of Employment
Other Service Industries 27

Printing and Publishing 16
Other Business Services 109E

Employment by Region
Lower Mainland 67
Vancouver Island 18
Northern BC 556

OkanaganKootenay 9

Belfemployment 29

Nature of the Work

Writers plan research and write books scripts plays es
says speeches manuals specifications and other non
Journalistic articles for publication or presentation They am
employed by advertising agencies governments large corpo
rations private conwlting firms publishing ttrnu and other
establishments or they may be selfemployed

Editors review evaluate and edit manuscripts articles news
reports and other material for publication or bmadeast and
they co the activities of writers journalists and
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other staff They we employed by publishing firms maga
zines journals newspapers radio and television networks

end nations as well as by companies and government depart
ments that product publications such as newsletters hand
books and manuals Editors may work on a freelance basis

Journalists research investigate interpret and commamicate
news and public affairs through newspapers television ra
dio and other media They arc employed by radio and televi
sion networks and stations newspapers and magazines
Journalists may also work on a freelance basis

Specialists in public relations and eomrunitarians develop
and implement communication strategies and information
programs pobiidze activities and events and maintain me
dia relations on behalf of businesses governments and other
organizadons They are employed by consulting fins cor
porations associations government social agencies and
otter organizadons or they may be self anployed

Translators translate written material from one language to
another Terntinologins conduct research required to trans
late and interpret technical professional and sciendfic vo
cabulary and material Interpreters translate oral
cornmunicadon such as speeches proceedings and dialogue
from one language to another Translators terminologists
and interpreters we employed by private translation and in
terpreting agencies government large private corporations
international organizations and the media or they may be
selfemployed

Illaln Duties

Novelists playwrights script writers poets and other crea
tive writers conceive and write novels plays scripts poetry
and other material for publication or presentation and may
conduct research to establish factual crmtea as well as to ob

tain pen opinions and other necessary Information Techni
cal writers analyse material such as specifications notes and
drawings end write manuals user guides and other docu
ments to explain clearly and concisely the installation opera
don and maintenance of electronic mechanical and other
equipmait Copywriters study and determine selling features
of ptodocts and services and write text for advertisements
and commercials Writers maybe expected to do desktop
publishing and design work and to liaise with production
tuff

Editor evaluate suitability of manuscripts amides news
copy and wireservice dispatches for publkatlon or broad
tast and they recommend or make changes in content style
and organization They read and edit copy to be published or
broadcast in order to detect and correct anon in spelling
grammar and syntax and they shorten or lengthen copy as
space or time requires They also confer with anthem staff
wiliest reporters and others regarding revisions to copy
they plan layout or format of copy according to space or
time allocations and slgnifitenee of copy and they plan and

mateactivities of staff Further they assure production deadlines are met plan coverage of upcoming events
assign work accordingly and they may negotiate royalties
with authors and initiate payments to freelance staff

Journalists collect local national and international news

through interviews iovestigatinn and observation and they
write news stories fnr publication and broadcast They re
ceive analyse and verify news and other copy for accuracy
and they arrange for and conduct interviews as part of re
search as well as for radio and television programs In addi
tion they research and report on developments in
specialized fields such as medicine science and technology
and they prepare regular feature columns and stories on spe
cialized topics Journalists also write editorials and eommen
taxies on topics of current interest to stimulate public interest
and express the views of a publication or broadcasting sta
tion They may also write critical reviews of literary musi
cal and other artistic works based on knowledge judgement
and experience

Public relations and communications professionals develop
implement and evaluate communications strategies and pro
grams designed to inform clients employees and the general
public of initiatives and policies of businesses governments
and other organizations They gather research and Sit mate
rial for internal and external audiences they prepare or over
see preparation of reports briefs bibliographies speeches
presentations and press releases and they develop and organ
ize workshops meetings ceremonies and other events for
publicity fundraising and information purposes

They also prepare and deliver educational and publicity pro
grams to increase awareness of museums galleries and other
tourist attractions Further they initiate and maintain contact
with the media arrange Interviews and news conferences
train and prepare management to speak on behalf of an or
ganization answer written and oral inquiries for manage
meet facilitate twoway communication between an
organization and the public and assist in the preparation of
brochures reports newsletters and other material

Translators translate a variety of written material such as
correspondence reports legal documents technical specifi
cations and textbooks from one language to another while
maintaining the content context and style of the original ma
terial They also revise edit proofread and duds translated
material and they may train and supervise other translators

Te minologisu conduct documentary and terminological re
search for the preparation of glossaries technological files
dictionaries and resnuroe centres and they may provide con
sultative services to translators interpreters and technical
writers by preparing legal scientific or other documents re
quiring specialized terminologies

Interpreters interpret oral communication from one lan
guage to another either simultaneously u the speakw
speaks or consecutively after the speaker speaks They
may also translate sign language to a spoken language and
vice versa interpret language for individuals and small
groups travelling in Canada and abroad and they may train
other Interpreters

Example Titles

writers 5121
speech writer
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advertising copywriter
technical writer
screen writer
radio write
ghost writer
creative non fiction writer

periodical writer
essayist
novelist

poet
copywriter
scientific writer

playwright
television writer
humorist

shortstory writer
specifications writer

editors 5122

production editor
technical editor

advertising editor
news editor

sports editor
copy editor
associate editor

photo editor
art ediwr

manuscript editor
script editor

Journailru 5123
book reviewer

broadcast Journalist
catatonia

investigative reporter
news commentator

network reporter
newspaper critic
researcher radio or television

correspondent
news analyst
Reporter

televislon news anchorperson

profenional occupations in public relations and
commualeadons 5124 c tins

communications officer

information officer

media coordinator

media relations officer

press secretary
public relations consultant

publicity agent

WORK Futures

public affairs officer
museum educator

communications specialist

publicist
fundraising consultant

translators terminologists and interpreters 5125
literary translator
court interpreter
conference interpreter
legal terminologist
medical terminologist
translator official languages

sign language interpreter
interpreter for the deaf

d

Education and Training
Writers editors and publishers oft require a university do
gree In the area to which they wish to die such IS medi
cine or engineering or a degree In English ofJoumalism
Public relations ptofUflonals require a college certificate or
a university degree in a relevant fteldThere are no other en
hance requirements of relevant eredendals because it is abil
ity as demonstrated by aportfolio orwork that is the most
important hiring ctitedon Volunteer experience can be help

Colleges and university colleges In BCoffers variety of
programs to help develop writing editing and public rela
tions sldlts Kwantlen University College offers a twoyear
diploma in Journalism and Public Relations which includes
study of paint Joumslimn public relations and electronic pub
lishing Applicant are expected to demonstrate knowledge
and skills equivalent in trade 12 Faglish and have key
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boarding skills of 25 wpm Admission requires submission
a resume attendance et an mimtation session and a 300

dstatement of career goals

Langton College offers a oneyeer certificate and a twoyear
diploma in Journalism for students with an appropriate uni
vesiry degree Thcse programs train writers for general
news assignments and introduce them to many aspects of the
eommuniaitions industry They are printoriented but offer
sufficient oppononity for developing broadcast reporting
skills Applicants must have Grade 12 or equivalent demon
strable writing ability and a typing speed of 40 wpm

The British Columbia lnstitate of TechnologysSchool of
Business offers a twoyear Broadcast Communications di
pintna This program prepares students for careers as report
ers newscasters and editors in radio and television
Admission requires high school graduation proof of com
puter literacy and keyboard skills of 25 wpm as well as sub
mission of en essay about career goals lens ofreference
transaipu and a resume outlining related experience Pre
vious studies in political science history psychology busi
ness law computer science and other humanities are
valuable

Camosan College has a twoyear Applied Communications
program which emphasizes a wide range of media skills as
well as the coneeptu background required in order to make
Intelligent production decisions Admission requires suecess

Siilil completion of an English placement test end keyboarding
tills of 30 wpm

Douglas College offers a twoyear Print Furores
Professional Writing diploma program It is designed to pre
pare graduates to work as technical writer communications
officers or editors By focusing on document writing as
well u communication theory the program trains students
In research writing and editing n well as desktop publish
ing Admission requires basic skills in word processing and
submission of it writing assessment samples of written
work two letters of reference and a resume A cooperative
education option and pantime study are available

Caption College offers basic and advanced certificates in
Business Communications These programs are usually com
pleted byparttime study and include courses in business
and technical writing public speaking and freelance writing

Programs which tech writing and journalism tee also avail
able at BCuniversities Thc University of British Columbia
UBC offers a program leading to a bachelorsdegree in
Creative Writing Application is usually made it the end of a
second year of oaiversiryrand includes submission of 30 to
35 pages of original writing in two or more genres A mu
tersprogram in Creative Writing kelso available UBC
also offers a diploma in Applied Creative NonFiction to in
dividuals who have a bachelorsdegree or equivalent and to

students with considerable professional experience
Applicants submit at least 30 pages of original material con
mining samples ofwriting in creative nortfiction and at least
one other imaginative form

The University of Victoria 1JVie offers several options in
this area A bachelorsdegree in Arts Writing or in Fine
Arts Writing is available from the Department of Writing
in the Faculty of Fine Ans As well a minnr degree is of
fered jointly by the Facuhy of Fine An and the Department
of English in the Faculty of Arts and ScienceThis minor is
available to those who complete a bachelorsdegree In
either faculty This minor is designed for those who wish to
be professional writers in u variety of areas including jour
nalism publishing business industry and pogemmenL

Simon Fraser UniversitysSFU School of Communication
offers an interdisciplinary program leading to a bachelors
degree in Arts Students in this program concentrate their
study in a variety of anus including advenising and social
marketing interpersonal and intercultural communication
mass mediapopular culture and publishing A roasters pro
gram and doctoral studies in Communications arc also avail
able

Admission to bachelors degree programs requires comple
tion of Grade 12 Because space and resources are Limited
not all qualifinl applicants are admined so early application
is recommended

New entrants into the field of publishing may wish to con
sider leaving the pntvince to participate in special courses of
fered by the Banff School of Fine Arts In Btmff Alberta
These shoe intensive programs are highly respected and de
signed for those seeking first positions in the industry
Programs are also available for those who have already com
pleted a degree The i epanntcnt of Writing in the Faculty of
Fine Arts at llVic oilers a uneyear post graduate diploma in
Writing andFditine The Harvey Southern Diploma is de
signed for students with depress who are Looking for a pro
fessional credential that will lead to a career in writing and
editing in joumnlism publishing government communica
tion and ccupotate information services Admission is based
on grade point average portfolio referee reports tend an in
terview

Preparation fur a career in publishing can be obtained
through a unique program offered by SFU The Canadian
Centre for Studies In Publishing at S11 offers a program
leading to Master of Publishing MPub within the
Faculty of Arts This program is designed for full time and
part time study and includes a fourmonth intemihip Ad
mission requires a bachelors degree with a high grade point
average familiarity with the publishing industry and with
Apple and 1BMcompatible microcomputers and compe
tence in English

Writers and public relation people need to be creative rte
suurceful and organized They must have excellent lan
guage word processing and interpersonal skills A critical
mind as well as patience tact and selfdiscipline are all de
sirable qualities Ongoing education is generally rtecefsary
Comfort with computer use and teehnolugieal information
syuans as well as familiarity with related fields sorb as
desktop publishing and design are assets Fluency in an
other language may enhance employment opportunities yid
allow movement into related fields such as translation
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To work in the aura of translation a bachelorsdegree in
tor training and experience is usually
required A translatorsor interpretersxrtificate issued by
be Society of Translators and Interpreters ofBC may be re
quired Certification is granted upon successful completion
of examinations

A few programs an available for developing interpreting
skills UBC has a diploma in translation between French and
English A bachelorsdegree or equivalent or extensive
work in the field is required for admission Proficiency In
both written and verbal English and French is expected AU
candidates must pass a translation proficiency examination
which includes precis writing and translations

Douglas College offers a diploma program in Sign
Language Interpreting Langan CollegesContinuing
Education department offers a certificate program for court
interpreters SFU offers courses in advanced interpreting for
internadonal business ventures

Translators in addition to a thorough knowledge of at least
two languages require writing skills a good memory excel
lent oral expression and an ability to concentrate Being
able to think quickly and clearly Is vital Sign language inter
preters must be sensitive to the needs of deaf and hardof
hearing people More details on work as an interpreter
translator may be obtained from the Canadian Translators
and Interpreters Council 1402 1 Nicholas Street Ottawa
Ontario KIN 7B7 or from the Society ofTranslators and
Interpreters of8C Suite 400905 West Pender
Vancouver V6C 1L6

Working Conditions
Most of the occupations in this group involve working 35 to
40 scheduled hours per week though frequently mote hours
are required The actual number of work hours will vary ac
cording to circumstances and deadlines The pace of work
will vary depending on the specific occupation within this
group

The pace associated with wort in translation saviors public
relations and magazine and book publication is usually
steady with some pressure of deadlines The pace of work
ing in newspaper or broadcastJoarnallsm Is usually fast and
sometimes exhausting

Some of the workers is this group work in comfortable pri
vate offices Some egmany creative writers even work
out of their homes Others particularly journalists must
often work in noisy and sometimes crowded moms filled
with telephones word processors end printers

Although most of these workers have an office as a bast of
operation many of their duties are performed elsewhere
Joumaliss are frequently out of their offices gathering news
or other information on local and regional events or trends
while public relations professionals must often venture out
to conduct research or attend meetings or promotional tunic
boas

Work schedules art often shifted or rearranged In older to
melt deadlines or deal with latebreaking stories or client
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emergencies Unpaid ovcnimc and working evenings week
ends or even aroundtheclock are not uncommon for writ
ers editors journalists or public relations professionals
Translators terminologists and interpreters may have a less
volatile work schedule

In 1994 the average annual earnings for this occupational
group were 529200 Half of this group worked full time for
the full year and their average earnings were 541200 The
respectivealloccupation averages were 528700 and
539800 Editors had higher earnings with an average of
535600 546600 full time full year Translators termi
nologists and interpreters who worked full time for the full
year were paid 539300 on avenge However the average
annual comings for all workers in that occupation were only
519200 reflecting the large proportion of workers in that
field who are employed part time Qualified experienced
public relations professionals can cant high salaries

The number of employed workers in this occupational group
increased from6400 in 1990 to7490 in 1995 Public rela

tions professionals 34 and writers 01 are the largest
occupations in the group

Self for the entire group stands at 29 but the
figure is much higher for writers 659 arid lower for public
relations professionals l0 and editors 1 I By compari
son the role of self employment across all occupations in
BC is 11 Pantime employment for the entire group
stands at 24 but as mentioned it is more common for

translators terminologists and interpreter 46 The all

occupation rate for pantime employment in BC is 22
Unemployment for the entice group is about the same a the
alloccupation average but is much lower for writers most
of whom are selfemployed

About 44 of the entire getup and 70 of translators ter
minologists and interpreters work only pan of the year re
flecting the large amount ofcontract work in this
occupational group Jobs for this group are found in many
different industries but the largest concentrations are in con
sulting printing publishing advertising and radio
television These workers are mostly located in the Lower
Mainland 67 and on Vancouver island 18

Woman make up 55 of the entire group and account for
over 80 of translators terminologists and interpreters The
proportion of workers aged 35 to 44 is higher than the alloc
cupation average whUe the proportion aged 15 to 24 is less
This reflects the higher levels of education and experience 4

required to secure work in this group There is a high propor
tion of writers aged 65 and older possibly because of the
highselfemployment freelance nature and lack of conven
tional workplace tmtrictions and cxpcxtations associated
with this line of work

Employment Prospects
The job outlook for the entire occupational group to the year
2005 calls for growth at about the alloccupation average

Public Relations Professionals The employment forecast
for these occupations calls for growth that is a liulc faster
than the alloccupation average Corporations nonprofit or
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ganfzadons and government agencies are becoming Increas
ingly aware of the need to develop and maintain a positive
corporate image A trend among companies is to reduce the

amber of their public relations stair With this develop
ment work opportunities in this occupation are available
mainly through consulting Turns and selfemployment

Consultants are Increasingly being called upon to participate
In the strategic planning of a firmscommunicadons rather
than performing occasional work As a result the skills of
communications speciaists must become more specialized
as greater expertise is in demand Clients also expect con
crete proof measurable both in quantity and quality that
their communications campaign is bringing in results The
ability to develop new methods of measurement and strong
analytical skills are in great demand

Communications in finance is another promising niche for
communications and public relations specialists Financial
communications specialism are responsible for keeping in
vestors informed about a company determining possible ob
jections and transmitting them to the directors Besides
skills in fmanee very strong credibility Is essential Because
institutional investors are occupying a growing presence as
shareholders and are requiring sophisticated information the
demand for financial communications specialists is high

Communications in the environment is also creating jobs es
pecially for mandates abroad Examples include working
with Mexico about new technologies to adopt to meet
NAFTA environmental standards or identifying promising

ippuainess opportunities for Canadian firms who have the necessary expertise in the environment

Although they believe the labour market for public relations
professionals will remain healthy some industry observers
have indicated that the employment forecast may be slightly
high and that the number of work oppommldes resulting
from growth may be a liulc lower than this forecast would
indicate Even If that Is the ease there should still be solid
prospects for workers in this occupation although much of
it may be in the form of parttime work contract work or
self employment

Writers and Edhorr The employment forecast to the year
2005 for written calls for growth that is faster than the all
occupation average but industry observers indicate that this
forecast may be overly optimistic They say that It does not
reflect actual employment prospects considering that there is
no shortage of people tying to break into this field and few
writers retire or go into other fields

The proliferation of television channels and the arrival of the
electronic highway could also have negative consequences
for writers except in the case of electronic magazines Some
industry observers speculate that if subscriptions or royalties
could somehow be collected from the publication of these
magazines h should increase opportnnhles for waken

ewth in leisure activities and strong compeddon from
tc macadonal activities fora share of the consumers

time and financial resources can be expected to have an ad
verse effect
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Overall demand for books is expected to fall somewhat but
the field of childrensliterature is flourishing and some spe
cialized publishing houses have been very successful in for
elgn markets Technological change will Increase demand
for specialized writers In the areas of program manuals spe
cialty magazines and trade journals

Despite the limited number of career openings movies and
television are the most lucrative areas for writing Nonethe
less writing for television and movies has its own specific
requirements Aspiring script writers can Increase their
chances for employment by joining script writing teams that
include experienced script waiters orpardcipate In shows
that purchase sketches Script writers should profit from
these surroundings to develop team spirit because in this In
dustry text is a raw product subject to modification by other
artists

Broadcasters even in publiclyowned networks are uniting
increasingly to private producers for their supply of program
ming Production houses are continually looking for
sketches short stories novels and scripts

Advertising will be shaped to an evergreater degree by the
media Advertising copywriters should be aware of treads
and familiar with different media Ncw technologies such as
virtual reality multimedia and interactive media will chal
lenge writers creativity Infomercials for example will re
quire that writers be skilled in script wrldng Contract work
will become more prevalent for advertising copywriters
Those who have skills and background in business and mar
keting will be in the best position to obtain work in this tea

Creative writers such as novelists playwrights and poets
will continue to find it challenging to make a living from
their writing Like creative and performing artists such as
musicians actors and painters the few employment pros
pects available to than will take the form of temporary pro
jects

For editor the employment forecast to the year 2005 is
growth that is about the same as the alloccupation average

Journalism The employment situation for journalists colum
nists and researchers in the paint and electronic media Is be
coming increasingly difficult Extensive restructuring in the
newspaper radio and television industries in recent years
has led to layoffs closings and network concentration Ver
satility and knowledge of various media are major assets for
journalists seeking greaterjob opportunities

Access to computerised databanks makes journalists and re
searchers work easier Those familiar with databanks and

bow to use them have a deemed advantage

Joumelismtrated skis such as media relations ktowledge
and team work are sought after in the public relations field
where there are potential jobs for journalists and researchers

Employment prospects for broadcast journalists may taper
off through to the year 2005 Technological change and job
rationalization In public and private radio as well as in televi
sion broadcasting will have a restrictive effect on hiring
Full time job reductions can also be expected Further
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pester use will be made of mullskilled individuals sub
wntractors and freelance participants

computerized production of programming is expanding
pay year The phenomenon Is creating a demand for aea
dveJoorrtalists with computer skills Equipment streamlin
ing and the use of robots require radiotelevision journalism
who me multidisciplinary eg they know how to operate a
video camera Ilse of computers in editing is affecting the
tots performed by journalism and reporters who now play
a greater role in offline editing

Now that radio has switched to digital transmission radio
journalism should have some general knowledge of the over
all system and not just the cotupunems For which they are in
dividually responsible They need upgraded technical and
computer skills as well as journalism and presentation skills

for print journalism the tavern of the electronic highway
may lead to a boom In magazines especially those dealing
with computers networks databanks or multimedia This
growth should spur demand for specialized Journalists The
employment forecast for journalists is for growth that is
about the same as the alloccupation aventge Those who can
write on scientific or technical subjects will have a particular
advantage in the labour market as the emergence and popu
larity of new technologies such as personal computers and
innovative software programs make for a positive outlook
not only for technologleallyorimted journalism but for tech
ideal writers as well

Translators Terminologists and Interpreters The employ
ment forecast for these professionals calls for growth that is
mach faster than the all occupation average Like many
other federally funded programs the federal governments
budget for transladon bas been limited so much of this pro

jected growth will be found in the private sector
Cmnputeshave become iudispeosable equipment for trans
Jaen They must now have a sound knowledge of the com
puterized tools at their disposal terminology banks spell
checkers lexicographic databases and desktop publishing
Cranputeraided emulation may aso take on greater impor
tance in the future especially in very technical areas such as
meteorology

Prospects for translators terminologists and interpreters will
be best for those who are Idly fluent have both written and
cube abilkdes in languages that have growing imprtanx
in trade or are used in fastgrowing communities in BC
Those who can read write and speak Mandarin Cantonese
Japanese or Punjabi may have an advantage in the labour
rnatket Increased trade with Mexico and with some of the
South American countries in future years could open up new
oppntunides for translators with a good command of Span
ish Also many companies having difficulty recruiting tech
nical writes are turning to translators to have the work
done Employment prospects arc good for translators famtl
sat with scientific and technical fields Professional transla
tors knowledgeable in law ecology biology and pharmacy
will also be in demand
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Many of these professionals aresetemployed or have thelr
own businesses Companies are Increasingly cutting back on
their permanent staff and sending work out to sub
contractors Expansion of freelance work can be expected to
continue

Besides an excellent knowledge of the source and target lan
guages translators must have a good general knowledge
mental dexterity proficiency and editing skills Demand is
concentrated mainly in large urban centres

Interpreters provide services mainly at eonfercnces for dis
cussion groups escortioterptutcrs for trade delegations for
example and in the legal field The profession may require a
lot of travel and therefore additional demands on ones time
Job openings are limited and must interpreters work as rccl
anttrs Many of than are also translaturs Conference Inter
prcters must have a high degree of physical and mental
endurance intense powers of comxntnuion mental flexibil
ity rapid mental assimilation skills good elocution and
pleasant voices

Employment prospects arc limited In the terminology field
Because of the recession many terminologist positions have
been eliminated and translators have been given the task of
doing their own terminology research Resides an excellent
knowledge of language and computer skills terminologists
should have a sound general knowledge and a high degree of
intellectual curiosity A sense of organization and an analyti
cal mind are essential for managing longterm projects eg
thematic research Also much sought after are flexibility
persuasiveness and team work skills

Additional Information

The following related reports are available free of charge
Staging the Future Haman Resource Issues in Audiovia
mil and Live Performing Arts

Words In Progress Human Resource Issues in Library
Arts and Publishing
Work in Progns Human Resource Issues in the Visual
Arts and Crafts
Sound ofthe Future Human Resource Issues in Marie
and Sound Recording

To order contact
Sector Studies Directorate

Human Resources Development Canada
112 Kesrt Street 2Ist Flout
Ottawa Ontario RI A 019 r

Related Occupations
5121 writers

song writers in 513 creative and performing artists
5122 editors

editorial assistants in 145 library correspondence
and related information clerks
film editors in 513 creative and performing artists
managing editors In 01 09 middle and other manage
ment
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map editors in 225 technical occupations in architec

ture
drafting surveying and mapping

sound editors On 522 photographers graphics arts
technicians tech occupations in motion pictures
broadcasting

5123 journalists
announcers and other broadcasters 523

photojournalists in 522 photographers graphics arts
technicians tech occupations in motion pictures
broadcasting

5124 professional occupations in public relations
and communications

advertising specialists in 1122 professional occupa
tions in business services to management
marketing consultants in 416 policy and program of
ficcrs researchers and consultants

public relations clerks in 145 library correspon
dence and related information clerks
public relations managers in 0109 middle and other
management

5125 translators terminologists and interpreters
language instructors in 4131 college and other voca
tional instructors

Jingoists in 416 policy and program officers re
searchers and consultants

I
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Creative and Performing Artists

NOC 513

BC Employment Trends and Projected Demand
1990 1995 2005

Number Employed R530 10320 12170

Estimated Openings 19952005
Growth Net Attrition Taal

1650 1810 4460

Annual Growth 19952005 IS9

Main Industries of Employment
Amusement and Recreation Services
Education

Other Service industrie

Employment by Region
Lower Mainland
Vancouver Island

Northern 9C
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Selfemployment
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545EleNature of the Work

Producers directors choreographers and related occupa
tions oversee and control the technical and artistic aspects of
film television radio dance and theatre productions They

are employed by film production companies radio and tele
vision stations broadcast departments in advertising compa
nies sound recording studios record production companies
and dance companies They may also be self employed

Conductors composers and arrangers conduct bands and or
chestras compose musical works and arrange instrumental
and vocal compositions They are employed by symphony
orchestras bands choirs and sound recording companies or
they may be self employed

This occupational group Includes musicians singers and
teachers of vocal and instrumental music Musicians and
singers perform with orchestras opera companies and popu
lar bands in establishments such as concert balls lounges
theatres and recording studios as well as In film and televi
sion Music teachers teach in conservatories academies and
private homes

This group also includes dancers and dance intonctors
Dancers are employed by ballet and dance companies televi
sion and film productions night clubs and similar estab
lishments Dance instructors are employed by dance
academics and dance schools

Actors perform roles in motion picture television theatre
and radio productions to entertain audiences Actors are em
ployed by motion picture television theatre and other pro
duction companies This group includes acting instructors
employed by private acting schools

Painters sculptors and other visual anlns create original
paintings drawings sculptures aching engravings and
other ardsde works They are usually self employed This
group also includes art instructors and teachers who ere usu
ally employed by private art schools

Main Duties

Film television and radio producers plan organize and co
ordinate the production of motion pictures television shows
and radio programs engage directors and other production
personnel and determine treatment scope and scheduling of
production Directors Interpret scripts select the cast and
advise in the interpretation and delivery of the performance
They also direct rehearsals filmlags broadcasts and per
formances and confer with crew and production specialists
throughout production and postproduction to achieve de
sired presentation Chonogrnphers create dames for film
theatre and television performances than convey stories
ideas and moods and direct rehearsals for dancers to Men
desired interpretation

Related occupations include art directors film editors re
cord producers and directors of photography An directors
plan organise and direct the artistic aspecs of motion pic
tures stage productions and television shows by overseeing
the design of sets costumes furnishings and props to create
portrayals of period and setting Film editors edit motion pit
tune film and arrange film segments into sequences to
achieve continuity and desired dramatic comedic and tiro
made effects
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Professional Occupations in Public
Relations and Communications

At Work

Other Business Services

Federal Adminisulgn

Provincial and Tenitocial Administration

Fdwtbn

Other Health and Social Services

Other Service IMusvies

Advertising Services

0 JOB FUTURES VOLUME 1 OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOKS

People in this occupation work for consulting firms corporations associations
government social agencies and other organizations They may also be
self employed Their duties may require them to

Develop implement and evaluate communications strategies and programs to
inform clients employees and the public of initiatives and policies of businesses
government and other organizations
Gather research and edit material for in house and public audiences
Prepare or oversee the preparation of reports briefs bibliographies speeches
presentations and press releases
Develop and organize workshops meetings ceremonies and other events for
publicity fund raising and other information purposes
Prepare and deliver educational and publicity programs to increase awareness of
museums galleries and other tourist attractions
Initiate and maintain contact with the media

Arrange interviews and news conferences and
Assist in the preparation of brochures reports newsletters and other material

This occupation also includes fund raising consultants media relations officers
museum educators press secretaries and publicists
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Education Training and Experience
People in this occupation usually require a university degree or college diploma
in public relations communications journalism or a discipline related to a
particular subject matter

With additional training and experience they may progress to managerial
positions in public relations and communications
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About this Occupation

25000 workers were employed in this occupation in 1994
75 more than in 1984 Over the same period
employment grew by 17 economywide Recent
employment trends in this occupation are highly
favourable

The proportion of workers employed parttime is below
average

Over 60 of workers in public relations and
communications are women well above the average
There are relatively few young workers reflecting the
educational requirements of these jobs
The unemployment rate for this occupation is significantly
lower than the national rate

Full time earnings for this occupation are somewhat higher
than average levels
Employment in this occupation is moderately sensitive to
changing economic conditions and is not seasonal

Looking to the Year 2000
Labour market conditions in this occupation are expected
to improve somewhat over the next five years but remain
good

As more and more people have access to computer
communication tools modems etc at home and in the
office an increasing number of public relations and
communications assignments will be done at home or by
people operating as self employed individuals
Strong employment growth is distributed over many
industries led by business services advertising and
provincial and territorial administration

See also This Occupation Code 5124 Related Code 512
Vol 2 field of Study Crossindec MI 1 011 U85 U89 C14
For further Information see Ust of Association
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